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President's Message
André Zimmerwann
Welcome to the VOC joutnal Chances âre you have already read
potion of the journal and are running out of things which might
interest you. You have just nov/ gotten around to seeing what the president's message is about this year. I have chosen to depart a bit from the
usual fotmat of the Prez's message. I hope you âpprove.
I should start by saylng thanks to the executives of past years who
diligently saved money for the Brian Waddington Cabin by purposively
never balancing their budgets. Thanks to them I was left in the fortunate
position of overseeing the spending of $30,000 of someone else's money.
a good

Most of this was put tou/ards the hut ($20,000), and the Íest v/âs spent on
the usual things such as the gear room, the joumal, fed dues, etc.
We started the yeat by managing to get the Brian Waddington hut
in place, and you can read all about in subsequerit pages of this journal.
Once the hut was out of the way the club moved forward with an especially strong executive and ran a number of events thtoughout the year. I
would ]ike to take this opportunity to say thanks to all the executive and
congratulate them on putting together a quality set of events throughout
the year. Rather than going on to list the terdfic jobs each executive has
done I am going to save my words to sây a few things about what I think
about the club.
In taking on the presidency I had certain ideas as to what I thought
could be done to improve the club. I stafted the year with the goal of
having more beg'inner friendly trips, which would not be lead by the core
members of the club. These rnembers often appeared too busy with their
own tips pushing personal limits and were generaþ not interested in hiking tips. The basic idea was to run a weekly day hike series with a speciFred destination, but no leader. People would be able to meet befote the
ttip and
rides and such, and then w"ith basic hiking knowledge go
^ffaîge
on a vaitery of hikes. There was two reasons for such a trip. First, many
members of the executive, including myself, have limited days available to
get out. When days become available they tend to want to go on a long
strenuous climbing/sküng trip rather than an average hiking trip. Secondly, there are a number of people in the club capable of doing their own
ttips. A tegular weekly tdp may make it possible for these people to meet
up and go on trips together. W4rile the strategy seemed simple enough the
day hike series did not work, only one trip went out and there was teally
98-VOCJ-g9
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no interest in the ptogram. Does this mean the club has no one who just
to do basic hiking trips? I doubt this, in fact I feel there is still a

'wants

trclpate m.

\x/ith time the make up of the club will change and so will the ftequency and qpe of trips which are being offered. The nature of the club
changes rapidly, next year is guaranteed to look a lot different with 12 of
the 15 exec's graduating, plus ararge number of the active members. As a

Hopefully this commentary has given you something to think
about, to agree or disagree with. If so I have succeeded anJgiv.r, yoo
something more than â summary of the yeat.
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VP's Social Report
fu

Jn

lWild

Reflections on the VOC social scene....hmmmmm.... As I sit and try
to reminisce on the social activities of this pastyeat,Iïe come to a flumber of realizations. The first is the fact that I've been an extemely busy

student this year and thus a not so busy vice prcz....ttag1c really!...
however, this year has also seen much social activity on the voc ftont,
which has been GREAT (no thanx to me is whar I,m trying to say!). Well,
if anything can be said about the '98-99 voc social scene is that it has
been the year of the potluck/slideshov¡!
So let's tecap shall we?....
The year started out with a bang at the Welcome Back potluck,
which was held in the grad centre. Yummy food, fantastic slides ãf ,.r-mer advenhrrc and epics, great people....it .was a success and a good
chance to relax and touch base with friends not seen since the previous
ye t.
,\nd then came LONGHII{E....'ow, Iïe def,rnitely gained new re_
spect

for all of you past Vice Presidents! ,\s usual,-saturday

was

shrouded in a torential downpour...but hey, all rRUE vocers learn to
climb in awatetnal)-, right? Alas, fot the f,rst year in ages I wasn't out there
teaching Rock 1 but was stuck in the kitchen....if not for Blair and Aussie
Tim to keep me sane I don't know what I would have done! so evenh-rally
the sodden bedraggled masses arrived and the evening turned into a riotous good time...with new friends, massive drunkenness, indoor boulder

I guess the next big social function would have to be Halloween...
an event ftom which I was unfortunately absent due to an ill-timed Freld
school....doh! Flowever, it was held at the illustrious Flouse of climb this
yeat and rlrmour has it that
jolly good

time!

Attendees

included

C.), aviator Jenny and box
Goldilocks and the three bears (I don't know
irD.
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(aka Dave

visit from

How Mike and stella did

and spring. On to term two.....

The first two parties of the new yed were again at the House of
Climb....BOTH potlucks! The first was rhe infamous dumpster dive potluck. It really is amazing the culinary delights that can be pulled out of a
garbage can! And the second was a giant sing song potluck to sing in the
bfuth of the most recent edition of the vocs song book! \x4rat an excellent time....guitars strumming, at least 20 people sitting in a small room,
voices raised (Ì\{OSTLY in the same keys...), as we worked our way from
A to Z through the booþ taking breaks for food, conversad.on and acrobatics.... thanx to Jeremy F. for all of his hard work! And Dan,
Jay and,
myself, the last diehards, screeching at the top of our lungs into the wee

hours

of the moming (I think Jer was passed out ofl the couch)...

Awesome!

A potluck was also held on the first evening of the VOCs first
photo exhibition in the SUB gallery. A fair number of people showed up,
most having come straight from classes and thus didn't bring very much
food, but everyone was So in awe of the outstanding photographic talents
of club members that the shoftage of food was hardly noticed!
And now we have ardved at my cuffent proiect, the Spring Banquet! This year I've decided to hold the banquet in a hall...I thought it
would be fun to try something different, PLUS we can have a dance...yay!
So at this point the plan has been crafted, the caterer and hall are in line....
and there are only two more weeks for something catastrophic to go
wtong! NO problem! !7ell, cross your fingers everyone, and hopefully the
end of this year will be just as much fun as everything that has come before it!
Thanx guys, for gteat times over the years!

98-vOCJ-99
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fournal Editor's Message
Although all the journal chaos has not completely dtawn to a close,
feel it is necessary to write this befote I lose all capability to sit in front
of a computer screerì. I'm not sure what compelled me to fun for journal
editor last year. There really is no excuse for such folly since I have been

I

around long enough to have heard the many horror stories of journals

by. Additionall¡ I am essentially computer illiterate (I myself use an
electronic typewdter for my writing), and one would think at least some
computer knowledge would be helpful for this task.
Despite all this, I,ve actually enjoyed the last week of madness.
"FIow is this possible?" you ask yourself. "shouldn't the journal editor be
pulling their hair out and losing precious yeats off their life due to journal
gone

glemont, Vem Blasey, Andre Z:tntnerman, Jeremy Frimer and Dan the
man Perrakis), who câme out even dudng one of Vancouver's rare sunny
days. Heaps of praise upon Paul Feadng for going undercover as a computet geek to scan the journal slides and another thank-you to Dan the
man for helping me with the colour pichrres. l7ithout Fem Webb,s genius
and her parents' resources in the computer area this journal would not
have been possible, and I am eternally indebted to her. No amount of free
Pie'R'Squaredpizza could make up for the amount of work that sir Markus Gristus has put into this joumal both by setting everything up with
the printer and binder and by answering my plethora of questions and
phone calls. Last but not least, I cannot forget to thank the many VOC
members who took the time to \¡Ëite an article or submit a slide.
On that note, and since it seems that being in this position allows
such pdveleges, I would like to take part in the time honoted tradition of
tanting. You may have noticed just skimming through the journal that it
contains alarge number of epic length articles. Although this makes for a
journal that is potentially a long read I decided not to cut any of them
since they are representative of this year's many activities. However, you
may also have noticed whilst skimming, that there are only thtee atticles
wdtten by women. This i¡n'r representational - I know that you're out
there so wdte, dammit! But enough of such things... go enjoy delving into
the depths of the 1998-99 VOC joumal
Shoshanna Reitet
98-VOCJ-99
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Of Mice and Mountains
Ncbard MacIGn{e

one of the high points of last surnmer for me was a climb on the east side
of Mount slesse, in the northem reaches of the cascade range just south
of chjlliwack, which my wife Karen and I did last August. we climbed the
Nottheast Buttfess, a route considered good enough to make the book
Fifty Classic Climbs of North America, by Roper and Steck. From what
we'd read, the route has a 4ish-hour approach, is about 25 pitches in
length, and has quite a long, inobvious descent. A logistical complication
is that the usual descent is dov¡n the west side of the mountain,-vzhereas
the approach is via the north-east, a painful 25-kjlomet¡e trek ftom the
statt. Because of this, most parties stash a cat or bicycle on the west side
and ddve from there to the east side to start the climb. At the end of the
climb one person takes the bike, or both take the 2nd car, back to the
start. Altematively, there's a descent down to the east side (which leads
you much more directly back to the statt) which avoids rhis complication,
but it's said to be a major routefinding feat to pick out the one survivable
way down from among thousands of possibilties.

be, to put it mildly, pretty rough. Flowever we decided after consulting a
few people who'd done the route (one of whom had actually done the ãescent via the east side) that it would be too much to hope that we would
fi¡d our way down that side without taking an "express descent" variation.
So we managed to borrow a second car to drop off on the west-side logging road. pamed if we didn't forget, when borrowing the car, to mention the part about those logging roads...)
As for the climbing itself, there are a few options. The first 6 ot so pitches
are supposed to have quite a fevz gtassy, unpleasant sections and can be
blpassed. This might sound wimpy, but since \¡r''e were doing the route in
one day we decided to allow outselves the luxury of being wimps. (Fred
Beckey, I{ng of the Cascades, gives this variation his blessing in his book,
which made us feel better. The second option is mid-route: the crux is a
98-vOCI-99
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supposedly sustained 5.10 crack pitch with sparse pro; there's a noth-side

the east of the actual buttress to avoid the last tuzo pitches of climbing.
Since the direct f,rnish was 5.8, we didn't think it would slow us down
much, and the last pitches are supposed to be quite nice, so we decided to
go direct there.
So the plan was: one-day outing, west-side descent, blpass of the lower

lamps, food, and 2.5 litres of water. We brought a pared-down rack (set of
rocks, 4 TCUs, 5 camalots, 8 QDs, slings). For bivy gear - just in case - we
brought one of those silver emergency "blankets" which I'd bought about
5 years ago and which had been sitting in its wrapping ever since.

involve a certain amount of impoliteness on our part.
&op-off car as lar along the west-side
l"ggrg road as we dared to drive it (several kms from the actual descent
trail); already the car was unbelievably dusty. we drove our car to the east
side and scouted out the beginning of the approach to make sure we

rØe managed to leave our borrowed

would
the pla
a boos

t to
got
or-

gantzalon: things were looking good. The campgtound v/as at the beginning of the logging road leading to the apptoach, it was free, and it was
quiet. we set our watches ror 3:30am and bedded down under the stars,
without â tent. It was a clear, calm night, far a:vay fuom cjviltzation, and
the stars were magnif,rcent.

our attempt

at getting a good night's sleep was short lived, however.

After

about half an hour, we heard an odd scurrying noise around us, which
each of us Frgured was just the other moving around. But it wasn't long
before l(aren, and then I, actually reahzed that some sort of small animals
wete checking out the latest campground residents, nosing around, crawl98-VOCJ-99
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ing on our sleeping bags, and even in our hair! Ugh! After this happened
three or four times we realized the critters v/erenrt going to tire of this little game, so, not knowing whether'we were up against mice, lizards, or
who-knows-what, we decided we would have to retreât to the back of our
car, vzhich we'd never done before. CI(/hy we didn't throw a tent in the car
as a ptecaution when packing for the trip is beyond me.) The cat's rear
seat folds down, though the drop between the folded-down seat and the
trunk was not exactly conducive to a good night's sleep. Stìll, it was cleat
that we wouldn't sleep a wink if we stayed on the ground; the car seemed
to be the best option available. So we re-dressed, gathered up our sleeping
bags and set things up as best we could in the back of the car. It was a minor change to our plan of attack, and it dulled somewhat our sense of optirnism, but there was nothing to woffy about: it was only 10pm, and we
would still get a tolerable night's sleep.
we settled into the back of the car, not exactly comfortable but better off
thete, we thought. As if the discomfort wasn't enough, however, not
twenty minutes after settling into the car the nightmare continued: we
again started to hear scurrying, and eventually to feel creatures around us
and occasiondly ir our hair. We turned on a headlamp, wondering what
the hell was going on; it was bad enough on the ground, but in ouÍ own
car?!! After some time, we rcaüzed that one or more mice had somehow
found its way into our car! Repeated efforts to capture or scâre away the
spunþ little rodent/s were a total failure.
After yet another failed attempt at sleeping, this time on the picnic table
(another favourite hangout for the mice, apparentþ, we thought about
abandoning the climb: not enough sleep would ptobably be survivable,
but none at all...??? As a hnal effort, we drove to the trailhead, hoping
(cor:rectJy, it seems) that there would be no mice thete, and that the one oÍ
more '\Ã/e were bdnging along with us in the car would stay there. (The
smell of a pizza box in the back of the car wo'ld hopefully be more alluring to the mice than the smell of us!). At some time near 1am we managed
to bed down for the last time (fully expecting for a good long while that
the onslaught would pick up at any time), and we may act.tally have gotten
a fev¡ minutes of sleep - not quite as restful a night as we'd hoped before
the big day ahead of us.
During the night, I had plenty of time to think about anything under the
sun: the climb, whether the weather would be as nice as it was supposed
to be, the stars above. But all I could think about was those annoying
mice, and like a nightm^tq
absurd line kept repeating in my head. It's
like a cartoon I hadn't seen in^flages called Klondike Kat (I think). over and
over, I heard this ridiculous voice saying: I JUST LOVE THOSE MEE98-VOCJ-g9
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CES TO PIECES!

teffalfi.

The climbing was

often

ping holds, marginal

pro and the uncertainty
ot.we were c[mting
a deað end (not in a ]it
once in a while, wã
would run across a sþ that we were not the first humans to veflture
where we were, though whether finding a sling around a loose flake is a
good or bad sþ is not always entìrely clear.
In shott, we v¡ere nervous and scared, and having the time of our lives.
After many hours of this, we eventually did find ourselves on route for the
last six or so pitches of the climb. Then it was quite good climbing: the
rogk vza¡ relatively solid, and the going seemed fairly easy. certainly the
5.9 roof pitch (the crux) seemed considerably easier than what we'd
climbed earlier when the descrþtion called for a 5.6 groove. There's nothing like hard, loose, unprotected climbing off route to make the route itselfseem easier than expected.

That roof pitch, incidentally, has the only bolt on the route, placed by the
original party (maybe by Fred himself) in around 1,963. rtmusr be one
98-VOCJ-99
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of

the most rusted, untrustworthyJooking home-made bolts I've ever

seen.

It did hold the weight of a quickdraw, su¡prisingly, but I wouldn't have
wanted ro test it with body-weight.
At some point we looked to our dght, studying the north flank

of

the

mountain, looking for the east-side descent, just to see what we would
have been up against, had we chosen that way down. Nowhere did it look
like anything other than an act of sheer suicide to go down that way. sØe
wete glad that we'd decided to do the usual west-side descent, and we understood why it's the USIJAI west-side descent.
In spite of the slow going earþ on, we made it to the summit just before
6pm, which was about what I'd been aiming for. I thought we were in
pretty good shape for getting down to rhe descent tail before dark after

rock - and the crowds to prove it.

we puttered around on the summit briefly, ate some food, drank

some

atound Bpm. Dusk was fast approaching, and we were relieved to have
virtually made it back to rhe car. A long day on very little sleep looked like
it was going to come to a successful end.
However, Slesse had yet to deal the hnal hand. The ttail was rather diffi-

we found the most sheltered, fTat areawe could, ate some food, had a bit
of water (which was running seriously low), and bedded down, our ropes
laid out as flat as possible beneath us - â poor man's thetmarest if ever

98-VOCJ-99
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quite well.

And best of all, there

.were

no meeces!

off down the road to the right, and then v¡e did the Shuffle of Doubt.

o
always
the members

The Shuffle

one member of a patqr, and, it
as a liveþ disc,rssicn úetween
s no exception. I can say no

almost

moÏe.

\il/e drove back to our car,
and drove trre two cars to chilliwacþ where we
had coffee and juice. we continued towards vancouver, which can't be
s8-vocJ-s9
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more than a two hout ddve away, but we were so utterþ exhausted that
we just couldn't make it. We had to stop ât a rest stop for abÃef snooze,
which tumed into a glorious nap which lasted a couple of hours, after
which we felt recoveted enough to continue back to Vancouver.
In summary, it was a" grca;t adventure: a classic route, perfect sky both day
and night, beautiful sceneq¡ and not a soul around to disrupt the harmony
of it all. And best of all, more important than anything, I learned some-

thing important about myself:

I

JUST LOVE THOSE MEECES TO

PIECES!

Arlin on "Ancylostoma", Smith Rocks, Oregon
Pboto

MatÍ Gønn

98-VOCJ-g9
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Thel[Iest l¡ion
b1

Drew Brayltaw

of
to.

for
ss?

Yeah - guide book says it is 5.3 and

I

saw

it in Ben's sride show, it looked

easy.

Highway 99, first ride in 5 minutes, he doesn't mind a detout. It's a
pretty nice day, lots of clouds around but just puffies, no rain chance I
h_ope. Lots of people hikin' up the Lions - a vaniouver landmark y'know.
up ,rp up the trail. At the shoulder, off we go across the boulders. The

route over into the notch looks good. Scramble, through the notch,
checkin' out the NW Butt¡ess where Dave & vance were supposedly
tumed back by difficulty or stonedness - who can ten? Down thè oth.r
side and across the snow patch. I had read about this traverse in an old
vocJ and it sounded like a horor show, but in fact it is the cat's ass!

" The route is brushy in places, and interrupted by a shoulder. Trees
on the route and nearby on the East face make the line less than classic" or something like that. No shit eh? Turns out the crux is low dov¡n. After
climbing a lot of coÍrers and st'ff, a little slab gets me flustered. A
"veeeffr' tricþ" downclimb back to a ledge. sta;ting to think about
backing off and escaping when I see another sawed off shrub on the other

some

tricþ

climbing in hikers!
Above the shoulder it's more gardening than climbing. some kind
soul (D. McP?) has sawn a tunnel thnr the bushes. Higheiup there's a
plastic tent peg as a piton in a dfutfi¡l crack. The last hard bit is a perched

98-VOCJ-99
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block, loose-ish: you climb up on top of your refrigerator, sot of, and
make a big step across some ai-r to a hold on the mountain again - and the
rcfirgeratot has been ddnking...
Surprise some tourists on the summit - he¡ howdja get there? "Oh,
ya mean this ain't the Grossgrind?" Sez me - "betta be goin then, bye!"
Zip-bam, down tha standad root, to the notch, boulder up avoiding the
fixline, say-hey, yeah - "thete IS a concession stand on top, but ya betta

hurry'cuz they closing it down 'n 5!". Zoop, zip,bam, pow - through the
mud, rocks, tourists - my destiny has become a Legends dark choco &
coffee ice cream bar & the next ride home. 7 hrs up sez the guide - would
you accept 7 for the round trip? Time enough left to go swimmin' _
summer, don't you love it?

The quintessential Quarry shot, Red Rocks
Photo

Matt Cønn
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Trippin: The Red Rocks Experience
fu

Arlin

Kalencltøk

Road rrþ. The words are almost magical. visions of cheerful, carefree
times dance through my head. A group of friends united together wìth
one conunon goal to live large. This spring break's trip down to Red
Rocks Nevada u/as not about to prove otherwise. The trip consisted of

Anya Calame, Dave Dexter, Dan perakis, Luke 'Sporto' Ènglecock and
myself piling into Dan's 76 vw van. Anne Leopard, sarah Lillefors, I(elly
Franz, and Mark Huscroft piled into another vehicle. Ben Wu,
John
Millar, and Jeremy Blumel would join us at a later date. The goal cümb
our rainy-day winter blues away.

I must say, there is really no more stylin' way to travel than in a vw van.
Especially Dan's, all decked out with a fly paint job and a kickass stereo.
Instant sex appeal. 28 hours of sheer bliss here u/e come. About g hrs

into the trþ however, the most obvious oversight by trrose German
eng'ineers reared its ugly head. No heat. Not a probiem if you're not
ddving just cud into your sleeping bag and enjoy. Driving shifts
however, were limited to the time it took before you could no lonler feel
the steering wheel. In fact, my water bottle ftoze solid and didnìt thaw
out for two days. This first taste of cold somewhat scated me, since I was
ill prepared. IVe decided that I'm a victim of the "Americans think we

canadians all ]ive in igloos" theory. See, once you believe that Amedcans
teally think this, and you know how warm it really is here (in vancouver),
you subconsciously begin to believe the "Amedcans must all wear T-shi¡ts
and Berrnuda shorts" theory. wrong. pretty much until an hour out of
Las vegas it was damn cold. Luckily my v'ise old mother knew of such
truths and insisted I bring the down sleeping bag she made me. you
r-..:_..'
lHr sleeping bag, when fully comptessed, barely fits into a hockey
duffel bag. It respectfully earned the name "the green monster" for itb
stature and because once retreating into it, retum is questionable.
So anlnvay, after many m^ny maîy hours of drivirg, we arrived in Red
Rocks. of course we first had to do the mandatory cruise down the Las
vegas strþ. Bikini beadng babes bent backwards before the beckoning
bombshell v-w van. Ahhh... viva Las vegas. Myself, being a comp.rlsi.rã
gambler, and just recently been given $4200 in srudent loans, took this
lne to plan my attack. I will have you know thât prior to Las vegas I
have always broke even or been slightþ in the plus when gambling. That's
98-VOCJ-99
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PRIOR. Damn Las Vegas, Damn it.
But enough about Vegas. lJpon out first day of climbing in Red Rocks, I
was shocked to see that the tock is actually RED. \X4roda thunk? Our
ítst day was spent spot climbing. My first climb turned out to be the
hardest lead I'd done to date (5.10b, yeah I'm so hardcore).
Unfortunately, 28hrs in the van must have deteriorated my muscles a bit
as I thtew my shoulder out by the 3rd climb. Not before slamming Sarah
into the wall though, as I took a first bolt whippet ort à real smelly 5.9
crack. So that ended rny day, but some hard ctankin v¡ent on by
"11.
Specially by Iftlly and Luke who were appropriately dubbed "The Muscley
Boys". I was plenty entertained however by some lady who brought her
newborn baby to the crag and placed hkn/her/it directly below all her
climbs. Talk about being committed to making that high first clip.
Day 2 was a trad day which proved to be therapeutic for my screvzed
shoulder. Sarah and I did Cat in the Hat (5.6+, 5 pitches). Highly
tecommended. Su¡prisingly enough the route was actually steep, and even
had some roofs to pull over. That's the difference between a 5.6 at Red
Rocks, which is kinda like climbing a long ladder, and a 5.6 at Squamish,
which is Iike hiking up a 45o face. That's the joy of Red Rocks. All edging
and pulling positive edges. Real fun climbing. Of course you can go out
of your way and find some stellar cracks to practice your homegrown
jamming skills on, like Crimson Crystalids (5.8+, 9 pitches). Dave and
Dan flew up this one leaving flesh and blood to prove it. Red Rocks had
soo many quality multipitches that we could have spent a month there and
ptobably never done the same one t\¡iice. And if you stay away from the
gallery, there is a su¡prising few number of people. In fact the only sþ
of life I ever saw on trâd days was a critter eattnga hole through my pack
to get at some )'ummy homemade gtanola bars. Being 3 pitches up, I v/as
somewhat helpless to do anything except try and hit it with my #1
Camalot (no it's not a good idea).
Day 3 was another spot climbing day. And so it went most of the üip,
alternating between sport and trad. One day to rest the mind, one day to
rest the body, and wild nights round the campfire to rest the spirit.
Speaking of campfires: while in Oak Creek campground do your best to
f,rt in and make a fire. Campf,tes are â protected right rn Nevada, ranking
somewhete between your dght to vote and right to bear arms. Failure to
exercise this right may result in alienation from the locals. Plus if you
make a fte, you can all sit around it and play the rather interesting "I
never. . . " game. It's where one person says something like "Itve never had
98-vocJ-99
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nâmed Onyx with her ex-boyftiend (It's a nice dog but she says it suffers
ftom an insecur{ty resulting in having two masters), an-ived in Seattle,
decided to take the gteyhound acoss the line only to be reunited with all
the folks who jumped on 700 miles (and 21hrs) ago.

Ahh.... Viva la Road Trþ.

Adin at Red Rocks
Pboto Dan Perrak'
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Pinkpointing the PinkThing
Mark Gri¡t
'Tbere are beaatfuÌ clinbs euerywhere,and sometimes îbelt're

inloar

own bacþard.,,

- Stevie Haston at the ANZA Club, Nov 1.3,1,998

unexpected and fascinating features, all qpically novel. This can include

encounters wrth wildlife behaving "abnormally", funky geographical
features, bizar.e snow formations or even rare environment^f .oäditiorrr.

in the back of rny rnind, I have this deep down .þt feeling,,
that everything will wotk out, in spite of several uncettaiities. such

Somewhere
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of slide alder, just to get evenl) I hesitate to call it a "Coastal

Classic"

because that would requite a tappel through a watetfall.. Yes, that much is
de rigeur. At any rate our second rappel happened to take us
(unexpectedly) over a latge roof - a fun 15m free rappel to exactly where

we needed to be. Just up from us the sun was warming up some rathet
enúcing slabs, also unexpected. A nice touch indeed. Ten minutes of
hiking and then I'm fumbling with the laces to my rock shoes. A huge
section of clean, smooth, low angle gtanite projects above me. Hundreds
of feet of it. This is what I dream about. The freedom of alpine rock.
Chalkbag, rock shoes
c met^, that's all. Down low the travel is easy.
Furthet on, I look up^nd
and see places I must go and experience: a broad
ballroom floot whete challenge and creativity dance for fifteen minutes,
oblivious to the wodd, so close to civilization. Somehow the "Bacþrd
Playgtound" seems to be an apptopriate name for this feature. A little
exposed. Diffrcult if you want it to be, easy when you need it to be.
Lttetally dozens of possible routes, ranging from a vedtable "mid f,rfth"
heard muttered, to easy 4th class. I meet Vance on top and we pick out
peaks to the notth, rcady for à snooze but eager to throw ourselves at an
obvious line on the north side of the Camel. "It must be climbed." It
looks that good. Fifteen minutes of scrambling up from the base of the
"Bacl<yard Playground" takes us to â honzontal moss & heather ledge at
the base of hssutes which lead to a hefty crack. Thinking we'll be two
pitches to the top, the uppet crack is the plum prne.I lose the obligatory
tock-paper-scissors and lead up. Pleasant steepish climbing takes me to a
chockstone at the base of alatge crack - a crack which is looking decidedly

unftiendly in petson. 30 meten up, I chuckle to myself. Heh heh heh!
"Secure!" Vance can have this one. What a guy! Vance grunts up (rather
loudly) and past me to a sling a block that "might come out," The breeze
through the ctack has me shivering as I see light coming through from
the other side. Nice position. 50m futher up, Vance f,rnishes the
pitchshimmies up some more, whacks in a pin, and then enters the crack.
Grunting sounds incease. Must be pretty good! Looks pretty vertical.
Heh heh heh! and it's payback time for me. Good quality rock, gdtty on
the atêtes, clean in the cracks, this climb has me thinking of "Rock On" excePt that the views ate bettet, and it's a tad more burþ. For the second
time I catch up to Vance, completely out of breath. An adrenalin junkie
completely spent, but rabidly h"ppy nevertheless. In short, a blethering
idiot. Thinking of a name for the fitst pitch, Vance favours a mellower
name and comes up with "The Pink Thing" - a backlash of sorts to all the
funþ-rad names of routes these days. I figure that the second pitch
should be called "Even Pinket," because, well, it's even pinker (alpine 5.8)
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than-the frst (5.7). We zing up ftom the final belay
atrhe ..neck nâpe,, ro
straddle the sharp ridge that is the camePs head, anã
absorb the views and
exposure. unfortunately the sun is starting to disappear,
and so must v/e.

in body, fatigued in mind and en[gletened in^spìrit, we troop
back.
Y*y
Headlamps see us home, ending
*.-b.g^r, fro- the back door in
",
darkness-. A complete, circular, fifteen_hou1
self_propelled joumey. ,t

perfect day in the

life. October 22nd,199g.

Mt. Slesse from Memorial Viewpoint
Pboto Drew Bralsbaw
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How to FaiI on a CliÌnb and Still Gorne out
.H,head
bjt Drew Bralshaw

Brohm Ridge in mid-August along
tion the Pathhnder). The rip didn't
whiteout Qike, the only bad weather
to do Slesse soon afterwards - the
semi-legendary Northeast Buttress.
So we booked it out ro Chilliwack and ditched the bike and then up
Nesakwatch to a bivi. The next a.m. v/e u/ere up eatþ to great weather anà
hoofed it up the approach ftail. we took the shortcut up a gully described

in the Beckey guide, got out too soon and
unnecessarily for an hour - my fault. But
some other poot lost soul had lost.

bushwacked around

I found a North Face toque that

Down into the cirque, up through the plane wteckage, to the route
.q/e
start at the back of the cirque - the
wete ahead of the weekend rush. We
and
ttees and eventually roped up for a
lien
while he wâs putting his shoes on.
The pitches went quickly. We got into a tiny bit of route finding
trouble because we kept expecting the pitches marked on the topo to be
long, and in fact they were usually 25rr.. ot less. So we'd be climbing 2
pitches and then moving onto a feature that we had thought was "5
At the split we opted for easy & dirty over harder & loose
and took the North Side Beckey Ramps.
Several pitches later Mike yelled down "FI.y - I found a pack!"
"Yeah, and it's full of gear, rìght" (we had been fantasizing about
pitches up".

such an event).
"No - it is!" Mike waved a North Face down jacket at me.

Investigating
eventually ended up

this f,rnd, and more finds on higher ledges, we
with a corrrplete set of bivi apparel. Including the

Patagonia STRETCH TRIOLET jacket, North Face jacket, paragonia vest
and balaclava, altimeter watch, etc, it turned out .we had just hoovered up

about $800 wofth of lost climbing gear - not bad.

Although it was only 3 p.-. !v'e set up câmp on the giant bivi ledge
(Helicopter Ledge) because the weather was crapping out. I had never
bivied on a route before - it was kinda fun. The sunset was nice and then
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spat all night. In the morning we had 2m. visibìlity and all rock was wet.
I(eeping in mind Beckey's comment that "unsettled weather wilr provoke
stonefall", and that the weather seemed to be worsening, we bailed.
sevetal raps and some scrambling got us down to the base of the route
just in time to meet the weekend HORDES, and yes, I mean hordes, of
climbers ardving to bumble on the route. Just imagine every klutzy party
you expect on Outer Space or Diedre, but prepared for a multi day climb.
S7ouldn't you know it, by the time we were back at the car it was sunny
ln - not a cloud in the sky. But, it was worth it. First of all, we now
^g
know we can crank the bastard off in a long day (this year...). Secondly, we
each came out $400+ richer in gear, what a nice booty haul.

Some people have asked me, "How could you keep that gear?
.
Didn't you try to give it back to them?" Well, a few points to consider:
1) Ya snooze, |a lose. Finders keepers, losen weepers.
2) It turned out, a bit of work later, the climbers who had lost the
gear were u¡itnessed by another party, who told us the story. They were
from Oregon, and the #2 climbet took off his pack and put it on the
ropes, NOT CLIPPING IT IN, while belaying. He took a big pull on the
rope, upset his pack and sent it spinning into the abyss. Fþdng it was
gone he decided not to rap down afrcr it, not knowìng it was sitting pretty
on a ledge 3 pitches down. So, he left. The gear was basically abandoned first come first serve. we simply got there Frrst, and did our bit to clean up
the mountain environment by hauling out some "garbage" left behind by
othets.

Oh yeah, the guys who lost the geat sþed into the summit cairn,
but supposedly did not leave any sort of address or contact number. So
much for retuming anything to them!
PARTICIPANTS þlunderers): Drew Brayshaw & Mike Buda
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Glimbing in\[Iyoming
b1 S ltoshannø Reiter

.A,uthot at summit of Pingora, \ü7ind River Range
Photo

DoagWiln

,\nothet August had arrived, and I found myself once again at my
grandparents' cabin. This has become an annual tradition ever since I
statted planting - work three months and then soothe away all the aches
and pains before embarking on a new adventure. Two years ago it was the
ill fated adventures of me and Bobby Mcgee, last year it was City of

Rocks, the Tetons and Devils Tower, and this year it was to be
WYOMING WYOMING \XYOMING. I love Wyoming, I jusr wanr
you to know that. It seems I was quite blessed being matched up with my
gtandparents because they have a cabin in Idaho and one in Wyoming. As
fi)g rat I was able to frolic among the antelopes and jackelopes, and I
^
was quite looking forward to returning to that part of Wyoming for the
first time in ten yeats.

Dug Wilm and Edc Clemson met me in Id¿ho after

some

pteliminary adventures in the Sawtooths, and Edc Flutton was to meet us
in Wyoming, which would make us four - a perfect number for the Wind
Rivet Range.... To avoid the messy situation we experienced in the Tetons
the ptevious year, we decided to go the Wyoming cabin Frst to get used to
the elevation. The ftþ there was rathet uneventful except fot the wild
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goose search for buffalo (no tdp wrth Dug would be really complete
without a buffalo sighting and you may be subjected to rales of the elùsive
Garibaldi snowshoe buffalo if you don't see the real tl-ring in their nauxal
habitat). \7e arrived at the cabin under the Iight of the biggest and
orangest moon I have ever seen - one that would even v/arrant another
Neil Young song. The cabin had changed in the last ten years into a posh

"rustic" summer cabin with running water, electticity and even a
dishwasher. we promptþ settled in and planned our first attack on
vedauwoo - the legendary off width heaven (or hell depending on your
penpective) which loomed an hour away.
those of you not farr¡sltat with off v¡idth heinous chimneys or
such legendary things as levitation let me give you a quick run down of my
personal expedence v¡ith them:
-Ptepare to be spanked off grades that you usually courd climb with one
foot tied behind your back.
-Prepare to make a lot more noise than you normaily do v¡hüst climbing.
Sounds may include such things as grunts, loud cursing, or ear splitting
shdeks as yet another piece of skin is ripped ftom arready grateá flesh,
which leads me to...
-Prepare to lose large amounts of skin, and to start wishing it would get
really cold so you could put three layers of fleece between you and the
rock.
-But if all that doesn't bother you too much, you can prepare to have lots
of fun, and learn new techniques to impress your friends back home.
,tll in all, I'm a little ashamed to say that we didn't get a huge
amount of climbing done during the week that we spent at the cabin - ics
a lot easier to stay in a cushy bed than a stuf$r tent (even if Eric is walking
around making lots of noise during paft of his sacred morning routine)
To be fair, we couldn't do a lot of the big cracks until Eric Huiton (who
will be refered to as Ric for the rest of the aricle) arrived with his big
"gear". Plus we were visited by frequent thunderstorms, and we took ã
day to go hiking in the snowy River range where the cabin is. we arso

took a day to go down and do some bouldering at the Hotsetooth

teservoir in Ft. collins, colorado. This town impressed me so much that
I hope to return there someday if I evet decide to go back to school. Ric
joined us after we had been at the cabin for about a week. we planned
one final assault on vedauwoo that was to make up for the slacklr week
we had had.

Our Frtst mistake was letti'g Eric decide where \r/e v/ere going, our
second mistake was letting Ric wear thongs (he insists that they are called

ftip flops), and our third

mistake was climbing even though
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thunderstorm lurked in the distance. The formation we struck out
towards proved to necessitate a longer approach than was hoped for
(although the terrain isn't too bad there if you like marshes). By the time
we got to our destination, the by now familiar storm clouds had begun to
toll in, so we took shelter in rat infested caves. Luckily the rain was
shott-lived, and we resumed our original plan to crank off some multipitch routes. More storm clouds loomed in the distance, but climbing
fevet had overtaken us. At the top of one such route, we discovered that,
in Dug's words, "we were fucked" because the chains \¡/ere so rusted that
we had to hnd another means of descent. This meant downclimbing
some heinous chimney u¡ith the potential for a nasty fall if you messed up.
we finally reached a place where the chains seemed bomber enough for us
to tappel. You can only guess what happened next. The heavens opened
up and it started to dump buckets of cold rain on us. One othet problem
was that it was damn wind¡ so throwing the ropes would have been a bad
idea. We found shelter from the storm and waited it out. Meanwhile Eric
and Ric had chosen a route that led up to the bomber chains, so they were
down at the bottom dry and h^ppy, wonder-ing what was taking us so
long. After an hour or so of shivering at the top, we decided to brave the
by now wet dovmclimb to the chains, and amazingly enough the wind let
up long enough for us to get there. Everything ended well, but it only
foteshadowed what was to come...
Ric still had a mini ftidge and other miscellaneous goods in the
back of his jeep, (he was on his way back from his storage in Vancouver),
so he and Eric headed to Boulder to drop the stuff off and do some
climbing on the Diamond. Dug and I left the same day for the Wind
Rivet Range. After an arduous journey on a pot-holed road we Frnally
arnved at the trail head. The next day we shouldered out colossal packs
(two ropes, a tack, food for a week - you get the idea), and started the
16km trek in. Most of the hike in is mellow without a lot of uphill, but
unfortunately that means that the majority of elevation gain is in the last
Frve kms or so. Luckily we were spared an additional uphill section by
following the guidebook's descrþúon of a climberrs alternative which goes
through a talus field instead of going all the way up to the pass. The view
that greeted us as we got into the cirque made the toil seem worthwhile.
We even lucked in to a superb campsite that was nicely sheltered from the
wind (which is important in the Wind River Range). Our camp was at
about 10,000 ft in what is called the Cfuque of the Towers. Massive rock
walls sutrounded us on all sides, and made our aching bones giddy with
excitement. I quickly fell in love with the Winds and all the Pikas that
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inhabit them. unfortunately, we woke to one of the

famous

thunderstorms that frequent mountaln ranges evet]¡where. The storm
broke long enough for us to do a little exploring in the afternoon and
scope out some potential climbs. The next day was also blustery, but one
quickly realizes that this is just the way things are in the winds, and that
you have to get out and climb anyhow. ouritst climb was the south face
gf.li"g"l1_The approach was pretry mellow v¡ith a pretty funþ trail that
fo-llows cliff bands up ro a Diedre-like slab that, v¡ith an ..r;oy^ui. amount
o.f exposutg leads up to the base of the climb. one of ilr. ,ri.. things
about the cfuque is that it is big enough to hide a lot of tents and give yÃ
the idea that you are the only ones there. unfortunately, it seems a lot of
people had decided to climb the sourh race of pingora ih. ,^-. day, so it
felt more like a day on the Apron than a day in tie alpine. But the sun
was shining and the rock was amazing; whoever says that alpine rock
sucks should go to the \x/inds. The route was 5.7 with harder vadations
along the way for those so inclined. The view from the top was alr
sweetness, and we got a good view of the ddge that we plrnned- to climb
the next
{ay. We got back to camp in time to commune with the pikas,
toy with the idea of jumping into the ice cold water of rhe creek (it didn't
happen) and eat dinnet - all while it was still light. we went to Èed with

visions of the Wotfls Head east ridge dancing inlur heads.
we awoke as usual to v.ind and the possibility of a storm, so we
p_ut off our earþ start to see what the weatrrei was going to do. It
seemed
like the weather was stabilizing into clear skies, r"
v/e v/ent. The
"rr
approach to the base of this climb was a ]ittle tricky involving
climbing on
wet slippery rock and walking on damp grass ledges a[ with a"healthy ãose

of exposure. After a little confoundingroute Flnding we a'ived ai pitch
one
the east ridge. This pitch alone makes a tdp to the $Øinds
-of,
worthwhjle. It starrs at about a 45 degree angle and is uit wider than
your body. It is more than a little exhilarating to start up" this route v¡ith
sheer 1000ft drops on either side of you. The narrowesi section doesn't
gear, so you just have ro take a deep breath and enjoy it. After
lave _1n¡
that little piece of climbing heaven, we were treated to several more
oitches of superb crack climbing. All in all, it was shaping up to be a stellar
day and we were right on schedule despite our htá stãrt. In fact things
seemed just peachy until Dug started up what we thought was the
chimney pitch. I started out belaying in the sun but as the mãments crept
by.th. shadows grew longer, and I began to wonder what was taking him
so long. It seemed that the route wasnit doing what Dug expected it to do
ald-was thus creating problems. Just before I was conipleàly covered in
shadows, Dug yelled down that I was on belay. The nev/s up'at the belay
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ledge wasn't good. It seemed that we had somehow got off route. This
was mildly dish-rrbing, so we set about trying to rectify the situation.

East Ridge of

\7olfs Head

and Pingora

Photo Sboshanna Reiter

won't bore you vzith the details, but we reached a point at which retreat
seemed the only feasible option. N7e began the tricþ downclimb post
haste. unfortunately all the downclimbing and improvised route f,rnding
made progtess slow and evening soon caught up to us. The idea of

ourselves into a large ctack and tried to make ourselves as warm and
comfortable as possible. what made this sitr¡ation all the more frustrating
was the brand new set of rap bolts right beside us. However since they
were installed post guidebook and the normal descent route only requires
one rope we had foolishly left the 8 mm back at camp. R"ppitrg into what
could velry well be oblivion didn't seem like a very wise decision. !7e didn't
get
sleep that night but I can testifii to the fact that stars ate incredibly
^ny
beautiful at 13,000ft. Needless to say the sun u/as never so welcomed as
when it rose the following moming. Äs soon as the rock had warmed up
enough to touch, we started down the hnal pitches of the climb. Just
befote we reached pitch one we encountered a party heading up. We must
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the night before and were
promptly fell into our sleep
Eric and Ric got back that

on pingora. We
see that we had

remainder of our food. The hike out the next day was enjoyable since our
Packs,,,r'''.,

,,

The contemplative Eric Clemson in the Snowy Range
Photo Shoshanna Reìter

considerably lighter v¡ithout any food. The only injury of the ftip came ìn
the fin_al leg of the journey: I had the misfortune of raughing so hard at
one of Ric's jokes that I tripped over a rock. Did you knãw that the
human knee will actually bounce off the ground when the owner has a
healy enough pack on?
unfortunately, that was the end of our adventures in wyoming and we
had to head back to vancouver for school. I am currently awaìting the
next sumfiier undertaking, which shan't be cut short by something as
tnvi¿l as higher education. So if anybody is planning on heading out to
l7yoming next fall and needs a climbing pârtner thãt insists ori always
canying an extra rope, give me a call...
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44 Glassic Glimbs forVOG Road Trips
b1

Dan Perrakis

I've clipped some bolts. IVe shoved in cams and slotted nuts. I've
jammed, stemmed, cdmped and hauled on rock as often as I could, and at

done the VOC road trþ circuit for some years no.w and along the way I've
managed to hnd great climbs and crappy climbs. I'd like to spare you, dear
reader, from the latter, and offer you much of the former. In the past five
yeats, Longhike has taken place tn eaÃy October, and has been followed

by visits to Leavenworth, Skaha and Smith Rock, generally around
Thanksgiving, Halloween, and Remembrance Day respectively. So rather
than having eveÐ¡one fìghting over the club's copies of the guidebooks, I
thought I could point the way to the more worthwhile routes at these
âïeas.

SØhen I started climbing I was fresh out of high school and knew
nothing of the sport. "Mountain climbing" looked bold and dangerous. I
quickly learned that it could be that, but it could also be quite safe if done
with the right equipment and attitude, n a fakly safe area. I then sought
out, as I still seek now, firn, adventurous and safe climbing opportunities.

Presumably, you, the reader, are of similar disposition.

The toutes listed here are all. pretty safe (except for a couple of noted
exceptions) and fun, as well as of good quality. Basically, they're routes
with stars in the guidebooks. I've also kept the grades at between 5.7 and
5.10a, since those are the grades most VOC members are comfortable at
The number of pitches in each climb is in the second column in the list,
along with the ofFrcial grade of each pitch. 'We're not talking about
Hummingbird Ridge or Lotus Flower Tower here; these routes are pretty
much all of the shott and sweet vadety
lov/ on commitment, high on
- climbs to encourage beginners
fun. I've also included a couple multi-pitch
to think about longer routes. Yes, you could get most of the same
infotmation by catefully teading and summatizing several guidebooks. In
the meantime, you'd end up spending all your valuable road trip time
grovelling up Rope de Dope block at Smith Rock or on Anothei: Butftess
at Skaha
both areas whose popularity is high despite the low quality of
the climbingwhen you could be doing the classics. I've also tried to fill
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relevant guidebook
but this list might give you
^nw^y,
looking.

a

place

to

stârt

you are interested in leading but new to climbing, make sure you have toproping and belaying down pat, and then pester someone in the club wiih
mote expedence to teach you how to lead. Lead climbing can be much

Squamish: This is home tutf for vancouver climbers. I consider the
following to be the easily-accissible must-do's, but thete are many other
worthwhile climbs in the same grade range.

5.7 7p
1. Diedre
A great climb, but way too popular; tïy eaÃy moming weekdays. The fìrst
(5.4, -10 m) and third (5.6, -10 m traverse) pitches are basically
unprotected
falling would mean some ugly road rash, but probably
wouldn't be -disastrous (as long as rhe belayer was properþ anchoredj.
The last pitch is runout too, but well-protected just before ttre crux (top).
The Ftst belay is the birch üee; all the others are bolted.
7p
2.BananaPeel
This is another great climb, and considerably less ctowded than Diedre;
the individual pitches are mostly really easy (5.4-5.5), bur several of them
are unprotectable. It's very low exposure for a multi-pitch route, though
(mostly because of the low angle of the rock), so it feels quite safe and
non-scafy. The crux pitch (5.7) pfotects easily. There are ts/o gear belays
and sevetal tree belays.
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1p
See the guidebook

-

3. Laughing Crack
i¡'s 2 really fun and easily protectable crack.

s.8

2p (.7, .8)
4. Merci Me
A marvellous two-pitch iaunt up part of the Grand wall . The fust pirch is
quite run-out (3 bolts plus the anchor in 40 m) but it's simple stuff: rowangle face climbing on positive holds. The second pitch (crux) isn't as bad
(5 bolts plus the anchor). Ifyou can keep your head together, you should
be fine. Bring two ropes, or you won't be getting down.

Lp
5. Gross fncompeterrce
I think this one deserwes way more attenü.on than it

gets. It features a
fantastic traverse into Neat and cool that is safe but exposed. Don't try to
topfope 1t.

l-p
See the guidebook

-

6. Quarryman
this is a straightfotward hand crack.

5.9 -6p Ç1,.8, .9, .9, .9, .4) 7 . St. Vitus Dance
I think this is the most exposed climb on the Apron, and it is quite
sustained. See the guide fot the approach. Keep right on the South Gully
tril, - it ends abruptly, and that's where you rope up. The frst pitch is
mossy (more moss than rock), and involves weaving through trees. !Øhen
those end, belay for the 5.8 corner above. This gets you to a nice ledge,
and the real base of the route. The first pitch is a fat hand crack, but save
some big gear for the belay (a #10 hex works well). The orher belays are
bolts ot trees. The second 5.9 pitch takes a beautiful (and exposed!)
diagonal path to the right across several cracks. The third 5.9 pitch is more
like 5.10a, but it's just one (well-protected) move. Above that, pad up the
low-angled slab to a gully and the ledge called Broadway. (ed note: A
delightful alternative to the second pitch is to go rþht at the top of the
Ftst pitch to climb the obivous corner and arete - very clean descdbed in
the new routes (1,992-1,995) squamish guide book.

lp

8. PennyLane

There's a bouldery crux near the ground, and then fun 5.7-5.8 moves that
just keep on coming. You need 2 ropes to get down.

lp
Great fun

9. Wonderland

-

exposed, but pretty easy for the grade. Near the end, the
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climbing's run-out unless you bring really big gear (e.g.#5 camalot), but
thatrs the easy (and less exposed) part, so don't wotry. you realy have to
shout to communicate with your belayer. Don't try to topïope this one
either.

2p (.9, .8) 10. Charlottefs rüeb
This is a fun, bolted and safe climb at chek. The first pitch is legitimate
5.9; the second pitch is more like 5.6/5.7. you can g.ì do.'ot, *ith on.
rope. v4rile you're at chek, there more fun bolted climbs in the same
grade range at the Well of Souls.
5.10a

lp

11.

Neat and Cool
overhanging and thus involves arm sffength.
her than top-roping (as everyone else seems to

Lp l2.TheZip
It's a bit obscure to get to, but well-worth the effot. I'd call it the best
(and one of the hardest) 5.10a finger/handcrack in the smoke Bluffs.

1p 13. Savage Beagle
This is a nice sport climb at chek. It's safe, well-bolted, and pïety
for the grade.
Lp

1.4.

Exasperator (p.l onty)
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easy

Leavenwotth: Beware of moss and loose rubble! Leavenworth has some
really good stuff, and some real crap too. Grades tend to be stiff
compared to Squamish.

5.7

2p

(a,.4)

15. Saber (5.4)

lp L6. The Tunnel (5.6)
Another basically-5.7 climb.
This one's at Peshastin, where
you mây end up if it's rainy in
the canyons. Go up a sandstone
buttress and wiggle through a
hole and up to the top. Bring
small cams (TCU's, etc.).

2-3p (.6, .6) 17. Martian
Diagonal (5.6)
This is a fun face climb up a
sandstone ramp/crack feature.

It's paríy bolted, but

needs

too. After the
first pitch, you can then do
Diagonal Direct (5.8, ***) or
Baseball Nut (5.9, xx*), neither
some small cams

of which I have done, but both
of which are bolted and look
good. Otherwise you traverse
out left until the cliff ends.

Doug l7ilm on Saber
Photo Dan Penaki¡

5.8

2p (.8,

.7) 18. Givler's

Crack
This is a classic two-pitch finger and hand crack. The hrst belay is at the
top of the flake, and it's geat only. The second pitch just keeps going and
going. Bring a big cordelette to sling the big boulder at the top. It's much
easier to make a top anchot if you have a 55m (or longer) rope.
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5.9 lp

19. Classic Crack
Loved or hated by everyone, this is the best climb at 8-mile tock, just a
10-minute walk from the campground. It's a short, fat and budy hand and
flst crack. Bring some big cams and a #10 hex.

lp 20. Ski Tracks
Crack
You'll find this one all on its
own left of Sam Hill. Despite
the obscurity, it's a fantastic
double crack with sremming,
sustained moves and good
pto. Check to see if it's full of
bees before you begin.

Lp 21. Just For the
Bolt of It
Right of Givler's Crack you'll
5.10a

find

several bolted

slab

climbs. They're all good, but
this one is the best.

lp

22.

Timson's

Face (5.10d, or 5.10a + lpa)

If

you don't mind doing

an

aid move off of a bolt right
off the deck (or a stiff 5.10d

slab move), and you're not
intimidated by somewhat run-

out bolts, you'll enjoy

this

Drew Brayshaw on Ski Track Cracks

face climb.

Photo

Dan Penaki¡

1,3, or 4p (.10a, .7, .6,

etc.) 23. Angel Crack
Hlgh
"p on the -ighty castle Rock lies this awesomeJooking finger
crack. rt's as greasy as it looks, but it will suck up your f,rngets (and small
cams) nicely. Rap off after the first pitch, ot spend the next couple of

houts on

a

rambling toute-finding exercise to the top.
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Skaha:
^

NTith soft-ish ratings and heaps

of

accessibre climbs, skaha's

great place to push yout grades a bit.

5.7 Lp 24.Little Peach
This is one of only two 5.7s I've done at skaha. Since it's very, very easy
ror 5-7 (5.4 perhaps?), and there's flo pro
it's a good one if you'rl
^flway,
into soloing. Be careful...

5.8 lp

25.

Double

Exposute

-

^

gre

t climb, much

easier

than it looks, and peppered with

good nut placements and rests.
It's as exposed as the name
suggests. One rope is ok. Don't
bother v¡ith the second pitch.

Lp 26. Lichen in My
Panties
As a very easy 5.8 littered v¡ith
bolts, this fun route seems to be
everyone's first lead. Since it's
on Another Buttress, it tends to
be ctowded.

5.9 lp

27. Plum Line
This is a classic
nice and

continuous face climbing,
*ith
no real crux. The top is steeper,
but there are huge jugs to haul
up on. Bitng 2 ropes to

Catl Fleet on the Dream

get

Photo Daa Penakis

down.

lp 28. The Dream
Since this is somewhat off the beaten path, you'll likely have it to yourself.
I'd call this one of the best naturally-protected climbs at Skaha. Itis much
easier than it looks, and protects nicely with nuts and small cams.
lp 29. Assholes of August
Another safe and fun 5.9 crack. Have fun!
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lp

30. Mrs. Palmer

This is a good climb to do if you want to cut your teeth on the Great
white wall. It has many rests, v/ith vzell-protected layback-çe moves in
between. The second pitch is chossy and has no anchor, so'ãon't bother
with it. IJse a rope 55 metres or longer, or bring 2 ropes to get down.

lp
a
leaning
anchor

31. Et

Tu B¡utus

After

5.10a

ckly becomes a righta

bit fiddly. From the top
if you want.

10b)

2p(.10a,.10a) 32.PimalDream

33. Grassy Glades
for a description of this nice hand crack.

See the guidebook

Note:

If

you're confident climbing bolted 5.10a's, Skaha has

look.

Smith
down

Rock
to cenüal

So, it's November, and you're all set to ddve 10 hours
Otegon. The big key here is weather. you might
encounter snow, bittet cold, rain (unlikely)
e1 þe¡ sun þrobably some
- to stay in the
combination thereofl. Basically, you'll be trying
sun as much
as possible. Smith is wodd-famous for its hard sport climbing, but the
trodden routes tend to be of high quality across all grades. Because the
tock tends to have many holds (lots of pockets and knobs), routes tend to
be steep compared to Squamish, and grades can feel a bit stiff. If you rike
climbing gyrns, you'll feel right at home
smith was the blueprint for
many of the plastic holds.
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5:7

2p (.7,.7?) 34. Bunny Face
Fun knobs' I know nothing about pitch
2, so you'n have to rook into
yourself,

if it tempts yo,rr fancy.

it

3-5p (4th, .6, A0, .7,.5) 35.
This one has gotten mixed r..ri.*.

and you go
hours and,

desctþtion
aid gear) fo

2p

(.7,.7)

36. Spiderman
haven't done this climb. Dave Dexter says
that it,s a must- so .rn including it. I think
do, however,
it's west-facing, so save it for the
afternoon.

I

confess

5.8 lp

I

32. Lion's Jaw

See the guidebook

lp

great sh-rffl

-

38.S-Gallon Buckers

Apparently, this

climb,yr .:3þ!rhed just afrer the big blue guidebook
It's just left.of Light on ih. p^th, and rooks
like its name
Steep-ish, but oh so juggy... rt's reasonably
wel-borted.

vzas published.

suggesrs

lp

39. Hop on pop
This is the best crimb on thì peanut. The
start is a hard boulder move,
but the rest is easier.

5.9 lp

40. Moonshine Dihedral
everF one of its 4 stars, this is one
an)'where. Rappel off after rhe first pirch.

woth

lp

of the best 5.9 corfler

cracks

41. Revelations

See the guidebook

-

a

fufl sport climb up an arete.

;tïï;:T',1ïiT::ïï':î,å""."':
of protection, and then follow the
ravback rouowed by

a

greathu,d

.,u.L^f"t"o.%i:Ï:
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::åjiffåïg

for

a

bit, and then you have to follow the chalked holds directly out to the

rþht þe alett fot this), and then up above a bulge to a hidden ramp (5.8).
That part is a bit run-out, but the holds ate good' The final steep hand
crack of Zion (5.9) provides a stellar ending. Walk off down Cocaine
Gully on the rþht.
43. Captain Xenolith
5.1.0a lp
lq¡s of bolts.
See the guidebook

-

4p (.6,.10a,.8, .9) 44.Zebta/Zion
An absolute gem that goes all theway up Motning GloryWall. Yout best
bet for the first pitch is actually to do Gumby (5.10b, bolted), but if you
don't feel Iike doing that, you can just follow all the biggest huecos acÍoss
the face (5.6, bolts are a bit sparse - try slinging the huecos fot additional
Pro.

Remember

to wear a

helmet

climbing!
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16çþ

is hatd. H"pPy

Good Times in the Bugaboos
bjt

Jef Matin

you

in
hi

see I had an office job
did do some climbing ánd
ense ofadventure felt rather

I

negrected.

I

decided the

Bugaboos,

up in the mountains not far from
place to hnd some fun, and I deci
both liked the idea, so rhe last week
Jay , who had been working in
him up at the airport, introJuce
tucked him into bed. The next morning \¡/e
got up ea'y and toyed with
for our trip but decided it would take
nly a fevz key words scratched on a

ntîi r*r

Safeway

two conflicting

*.ti3i.î.'rîk*J:::î::f "ff:

rruit and reminded ,,:
.h:* -".n
force, like aJiminy al.S:,
try.g. to keep us_in check kept teminding us
th.at we had to, carry a' thjs- fooiinto
.råp. rrr the end we told rhe voice
of reason to shove it and left the store råth
heaps of good eating hard
carrying food.
Back at my pla¡e we packed up the food
and our gear, loaded up
the truck and kissed the fam'y goodbye. rx/e
were on a highway heading
west by noon.
met us in. the b,ustling metroporis of Brisco
_Greg
at about thtee
o'clock' He ditched his truck in a-srand of
poplur.
ers

ff:l

¡,rr, o,ri.iJ."àr ,o*.,
ofold gtavel road took us to the

arking lot.
rar.t

into

a rare

August bear in

day that we were a lìttle concerned
to I(ain Hut before nightfall. The

*. o^,0'åål'iî:îtïi5å""î-l,:îr,ïi-*

catry in was also a concern.

It became oainfi,li-,'.1, ,h;.;;;;,".;

""
r into our packs.

S7e

make a lot of noise.
day pack vzith canned goods and
aunch. If any ofyou ever get the
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idea this is good way to carry heavy things around, think again' We
dubbed the little bundle of ioy The Parasrte.
A steep two of three hour hike took us to I(ain Hut by nightfall. .Our first

-ri.* of the Bugaboos

of the Hounds Tooth, a lesser spire which
appears above the tree toPS about an hour along the train' It dses like a
,Àito..ror'. horn out of the heavily broken Bugaboo glacier' It was
totally inspiring to think v/e wefe going to tackle such impressive rock
was

towers. The next moming \¡/e were plenty excited to go do some climbing'
As much fun as it woulcl have been to get way in over our heads the f,tst
day, we thought it might be mote teasonable to climb something
*åd".ur. und get a feel for the place. We also wanted to leave l{ain Hut
with its $10 nrghtty fee and camp closer to the rock atop Applebee Dome'
On the *uy orrt \Ã/e ran into the lovely Elizabeth Nethery who had been
climbing in the area for a week.

The climb on Applebee dome

\¡r''âs

uneventful except that it

introduced us to route fiÃding in the Bugaboos. Bugaboo rock is riddled
with hundreds of intersecting crack and gtoove systems. Standing at the
..climb" we'd look up at the spidet web of possible toutes and
base of a
hope that the one we chose diãn't just Peteï out a few dozen metets off
thË ground. Our route that day involved lots of down-climbing, rope dtag
and"hanging belays, but the sun wâs hot, the skis blue and we wete three
buddies in an awesome place. Gteat day. The next day Gteg's alarrr' had
us up a few hours beforã dawn and we were on our \¡/ay up through the
*oråjrl. to the Bugaboo-snowpatch col by sundse. We were planning to
climb Bugaboo ,pi. via Conrãd I(ain's 1916 route. The route gains the
col, then ãcrumbles for a few thousand feet up Bugaboo's south ridge and
culminates with trvo pitches of beautifi,rlly exposed fifth class climbing.
The crux pitches c[mÈ cracks up an eriormous gendarme (so <]istinct they
call it The Gendarme) and then out ovef its shoulder onto a slab ttaverse'
It took l(ain four attempts to mustef up the couÍage to lead the gendarme
pitch, and understandably to considering the big klunk¿ boots of his day
änd the thousand feet of exposure on either side.By far the most
dangerous part of this climb, and of the entire trip as it hrrns out was
g^irrìng the Bugaboo Snowpatch col. Most years this involves a thirty
ã.gr.."rrro* .tl*U *ittt a pãssibly tricky butstrund to cfoss, but with the
w'iãter's thin snowpack and the summer's heat the last few hundted
metefs wefe a heinous sand and boulder slope. The slope v/as steeP
enough that you couldn't really climb the sand, and the tocks were so
loose"that you couldn't trust your weight to them either' Some kind soul

had fixed a Iine up the path of least tesistance, but with the constant
tumbling of boulders the tope was questionable at best' We just
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bit our lips and headed for the top. .after ditching the crampons and ice
axes v/e tied in short and started scrambling.
Jay took the lead and set a
good pace. For the o.ccasional short steef ,ã.úo., we'd give him a hip
belay, but mostly we ju_sr ran along behind him. Higher-up, the ddge
narrowed and waranted some protection (the guide bãok says there aie
plenty of fixed pins along the way. The few *. tu* looká Lke 1916
vintage), but we didn't f'* a belay until we hit the gendarme. climbing up
exposed easy rock v¡ith a running belay like that is one of the most fun
things_I've done. Greg andJay let me lead the gendarme pitches. Fantastic.
The climbing isn't really tough but it sure is fun to loók down between
your feet and see nothing but the glacier far below. conrad I(ain must
have had some hair on his âss to lead it with a hemp rope and
mountaineering boots. I loved it. At the top we ate somã lunih and
wandered over toward the north summit to famitanze outselves v¡ith the
traverse. ìØe were thinking about cLimbing the north east ridge later in the
week and wanted to be able to get over to the l{ain route
lthe descent)
quickly in case the weather got spooky. The guide book describes a series
of rappels and traverses to get off quick in just such an occasion, but the
descrþtions doesn't make any sense ât all. we were there with the guide
book standing on the rock, but we couldn't nigure out what they were
talking about. Anyway, we rapped and downclimbed to the col and
scrambled down through the mor¿in death tap to the glacier. r7e were
back at camp before dark and in bed before late.
The next two days we climbed on crescent Towers. The setting and
exposure wasn't as spectacular as on Bugaboo, but the climbing vzas
hardet and we had a good time. These days have melted together i.,
-y
memoq/ as the same kind of stuff happened both days. First off, we were
always getting lost. Route descrþtions were vague, and there were always
so many cracks to choose from, (especially getting off the ground), that
'we \r/ere always getting off route. Second,
the climbing seèmed hardet
rt v¡as supposed to be. Now I'm not saÈg one shãuld pur a lot of
!h."1
faith in rating systems, but when you've been leading lov¡ and mid 10s all
sufiüner you shouldn't have to full-on aid a 5.8. No kidding, five or ten
meters of 5.8 crack kicked all our asses. Jay improvised some eftiers and
aided through. Following him up it looked kind of dodgy. Finally,
jamming up rough, granite cracks really beats your hands up. By the end
of our fourth day climbing, opening water bottles was itarting to be
difficult, and there was starting to be as much scraped skin as unìcraped
skin on the back of our hands. This of course madã us feel real tough, so
we weren't complaining. The weather to this point had been iotally
amazing. The sþ wâs so clear and so blue it hut to look at it. The
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bugaboos are notorious for earth shattering late afternoon thunderstorms,
and we thought ourselves pretty lucky to have had only twenty or thiïty
minutes of overcast sky. Since v/e were climbing in a team of three, we
didn't move very quickly so bad weather probably would have got us into
trouble. Hoping to confrm the weather wasn,t going to change we
wandered back to I(ain hut to hear the forecast and eatdinner.
Remember all that food we canied in on the first day? Well I just
wanted to mention that we'd been eating like kings three meals a day. It
'was awesome. You should
have been there.
The weather looked good for our last full day on the rock. We
decided to tackle the south east comer on Snowpatch route: fourteen
pitches up to 5-7. The approached looked kind of long so we rolled out

of camp at about five am. we jumped bouldet to boulder around the
south east corner of Snowpatch and gained the route via steep sand and
boulder slopes around the back. we started climbing just after the sun
broke the horizon at eþht thirty or so.
The fust few pitches were kind of tough. They ptobably wouldn,t
have been if we'd been on route, but you know how it ir.
Juy really stood
out as the strongest crack climber âmong us. The thfud pitch he jammed
up a steep corner crack that niether of us could follow. Greg sat on the
rope a feu¡ times and after a struggle pulled through. Greg hasn,t done a
ton of climbing but has big strong affns so we expected that kind of thing
form him. I couldn't get past the first two pieces of protection, a hex and
a t{tcarr, so I aided through by leap-frogdng them up the crack.
By noon we had reached the giant patch of snow from which
the easy slab along its

wâs gear no between
down the slab before
pitching out over the glacier. \üØe stayed roped up and moved as quick as
we could.

Above the snowpatch, route Frnding got tricky agun, and a stupid
mistake by yours truly cost us an hour. I went storming up a rotten moss
filled ctack, and by the time r rcahzedhow totally out to lunch I was I was
too commited to down-climb. It was too bad really because I was
climbing really well and v¡ould have been pretry proud of my lead if I
wasn't going the wrong \r/ay. I was lucky to find a decent chock stone
befote I ran out ofrope so I lowered offand got back on route.
Soon after, Jay was faced v¡ith the crux of the climb. He had the
choice between an uriprotectable dyke and a big ugly offwidth. I guess the
guidebook wasn't kidding when it said, "Take a standard rack to four
inches".Jay stuck q,'t þiggest piece in the crack and rattled it around, tried
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the first few moves ug-.the-!lke, contemplated the big ledge he was going
to smack into if we fell off, and backed off. "That'i it" he said, ..eithei
I:"
:li-l it or we rappel rwelve pitches ro the ground, but rhere,s no wây
I'm leading that!" It was pushing six ot seven o'clock so 4* hours of
rappellirrg didn't really appeal to me. I took the rack and vøent up to take a
look. The dyke was abalance problem and I can hardly stand ipright on
level ground, so that was out. The offwidth could very well have been the
5.6 it was said to be, but I didn't even know where to start. what to do in
such a situation? Go exploring.
Five or six meters along the ledge I found a nice mossy seam. Ten
or fifteen minutes of digging revealed a manky crack that *o,rid accept the
gear we had. A few quick minutes of shaþ hands and sewing machine
leg, and I was traversing back to where wanted to be. In th-e end the
Martin vadation (well actually there was an old pin butried deep in the
moss so I probably wâsn't the hrst) was âs exposed as the standard route,
but it made a lot more sense to me. I felt pretty good pullìng us out of
that one.

We summited just minutes after sunset. An hout or two of
rappelling down the back side of the spire took us to the glacier. we
wandered arround to the Bugaboo Snowpatch col and started ãown. The
descent \¡/âs utter hell. There was the loose rock same as before, but other
problems had joined the game. It was gerting pretry late, and what had
been hard slush during the day had frozen into hard slick ice. Greg had
big boots, but Jay and I were weadng our crâmpons on our sneakers.
Pretty bloody useless really. we couldn't kick in to save our lives. Also
the hot sun of the last few days had done wonders to the moats around
rock outcroppings. A moat that had been less than a foot wide days
befote was nov/ a good two meters wide and at least that deep. After
much cwsing and looking for altematives, I rappelled down the rock and
into the moat to explore. I tried pushing off the rock to see how close to
the other side I could swing. As luck would have it, I could swing close
enough to plant an axe at arms length in the far side. So I did, and with a
grunt I pulled myself ovet. with a little help so did Jay and Greg. with
most of the difFrculties behind us we took a minute to suck or ttt. last of

out Jolly Rancher candies.
rt was now getting really late. A two hout stumble took us back to
camp. The round trip had taken us close to twenty-three hours. If we'd
thought it would take us that long, or known that the col would be in such
bad shape, or reilized that we didn't have the gear to protect the climb, we
might not have tackled it. But I'm reallly satisfied to have gone an),$r¡ây
and made it back all right. Joseph conrad once wrote of the life of ¿
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young seaman working and surviving at sea, ",^nd wasn't that the best
time when v/e were young and at seâ; young and had nothing on a sea that
gives nothing except ha-rd knocks and sometimes the chance to feel your
strength, and that only?" I can't say I,.'e ever really been to sea, but I have
been to the mountains, and sometimes I've felt really challenged. I can
find no better reason to keep goirrg back.
The next morning it took all my strength to twist the top off a
water bottle. I was cooked. After a lazy morning and a quick climb to
recover some geâr left behind on the first day we packed up and hiked
out. Gteg headed towards Vancouver at a leisurely pace. Jay and I drove
through the night.
After flrve days in the Bugs'Jay, Greg and I had climbed most of
the easy routes. There are a few other lines we would be able to handle,
but we really weren't yet up to the challenge the Bugaboos have to offer.
As much fun as I'd had, it v/as easy for me to leave. I knew that when I
v/as a stronger climber , I would be back.

Jeff topping out in the Bugaboos
Photo Ja1 Burbee
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Trash TII
b1t

ctaggþg

is like

vzatching

Fem IYebb

TV. Different levels of commitment

and

bloodshed (check out AMC's article "Through the Eyes of a Student
Nurse" from a few years ago). Wrth an air of supetiority we look at each
other, unspoken acknowledgement that \)ØE would never be involved in
such antics.
January was a month full of dreary weekends. I was woken at noon by the
phone one Sunday when there was the faint smell of sunshine mlxed in
with the interminable rain. My friend and ftequent climbing partner
Adrian and his girlfriend Hanna invited me to spend the afternoon
climbing at Lighthouse Park. I had nothing better to do and they would
drive all the way from downtovn to pick me up in Richmond so why not?
I brought my skis with me so I could head up Cypress Bov¡l later in the
evening and be a smug Vancouvedte who went both climbing and sküng

in the same day.

At the cliff the routine is...well..routine. 1.Pick

a climb, 2.Put harnesses on,
3.Set up toprope, 4.Rap down to bottom, 5.Put shoes on. 6.Climb. Repeat

L,3,6 as needed. Somewhere between 5 and 6 though I hear some cudous
sounds: thunk, thunk, thunþ splash, "oh shit". I look down and see one
shoe, left foot, Boreal Ace, size 6 1/2, happily bobbing away...away ftom
the shore...away from us. My immediate reaction is that we must retrieve
the shoe! I hate littering and I took a Marine Pollution course once and
learned that this sort of floating debds is an insidious problem. Addan is
in position to belay and I am in position to climb so I figure I will just
downclimb to the water and grab the shoe. !7e quickly discuss, the shoe
floats, and simple downclimbing quickly becomes an inadequate solution
to the ever broadening problem. undetered I volunteer to swim out to it.
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I

don't know why...I hate swimming...and besides it's Hanna's shoe and
for this jumping into ftigid water?
But I'm closest. S*iftly f remove my jumper, my shoes Ãd otlr.,
'accessible' clothing. I.tie into the toprope and Adrian'puts me on belay. I
gngedy climb down the slimy rocks towards the *"t.tl get Addan to gi.,.
me a bit of slack and jump in. yes rhe water was cold. iquickly catchty
breath from the shock and srart dog-pâddling out to tL. rrá* sinking
shoe. once it's in my hand I shout ar Adrian to start pulling me in and m!
volce comes out as a squeak. once I get back to tre cliff I tell Hama to
help -{&ian haul me out of the water because my arms have gone all
spaghetti like, and I doubt my abilities to climb wet overhanging bàrnacles
batefoot. I scamble up to a safe stance and swap wet foi diy clothes.
Mission accomplished. What was it I said before abãut antics?
she's Finnish and don't they really go

Needless to say we dicln't do any climbing that day,but I did go sküng. So
I can stjll be a smug vancouverite for swimming in the o..Ã ,nd ,iüng
in one day.
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John Mllat or Ftosty the Snowman?
Pboto Jeremy

Friruer
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Five Trips to the Brew IIut
(Describing some adventures I have had
over the past year,
and how they might have been Avoided.)
bl Roland Børton

September 1997, ,rGood Introdu",o.y HikeD
stardng, Roger,
Emily, Ondrea Rogers, Mo, Claire Vlissete,
S,.ph ffi;g, paul
Feadng, Roland Burton
"Let's go do Brew Hut via the sumrner rnrrre À^ ¡^^-

.u"":iåi*îllïrql ti,iJî'l.räi

sonss' vou don;t need good gear, ir,s
started moist' we found_enãugh rides.

found the

:u.atl

off the tracks.

!7e found the ftain tracks. we

fo,rnd a lot of really
;r^*
"*r,âo*., *rease all
'd raken them off and put tir.ri
beside the
\X7e

ed. The plot thickened. Still we kepr on. The

sturr appeared on rhe
The hut did not
see nothing we
a location.-We

s

ä:"'ïl!$å:,#j::
o, but by then we could

^ppeat.
recogniz.

-".rj.r.d

in the fog.

\X/e

warmed;:'r::J;riïffiï.i

ln ollf armpits. ìØe discussed whithet the hut
existed. lú.'*hi-p"r"a,
iust alittle. It got cord. Ir got a littre dark. our leader
went off tà t y urra
find the hur but found onÇ another lost party
on anorher ridge. ìVe got
excited about spending the night orr, i'
thé *ind, th.
reality' we tumed back, turneã around the compasses, ,;;;; the rain,
and just as rt got
seriously.datk' v/e got back to Brew Lake.
Then
down
the tail a short
'v/ays to the trees'
No snowing, only raining. Find a big bushy tr"e.
ctip
off some inoffensive shrubbery u.rá
n., ing pü.". í.y u.a t,_,r.
-uk.'"
people into your sleeping bag. Failing that,
try u.rã g.t p.oplå to move
thgr¡'1."""g|.t?"T
to
put
doi*n
yo,rr'sl..piãg
U'ug-'Bo,t warer,
?I.1rg
drink it, add flavor, driflk it, go ìo sleep
th. srorm gets really serious.
",
During the níght ir musr have rained t*ã ir,.h.,
b..;;::i;^;îtå*

-".r,

who had bivi
us had water

d we weren,t
we.wait unt'

*ú

it got right. ?,'åä'."':Ti^îîI

r3îJ'ì1"ï*i:îî,î:'ï;1

":.: ry7lly heavy water-fdled packs, making bubbly
water-filled boots. Eventually we got home.
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o,r,

Conclusions
1) Brew Hut is difhcult to find.
2) Our leader took it hatdest. It's really tough on a leader to promise
.\¡/armth and traditional happiness and to be unable to deliver. Note to
leaders: make only vague promises.
3) IfI'd brought a $5 tarp, I could have been a heto.
4) It's good to spend a night out somedmes, to face your worst enemies
and to know that you ate stronger than them (no, I mean the weathet' not
your fellow trippers).
5) Please, somebody, matk that bloody toute.

Mid -Decembd 1997 , with Scott Praget, Richard Abbott'
Roland Burton
By Thursday the weather forecast was upgtaded from lousy to
fair, so I upgraded my weekend plans ftom one day to overnight,
destination went from TBA to Btew Hut, and difficulty ftom moderate to
busy. In mid-December the days are really short, so to make this work,
you have to be on the trail real eaÃy, or you don't arive at the Hut before
dark.

We sure tried, but it's teally hard to get up. By 9:30 we were
10:15 u/e were at km 4, and
past. By 10:35 we \Ã/ere at km 5, the bddge, wi
but a broken ftack to follow for a while. The sn
in the valley \v\rh 2 inches of hoar frost on a bottomless two-foot powdet
base. The trees sparkled v¡ith L cm of ice feathers.
Richatd was looking teally ttashed and we qurckly diagnosed his
problem as not having had breakfast' ,tfter a couple of meal stoPs we
arrived at Km 7, no rrrore ftacks to follow, and lots of water bars to cross.

parked

atkm2. By

\X/hile crossing one washed out gully, Richard desüoyed his ski binding, so

we reluctantly bid him farewell and continued upwards, and he walked
back to his cat, punching a lot of holes in the snow with his boots.
Somehow it got late. At about 4:30 pm we arived at the decision
point about whether to go the long toute atound the ridge ot to try and
ineak past the Gully of Death, and \¡/e decided that either would require
firnding the hut in pitch dark, and as neither of us had been there' we
turned atound and skied back. I was v/eating some weitd, shot, very stiff
skis w.ith stfange AT bindings plus mountaineeting boots and they didn't
work well at all. I experienced, over and ovef, the feeling new skiers get
when equipped with hear,ry packs and sent down icy logging roads.
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It got datk. l7e stopped for food. It got really dark. The moon
It got lighter. we got back to the car. we went home. It was
beginning to look like the Brew Hut does not actually exist but is just a
came out.

ctuel hoax to encourage people to trash their bodies and get lost.
Conclusions:

1) Get up really early. Have your skis on before it gets right. Force the
crew to eat breakfast, in the datk.
2) Note that ski bindings explode sometimes; the adapters to use hiking
boots with downhill skis "free-he el", càrr be very bad that way, besidei
eating your feet.
3) I gotta get some decent skis, or quit this nonserìse.

Ertþ

January, 1988, with Andre Zimmerman, .rFreida" from
Getmany, Dave Campbell, Ferdinand, and Roland Burton
The new window/winter access door had been flown in and was
waiúng to be installed and And-te said "lets do it" so u/e v/ere off. Aftet
trvo failed attempts, the hut was getting to be something of an obsession
with me.

r. work. By one PM we were at the hut, having sneaked past the
Gully of Death, as avalanches seemed to be glued onto the hill pretty
firmly by the ptevious week's rain. Around the hut there was, guess whai,
powder and lots of it, and also blue sky. I installed the window and the
others made numerous wiggly tracks down anything and everything, the
steeper the better. At suppet time we suffered through course after
course of appettzers, fresh guacamole and corn chips, smoked oysters on
ctackefs, cream cheese on crackets, but were unable to sutmount the
difficult "main course", being full. The temperature rose to great heights
as the kerosene heatet cranked away, ostensibly to dry th. caulking around
the new window. outside it remained below freezing, preserving the
powder. The stars sparkled.
The next day the rest of
all pieces
of powder which they had misse
(liÈe the
cliff above Brew Lake) while I co
window.

my ge
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tape so he skied carefully, but gracefully as always. Ferdinand, using "free
heel" adapters and dov¡nhill boots had very little skin left on his heèls and
u/as not keen to do anything unflecessary. Dave did classic telemark turns,
and very well, but not quite as linked as And-te. Maybe his skis were too
narrow. "Freida" did his usual Germân power parallel tum thing which
wotked very well. I did long traveÍses, controlling my speed by
occasionally falling, driving my face into the snow with my pack. !Øhen

\¡/e got back to the logging rcad,
snowplowed until
break. You couldn
speed control was

it

was iced up as before, so .we
legs together strained to
t through the icy crust, but
still 4 km from the car, a
snowmobile came by, andr gtacefully accepted a ride on it back to the car.
Note this does not qualify as being rescued.
Conclusions:
1) I need new skis. I need a new body. I have to leam to ski some day.
2) A really light pack helps a lot. You don,t need to bring food if you
have friends.
3) The Brew Hut exists.

End of June, 1998 with Erica Ellis, J.r-y Ffofloway, Randy
Clarke, Dirk, Allison, Jefftey Burton, Roland Burron

I thought

we'd better see if the window was still there and maybe
of paint, and haul out my tools. No skis this time. To make
it more challenging, I'd brought along my seven year old son.
We drove to the bddge and camped in the garbage pit there, no
ttouble except for some no-see-ums. Dirk had brought some hrewood so
he made a fire and cooked his steaks. The weather dt:¿;zleð abít.
The next morning the weather was fair and getting better as v/e
statted up the deconstructed logging road. Jeffrey soon let us know that
he could either carry his pack or keep up vzith us, but not both, so we tied
give

it

a coat
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We crossed above the Gullv of
ed the ..taking an octopus ár a
Jeff out of the GoD. The trip
didn't rush much.
. Conditions were great

too hard. ror kicking steps.
brought ice axes, but the hut

jïl;.ïiii*,rï:,;ff

we

bro

worked pretty well u,

n.

r,rirl*te. I'e

lored many

of the

ridges

decided to nor paint ihe
and making one sounded
e rope? Sacrifice my toothbrush?

oD, then

steep

to the road (too
back to the car,
Conclusions:

t

pretty tough. Ir,s a lot of extra work to bring
"ld:.ï.
old.
They have no concept of keeping dry.

Good time to be there.

End of September, 199g, with Various peopler led by
Rob S
was an awesome hike. fhe motley -cre* of riineteen
souls
,
,It
rncluclect
rs who thought it was possible to

usuarass
drive all

'lå,äi,LXffi:fff,:,f:
who should have known better.

with very cold rain and lots of it.

befote we had left the cars.
ded water very well. By the first
it was obvious we'd Éetter not

route and followed them to the sec
noon the sþ became
snowing. With the cle
route to the top of the
the final hill to the hut.
Arriving at the hut rlalways a parttculaÃy emotional
time. people
are cold and wet, and tired. There are q.rertionr.
wilr we all Frt in the hut?
\)'ill it be v¡arm? Are my feet actually fuozen or only
cold? Those who
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have been to the hut pfeviously, reminisce about other trips to the hut,
including the ones which were not as successful.
With the kerosene heatet lit, it got warm, then toasty waffi, and
then almost hot. Â party went off to climb Brew, then a second paty
likev¡ise. The window ftame got painted, sorry about the paint on your
sleeping bags, guys, and I hope the paint sticks to the ice on the window
frame. Large quantities of red vrine wete produced, as v/ell as some mofe
efficient beverages like rum. It got dark, the stats came out, and every ltve
minutes we had to go outside to see the stars, there were so ffIany of them
and mote kept appearing throughout the evening. Some people brought
down booties and a couple of tents \riere Put up. Some dancing was done
briefly. Roger played aharmonica which he found, and Ruth played the
recorder/tin whistle. Huge quantities of pâsta \¡úefe prepared and mostly
eaten. The Jiffu Pop popcorn vient off -¡¡"ithout a hitch. Cards were
played. We went to bed. We got sjxteen People onto the top floor of the
hut. Nobody had to sleep downstaits. For those tahing notes, twelve
would have been more ideal fot the top floor. Mike snored briefly.
The next morning Crystal got up at 5:30 to climb Brew by hetself
and watch the sundse but she got there too eady and got cold and had to
come back before the sun was up. I timed it perfectly and v¡as outside the
hut for the critical ten minutes from the time the mountains all atound
were lit up, to the time the sun hit the hut. For the trip down, the patty
split into three, with one group going down the old sumfnef trail, the main
group going back the way they had come aftet checking out some ridges
in thã area, and I hear the four wheel drive guys made one last try to ddve
to the hut. The summer ttail route is quite beautiful at the top, passing by
Brew Lake, but soon degenerates into typical west coast trail which goes
on forever and is N.R. (not recommended).
Thanks to Rob for getting it all together and thanks fot all those
people who hauled up all that red wine. The catdboatd wine container is
revolutionizing mountaineering.
Conclusions
1) The Brew Hut can be a gre t destination if you

2)Bnnglots of red wine.
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Shredding somewhere on Hokkaido
Photo

Malt Cann
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Room for One More? No Thanks!
þtRogerUnington

Picture the scene: the fire is burning, everryone has that rosy glow that
with a fine day's back country sküng the hut is warming up to a
pedect ambient temperahre, the food has been eaten and the wine is
doing the rounds. All is right with the world when suddenly.....
CRA.SH......BANG......SMASH.....[waft of fteezìng cold arr] . .
KERTHUMP KERTHUMP KE,RTHUMP
The idyllic atmosphere has been smashed by the Tate aritval of a latge
group of other skiers. The hut, which until this point had been at optimal
occupancy, is now straining at the seams trying to âccorrìmodate this
influx of new people. The gear on the pegs that was just beginning to dry
out is smothered by a new layer of wet goretex and the floor is suddenly
awash with the snow from twenty pairs of tele boots. The chance of
anyone getting afly rest is shrinking faster than a snowball in Hell as
goes

;'iffiHffi:T';*;,

-",,,

An excellent example was the

recent Chtistmas tdp to Cerise Creek, which went something like this:
3:00
5:00

am
am

Iights his
instantly.
6:30

am

Baby wakes up and grizzles.

to sleep any longer the baby's father gets up and
stove- possibility of anyone else getting any sleep dissolves

Unable

XGI(

Other people begin to get up and soon discover that the

pack of dogs that were sleeping downstaks have devoured half the food
left on the shelves - minor outcry develops.
7:30 am
Breakfast is in full swing and with it comes the fi.rst case of
"outknowledging". This is a phenomenon to which skiers are particularþ
prone. Everyone sits around the table discussing what they are going to do
and dedding everyone else's plans in an attempt to prove that they are the
most experienced in the toom. A typical "outlnowledging" conversation
goes something like this: Skier 1 [tentatively] "So where were you thinking
of sküng today?" Skier 2 [disgruntled at being forced to show his hand
fitst] "we v¡ere thinking of sküng the gully on the far side of the glacier."
Then in an attempt to show his/her v^st
of knowledge "That's all
^fi^yat having been
that will go in these conditions." skier 1þeeful
given such

a

fantastic opening] "Ooooh....

I wouldn'r ski that gully in
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these

conditions- there's been ten centimetres of snow in the last twenty four
hours and what with that wind crust from the December fourth stom...."
Skier 2 "yes but if you consider the temperature gtadient profile for...."
This discussion wafts on whilst everyofle tries to hnd their stuff and get
ready to escape into the great outdoors. one final dilemma facng lny
prospective skier is the question of where to get the day's ddnking \¡/ater.

Melting more will take a good twenty minutes (assuming there is
ANY\xrlERE in the hut to set up you stove). The other alternãtive is the
pot on top of the woodstove, however, the misguided kindness of the
person who hlled it u¡ith snow from just outside the doot before going to
bed means that there is now an unhealthy clump of dog hair floating on
the sutface of the water... yrm rrm!
10:00 am [t is impossible to get going any eadier in a crowded hut
with a large group of skiers to coordinate] The group moves off and heads
up the ddge to flnd some virgin powder. To be fatt the morale of the
group does signifrcantly improve once they are free of the clutches of the
hut, and another fine day of carwing turns is enjoyed by all. There are only
so many hours that you can stay on the slopes, however, and by dusk it is
time to descent once more to the dubious luxury of the hut.
4:30 pm
The first of the evening meals is akeady being cooked and
the windows are streaming with condensation. Once again every peg is
taken, every seat by the Fte is full and the atmosphete is beginning to
return to that mixhrre of Turkish bath humidity and climbing gym waft
that is so synonymous with full back country huts.
7:00 pm
Most of the food is now ready and this provides the different
groups with a new topic with which to outdo one another. 'Hut fever'is
now in full svzing and the conversation swings from the relative medts of
fresh sun-dried tomatoes as a camp cuisine necessity to all the extreme
places that people have been. "The snow today was really like the stuff we
encountered when doing the first ski descent of Mt. I(ilimanjaro." "Really?
I thought it was mote like the powder we found in the Japanese couloir
on l{2"...... you get the picture.
9:00 pm
By now the wine has run low and people ate beginning to go

to bed.
9:15

pm

The people in bed start complaining about the noise from

the people who have yet to go upstaìrs.
9:45

pm

The people downstairs get tfued of talking in whispers and

also hit the sack.
9:46

pm
pm

Peace and quiet.

The inevitable late arivals show up talking ar the tops of
their voices and lighting stoves etc to make some food. The dogs in the
9:47
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hut go nuts at the sight of so many new people.
11:30 pm After walking about the hut in ski boots for two hours the
last of the late ardvals goes out to the tent where they are sleeping and as a
frtnal coup de grace lets out all the dogs v¡ho have been contained inside all
evening. The dogs chase each other round and round the building until
they are thoroughly wet and tired then scratch at the door until someone
gets up to let them back in. lØon't be long now until 3 am when the baby
wakes up and the whole rycle starts again.
Mountain huts are an idyllic idea when you are sitting in the clubroom dry
and warm and all seems right with the wodd, but next time we're up at
Cerise and there's room for just one more inside...... no thanks- I'll be in
the tent!

Camp below Manatee Mountain
Pltolo Mike deRoo¡
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Rain, \ühite-Out and Peaks in the Elaho Range
fu Mil<e deRoos

As the end of the school year approaches,
about getting out in the great long days and sun
about diFferent trips arose and I had my sights set
through the Lillooet Iceheld and the Manaree range.

r

figured that there

were people I really didn't know, we decided to do only a six day trip to
the Elaho range. If we didn't get along I didn'r want to be stuck v¡ith them
for two v¡eeks in â tent. I was also weary of headng about Jeremy and
David's recent epic on Baker, thinking maybe I should take it easy with
David "summit or die" Persson. To add to this, Jordan was quite ne.w at
longer trips and vzas lacking time.

Dol I
As the ddver, I had the pleasure of dsing eadiest, at 3:00am. The
night air rvas refreshing as I stumbled out to the car in a slumberous
shrpor and proceeded to pick up David and Jordan. The drive to
Pemberton was uneventful and the day dawned bright and mostly clear.
Ftom there we dtove the Lillooet river road to Meager creek. We then
spent almost two houts 4X4-ing up and down spur roads and looking at
maps, which of course had none of the roads on them. After moving a
fallen tree with the câr, we finally decided we were in the right valley and
v¡e left the car on foot with no sþ of snou¡ on the gtound. !7e wete
cartlrrng everything orì our backs. This v¡as especially fun when we tangled
ourselves, our 751b packs, and our skis through nests of slide alder.
Luckily \¡r''e v/ere out of the clearcut soon and also out of most of the
aldet. After hiking up through the forest forhalf an hour,Jordan dropped
his pack and declared that he had to go home. David and I looked at each
other and wondered what the heck was going on. He told us then (why
not eadier - I don't know) that he was h4rersensitive and that he was
feeling teally weak. So off he went back to Pemberton, where he was
picked up by his pârents. After some food reananqement, David "summit
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or die" Persson and I somewhat reluctantly kept going, we weren,t going
to let this unexpected loss of 1/3 of ouï parry rrrin the trip. ,tfter an houi
or so further we reached snow and could thankfully put our skis on our
feet. The sküng was easy through the open old growth timber and the
ter¡ain was gentle. ì7e were sküng in part of the Stoltman wildemess
atea. our plan was to trâverse atound to the Elaho River and then ascend
the river valley to the Elaho glacier. As our route went off the map, turice
we mistook small tributaries for the Elaho. So we wasted a bit tf time

quite tired, v¡e had a rú1day with 11 houn of sküng and a lot of driving
behind us.

Da12

An eatþ start \¡/as vety promptly, and happily, called off as we
awoke to the sound of rain pattering on the
ftom the tent when it hâd stopped raining at 1
sleep from the day before). A quick and exci
side of the valley brought us to the Elaho River proper, which we had
planned to cross because the far side provided easier travel. crossing the
Elaho was def,rnitely not an easy option (it's called a river not a steâm, nor
a creek - on the map for a reason). crossing would have required us to get
ve{y v/et, so we ended up doing more of what we all love and enjoy,
bushwhacking though steep alder with skis on our backs, in the snow.
Luckily, this didn't last very long and we skied on. For some reason David
lrought that a sffaight line through the alder was the best route up the
final few kms of the valley, but I was quickly able to talk him into stilking
to the snow. As we neared the glacier, we stopped for lunch in a beautiful

pushed on following compass beadngs and keeping track of ourselves
using the altimeter. Bkms and 1700ft from our lunch spot we arived at
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I

based our explorations of the Elaho range

Dol

from there.

S

We awoke to much of the same weather as we had seen the evening
before. Again, we decided that being in our sleeping bags was nicer than
being on a glacier in a whiteout. At about 10:30 the clouds cleared slightly
so we decided to ski west up the Elaho glacier and see what we could see.
As we ascended the glacier the clouds around us periodically dispersed,
but the thick ceiling still hung 2000 ft below our main objective, the
summit of Elaho, and we decided that we would leave Elaho until the next
day in hopes of bettet weather. After exploring an interesting crevasse
cave we turned our attention to the Elaho range pinnacles, which offered
many short interesting scrambles. We both climbed to the top of the
eastern most pinnacle, which required a pull up v¡ith an ice axe to gatn a
ridge and then some climbing of moderately steep snow topped off v¡ith
rock. At the top we were rewârded with brief views of the Toba dver
valley to the NW. The weather began to detedorate again âs we
descended and I waited below for David to scramble up another pinnacle.
We then skied down the moderately steep slope directly to the glaciet
below. The sküng vias greât as the srìow wâs solid enough to hold our
weight; however, some of the snow did release in moderately sized, slovz
moving, heavy slides. The ski to camp ended the day. We hoped for
bettet weathet the next day.

Da14
We awoke again to another awe-inspiring whiteout, for all I knew
we could have been up on Grouse. This day, however, we didn't let this
discourage us, ând we charged up the glacier with Elaho Mountain in our
sights. A little more than 1000ft above camp we broke through the clouds
and into awesome sunshine. We skied up the large hump of Mittleberg
Mountain, and did not spend long on top, as the wind was bitter and
strong from the west. It's southeastern flank provided a perfect ski run
down. We then traversed to the gtand pinq Elaho Mountain, and
ascended the glacier to a low point on the eastem ridge on skis. Most, if
not all, of the ridge is possible to ski up. I took off my skis too early,I
was aftaid of my skins slipping and going for a really big unwanted dde
down the mountain. So I trudged through knee to thigh deep snow for
the last 100m along the summit ridge as David skied along v¡ith ease ahead
of me. The view ftom the summit \¡vas velT rewarding, we could see the
Manatee and Clendenning ranges as well as the Pemberton lcecap. To the
'west, clouds hung low, but I think we might have caught a glimpse of the
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Dol5

Da16
ì7e knew that we had a long day ahead of us, so we woke at 3 a.m.
and-we were movingby 4 a.m. Eady in the morning the snov/'ü/as very
hard, and very large avalanches had corne down on thã route adding to thl

icy conditions. Ascending the southeastern flank of Manatee
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was

small lakes that led the way to the logging roads. For the final few kms we

hiked 18km. Both of us were in the mood for big greasy dinners,
showers, and beds. Á.fter eating at the chinese place itt Þ.Ãb.tion (it was
the only restâurant still open), we shared the d-tive back to vancouver and
arrived at 1,:30 in the morning.
Othet than one unexpected incident at the beginning of the trþ,

out exceptionally well. David and I worked *ell
I think his epic on Baker mellowed him out a bit, he nevet

everything h¡rned

together.

Particþants: Mike deRoos

David Persson
Jordan Peters (sott-of)
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Planning a trip to the Rockies
bl Roland Børton
\X4ry go to the Rockies? Could be that youke done everything in
the Coast Range already? But that's unlikely. Maybe you got tired of the
Coast Powder, which resembles cottage cheese. Or maybe you got tired
of coast trips which end with a 5 km ski out down the logging road,
freshly covered with ftozen bteakable crust. Maybe you're into cultural
things, or scenery. In any case, the Rockies are a good ski mountaineering
destination, and mid term break is a good time, better then Christmas
because the snow is more abundant and the days are startirig to get longer.

Not really spring

sküng, expect powder avalanches and day time

temperâhrres around -10C if the sky is clear.
So how do you plan a trip to the Rockies? Start talking about your
trip in vague terms some months in advance. Plant the idea, because it's

pfetty novel to most people. Notice catefully if anybody's interested.
Next try and decide how intrepid you want to be. Is this ro be deluxe,
ftrst class, or more intrepid, maybe a week-long traverse using snow
caves? Note that if your trip is very intrepid, you will have to choose your
fellow trippers carefully, as not everybody is as intrepid as they claim to be
while sitting on the blue couch in the VOC Clubroom. Once you have a
few people who sound keen about your trip, start seriously looking for a
destination. Pick your destination ASAP, because unlike Coast huts, the
ones in the Rockies all require booking, and some fill up pretty fast. Ttris
need for planning really wrecks spontaneity. You may \¡/ant a¡ altetnate
destination at this stage, fot backup in case your main plan falls through.
So you have a tip, but it is very ft"g,l. at this srage. You u¡ill need
transportation, which includes not only reliable vehicles, but also drivers
who are prepared to drive all that way, and not get killed on the highway.
Chains, winter tires, tarps, ropes are all good. Better plan an itrnetziry,
because you will need it for making bookings. Plan to spend trvo days
driving to the Rockies, and one day ddving back. It's shorter coming back
because it's down hill, because you have a time zone in your favot and
because the roads usually get better snow-vtise as you approach the coast.

Good, you now have a destination, an ittnerary, transportation, and some
comrnitted trþpers. At this point you might decide to allow the trþ to
become large or keep it small. This may depend on your destination and
how many cars you have been able to f,rnd, as well as your personal
prefetence. But get your reservations in f.or any huts or other things like
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helicopters you may need, for as many people as are committed. Find out
what the consequences of not havtng
*urry
as you made
"l morãpeople
reservations fot ate, and whether you can mak.
r.r.rortior* if more
people want to come. \x4rile making reservations, collect money from
the
trippers so that you are not out of pocket when they change their minds.
Expect people to drop out of the trip at the last ,,ú.r,rt., ãnd make sure
they understand the cost consequences to them. An arificidty imposed
{=ft: for being orì, or not on, the trip can simpli$r plaáning bot
discriminates against those unfortunates whã can't mak-e
th.ir minds or
"p
just generally don't know what they want.
As the time of the trip approaches, spend several hun&ed dollars
getting your car in shape. You don't want to have to pay for a new fuel
pump in Salmon Arm because it will mess up your schådule. Remember,
teliable transportation. offload details onto someone else. Form food
qroups. Try hañ to share decisions, but expect to be blamed for most of

them anprzay.

e road, plan to eat lots of sandwiches and fruit which you
brought along to save money. Don't try to set speed records because
:q..+$ tickets cost plenry. Slow down for ice. you can generally f,rnd a
M:,^d
T Golden very cheap at rhis time of year. Batgainwith them. The
-ACC clubhouse in canmote is not a bargarn rrnlÃs you Jike snodng
strangers in hut-style accommodation. rn iact there arl no bargains in
Canmore.

Pboto

Sunshine
DArg Bloon
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\[Irottesly lllramble
by Mark Grist

It's the rather impressive pyramidal lump one sees when looking
nofth from the rose garden on campus. Yes, the good old rose garden, a
gteat place to go when your brain is full and you need to clear your head
by taking in a fantastic vista. There's even a plaque-like sþ depicting all
the peaks from the Tetrahedron plateau to the Tantalus range - a veritable
tick Jist, for those of you who revel in challenges like the seven summits
and the 8,000m peaks. Indeed, climbing all these peaks would certainly
provide sufficient material for a 'qX/est Side Story" of Howe Sound
mountaineering.
So there it was, stalwart and beckoning modestly, speaking to the
"sttong silent type," which is why I had Paul Fearing in mind for this trip.
(Hey Paul, if computer science doesn't pan out for you, there's alurays a
cateet in Mccain french fries commercials!) It was eady May and still time
to get one more local spring ski trip in. I checked out the map and a route
via Henriette lake seemed possible, with just a few ups-and-downs along
the way. As far as travel goes, it looked like Mt. Sedgewick was about the
same distance to the north as Mt. wrottesley is to the south of Henriette
lake.

Gearing up for a long weekend, we plodded along the logg,og
road on an extremely humid Friday night. Saturday sav/ us up very earþ
and hiking ofl snov/ shortly before the lake. Although the lake was not
ftozen on the shore near the cabin, it was certainly ski-able after crossing
the dam, with about 4 feet of slushy snow to ski on - sketchy but solid. I
had gone to the map library to copy the 1:20,000 map of the atea, which
proved itself very useful for this trip. Although the scenelT along the
ddges was spectacular, the views of clearcuts were not. It is quite
depressing to see how much of Sechelt has been gutted, conveniently out
of view fot most. After ten hours of ups and downs (more ups than
downs) we decided to call it a day at a phenomenal biwy spot (grid
teference 733,973) on a shoulder just down from an un-named peak. I
should mention that sküng to this point was veq/ feasonable. The next
section (to \Trottesley itself) looked a bit hard for skis and we were happy
to lrave left them c^rrrp.
Up even^teadiet on Sunday, we v/ere gteeted with the most

spectaculat sunrise-moonset that I have ever seen. Søith clouds
smothering the valleys it was indeed a rather regal sight with the moon
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gong down pinky-purple over the Sechelt mountians. paul summed it up
best when he said, "If I had a good camer^ and a zoom rens, I'd be living
off that shot right now!" !7ith that, we dipped into the fog which made
for an un-nerving hour of tdcþ routehnding, until we rose above the
clouds into a scorching wodd of sun and snow.
Unfortunately Paul couldn't join me on the final jaunt up
wtottesley, owing to the fact that his feet were already huting hir''. I
should pause here to descdbe Paul's predicament. His feet wetã soaked
after ctossing Henriette lake (teason # 147 to buy plastic boots) and
hadn't dried since. I guess Paul had only brought one pù of socks, and he
decided to sleep with them on in order to d.y them out. well, his socks
sort-of dded overnight, but his feet were still wet, and that was now
beginning to take its toll. For those of you who might not have heard,
there is a very good technique for dryirg socks etc. while you sleep.
Stmply sleep with your wet clothing (not too much now!) on your rurnmy,
and your body will act like a "ðryer" of sorts. It may sound a bit
disgusting, sleeping with wet clammy clothing on your nrmmy, but it sure
wotks like a charm.
The summit of ìTrottesley greets you with a microwave tower of
sotts that looks ]ike a thirty-foot missile: only little green martians were
missing. After ten minutes of basking in sunshine and greeting all the
peaks above the clouds, it was time to hurry home. That we did, at least,
as much as Paul's feet would allow. Thankfully we had stashed our
running shoes at the end of the logging road, so the last six kilometers
were sheer bliss for some, and somewhat less excruciating for others. By
this point, Paul was now the strong but not-so-silent type! we won't print
his words.

All in all the trip involved 25 hours of travel time, and was just a
snick more effort than going to Sedgewick. It's unfortun ate that neíther of
these peaks lend themselves well to loop trips, otherwise they would be

very popular. Still, most of the scenery is worth seeing twice, and the
peaks offer some of the best 3600 views (atound!).
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.6,lrnost the \ñIidowrnakers'
bl Daue Carzpbell
Eady in September Vance, Steve and I headed out to Lynn Valley
to have a go at the N7idowmakers' Arete on the Camel. I was in the
process of starting to do work on my undergmd thesis in which I was
investigating sediment movement in Lynn valley. Hence this trip would
allow me to get a "bird's eye" view of my research site. That was the plan
arrryayi the weather seemed to think otherwise.
After a few bus transfers, a Seabus ride to Lonsdale euay, and a
few more buses, we found ourselves at the gate to Lynn Valley. The min
was coming down in true Vancouver-style so we thre.w our Gore-tex on
and headed along the ttail. In a couple of hours we were at the talus
below Ctown Pass. The clouds were completely socked in, and all we
could see was a shroud of mist encircling us. The :rainhad lightened up,
so we decided to stop for a bit to see if it might clear up. -{nd for a brief
moment it did. We got a good view of the route. Vance was keen on
giving it a go, and he managed to convince me. Steve decided to push on
through to Ctown Pass and over to Grouse Mountain.
N7e worked our way through a huge talus slope. It was a lot of fun

sctambling ftom boulder

to boulder. In about 45 minutes we found

ourselves at the top of the talus slope afld
the base of the solid rock.
^t our.way
We put the rope and harnesses on and started
up a gully to the
left of the arête proper. The first few pitches took some time. There was
a futly large amount of v¡ater coming down the gully to the left of where
v/e v/ere coming up. This made communication quite entertaining- '.put
me on belay" - 'qx/hat's that?" - "PUT ME ON BELAY!" - 'qMFIAT"S

THAT?!" . "PUUUUT MEEEE OOOOONNN BEELLI-A,A.YY!!"
"OKAY!" I yelled as I cudously examined the one cam that separated me
and Vance.

We continued up a few more pitches. The weather

had

deteriorated again and visibility was fairly slim; I couldn't see Vance
leading ahead of me. !7e ttied working orrr way left onto some easier
tertain. After a few hundred feet of scrambling \¡ie got on to ân open slab.
We decided to belay the next few pitches up the slab. Then the weather
cleared up agøin, and hnally we could see where we v/ere. "Oh look,
thete's the summit! And we noticed the arête way off to our dght and
below. Vance headed up the last slabby pitch ro rhe base of the Camel.
There was a fresh dusting of snow on the rocks from the rain eaïlier in
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the day. I headed up the standard route up the head and vance continued
on to the summit. Once on top v¡e considered trymg to climb the ,,he d,,.
I headed off "au cheval" across the summit ridge which was pretty fun.
The sun started to set so we decide to come back for the head for another
day. We rapped down to the base and traversed over to Crown Mountain.
Darkness fell upon us just as we reached the top of crown. we threw our
headlamps on and started the dark walk back to Grouse Mountain. On
the bus ride back home I bumped into my thesis supervisor on the bus. It
was 1L:30 at night and I was soaked ftom head to toe, helmet slung to
the back of my pack. "So I was just out doing a little reconnaissance of

Lvnn valrev"

r

exptain

toffi;,,i;_:;:;ï;irhe

believed

m.

about 300m of 4th and 5th class tock to the left
lVidowmakers'Arete

October 10th, 1998
Dave Campbell and Vance Culbet

The legend Fred Beckey takes
a break after dragging Drew
up Rock-On
Plsoto Drew Bralshaw
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Millarrs High lrife
Mt. Wood to Mt. Steele High-Level Traverse.
þt

St

Elias, Yukon.

Alun Habbard

There's
mate of mine, involved with some big, bad
multinational ot ^other, who's always banging on about oþtimi4ng
oþortanifl. I've never been totally sure of the merits of this jargon but it
was something along these lines that I had in rnind last July, frnding
myself involved for the second year running tn a glaciology research
project in the midst of the great St. Elias Range. Trapddge Glacier sits ar
the foot of the eastern face of Mt. Wood; for two months I had trampled
that glaciet, hand-rìrilling 3 m deep holes into its surface and inserting
survey markers. It's a thankless task, not exâctly thrilling but it does give
ample excuse to gze longingly at that colossal face of Wood and its
desolate summit, often shrouded by eerie lenticular clouds. The adjoining
ridge, which sweeps southwards across the horizon to a sedously
foreshottened Mt. Steele, 20 km away, felt almost near enough to touch. It
looked hostile up thete... stark, deep, cold blue against the crystal white
lines of the mountain flanks, swept by long snaking dbbons of spindrift
weaving in slow motion under the harsh light of a late sufirmer Alaskan
sun. It was also a highly seductive scene, especially so to a mind which had
slowly unwound to a most basic level of activity due to the uncluttered,
simple life which accompanies toutine heldwotk. The idea was there, I
was thete; it was a matter of oþtini{ng oþortaniQ.
Dave Hildes, also working at Ttapridge, was keen but maybe a tad
lacking in experìence - maybe, very lacking even, rìever having put on â
pair crampons-but he was keen nevertheless. But don't get me wrong,
Hildes does not shy of a challenge; he has an audacious mind and a îtne
sense of the absurd, a much underrated quality in this day and age. I'd take
him anywhete (even to meet my mum) and besides all this, he's a bit of a
powerhouse; aka 'Thick Fucking Thighs' as a tesult of yeats of speed
skating with the plscho bffilos, a penchant for loppets and other such
strenuous (and daft) winter activities out there in ìTinnipeg. A couple of
mornings, we rose earþ to play around the steep, 100 m ice cliff at the
front of Ttapddge, just to see how he took to yet another (equally daft?)
winter activity. Within in an hour he was bombing up over-hanging
pitches of ctuddy glaciet ice, with distinctly more verve than I had
mustered; ignotance is bliss, the bastard. But although enthusiasm and
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süength go a long way, for the endeavout I had in mind, a little more
mountain experience (and there are not a lot of those out there) in the
paty might be prudent. After an hour on a very handy satellite phone, this
came in the shape of three Vancouver based lads:
Jetemy whom I,d
accompanied on a couple of aborted winter outings;
John wiih whom I,d

once talked about an outing; and finally, another

D;vid, Swedish this time,
hadn't even met but whose reputation for high-jinks on high
mountarns was unsu{passed. The dream-team was in, had secured a cãr,
the appropriate mâps and was headed up the Alaskan highway for a bit of
late summer fun in the St. Elias.
Dealing with helicopters isn't an especially relaxing task. sØhen
_
flying out four tonnes of field equipment
p.rronnel ftorãTrapridge at
^nd
$20/minute füght time v¡ith a small budget,
organizaron is paramount.
Thus, on the penultimare reruÍn flight intã Trapiidge, I was gåtting more
than a little anxious since, with the exception ofìhe bits *hicÈconstirure
a
SBX radio (more of tltis /ater), none of our kit (or team for that matter) had
yet materialized. curses flew, as did fortunately the d-ream team complete
with three weeks food and fuel, skis and climbing kit attached to the
helicopter by duct tape, olr that last flight (well-dJre Doug Maconan!).
Enthusiastic welcomes and introductions were made; the dreãm team was
now fully assembled and ready for action. Hildes and I, still in fieldwork
mode, were perhaps just a little overwhermed by the enthusiasm of our
newly-arrived dynamic tdad, but then these guys had been poked up in
a
car ror the last three days. The banter
oigy of roll-up consumption
^nd
upon recovering my stash of tobacco, after
forced abstinånce, did much
to quell this initial enthusiasm for activity, but David, our neu/ Swedish
acqualntance, was not to be deterred and with devilish determination
set
gf!"p the glacier in a fading evening light with a huge load. He was indeed
[".tp 1n_-,9 his reputation: srrorìg, quiet and p.rÀ'rp, not quite dealing
wrth-a full deck Qorg Maconan's descrþtion, not miìe) as hå headed ofÍ
in what was not exactly the right direction. Equally sporadic and highly
entertaining scatolog'ical acts of random nuttiness ftom this man became a
bit of a theme as the expedition unfolded.
Attention soon focused on the dismembered sBx-ll single sideband radio and an uncharacteristically vetbose note from Andy ivilliams
at l(luane: "This radio-last one on trre shelf----*pent three weeks under
water' Re-assembly is simple..." Needless to say we failed to get even a
croak out of the thing. Fortunatel¡ we had haá the (uncharacieristically)
good sense to pre-affange a rendezvous at the walsh col off the southeast
ridge of Steele, some 16 days hence. unfortunateþ we had not the
foresight to inform anyone of our intended route for getting to Steele via
whom

I
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wood and its adjoining high-level north ddge. But never mind, bollocks
to that, u¡e were committed, the race was orì, and David came stumbling

out of the cloud with what can only be described as a half-v¡itted, maniacal
gdn spread âcross his face.
The next two days (July 29 and 30) v/ere ones of realization of the
scale of our ptoblem. After breaking camp with an uïgency which makes
watching paint dry seem like a speed sport, we ,t
in very non_
"g4.a,the
alpine style, wrth big loads, crazy carpet sleds and tkis
bare ice of
"pDespite having
the back of rrapridge to¡¡ards the Hodgson Glacier.
surveyed this part of the glacier only five days previous and hãving spent
two months stadng inanely at this se< tion of our route, in the low cloud I
was utterþ clueless as to where we were or where .we were going. It was
unnerving to be so easily disodentated ]n an area that should hur.Jb..r, ,o
famtliar- working off_ compass bearings and ci-tcumnavþting rarge
olnlnous cfevasses, slow
progress was made

towards a comer that
ptovided access to the
upper glacier and

to

ridge that hemmed

in the

the

Hodgson Glacier. I was
elated to be on new and
unfamjltat ground, the dull
routine of heldwork now
out of my mind, replaced
by a growing sense of
excitement at the reality
that I had managed to pull
togethet. The scene, one
o f Hírnalay an proportions,
revealed itself in snatches

as the cloud lifted: the
sutging Hodgson, huge,
humbling and btoken, lay

below. The

evening's

weather, somewhat fickle,
a precursor of much that
was to come: an incredible

sunset deteriorated into
hail, sleet, snow, and an
electrical

stom,

On the back of the "Cobra"
Photo Jeremy Frimer

followed
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stlrtry night to finish. We'd made about 500 m
^
elevation and the summit of Wood looked no closer.
Day 3 saw some interesting sections but slow progress. A rappel
down the steep side of a disgusting ice-cored moraine that flanked the
upper Hodgsori, constantþ collapsing and releasing huge blocks and slides
of debris, left us a little jr-py and the morning gone. A clear view ahead

by a tapid clearing for

tevealed a whole ring of torturous icefalls badng the way from the
Hodgson, fully isolating the upper section of the mountain. A route was
picked, and on skis we weaved through more câvemous slots, headed for
the section of icefall which looked least prone to avalanches from above.
Visibility disintegrated agaìn and, ruith even less progress made than our
previous day, the decision to camp was made. David, v¡ith his usual gusto,
was not willing to give up and so he, John and I, in zero visibility, blindly
sh¡mbled up a route through the 300 m of the icefall ahead. I suspect
more through fluke than mountain acurnen, the route went, giving us a
much needed morale boost as we tumed back to the assembled camp and
nosh awaiting below. In thick cloud with a 45o slope of cruddy crust and
slots big enough to shake a stick at surrounding us, David, in the 'chef
from the muppit show' accent, informed us, in all seriousness that it was
'ideal ski conditions'. John and I made that knowing nod to one another,
refraining from comment.
Out next day, after another not exactþ swift start and v¿ith a lot
of MSR cursing thtown in for good measure, we retraced our route up
through the first icefall in the morning and then led off on skis, in failing
visibility, up a steep ridge which, according to the map, allowed us to
outflank the next set of icefalls. I found myself sküng across a fafuly
crusty 35o slope with the sinking reaJtzaion that there $/ere monstrous
ovethang'ing seracs poised above and what appeared to be an ice cliff and
a monstrous slot bãlow. Time for a short, shalp exit. A roll-up (I was
thoroughly addicted by now and couldn't make a decision without the
ritr:al) and perhaps a little patience were in order until we could at least see
what we were heading into. This wasn't long and soon Hildes, John and I
were sküng off 'round the foot of another huge series of seracs,
attempting to recce a way through the barier. The follov¡ing few hours
through until evening v/ere nothing short of bliss as we threaded our way
thtough these behemoth blocks, with wisps of cloud and mist clinging to
them, illuminated by the late afternoon sun which was burning through.
The route appeared fairly toffurous but we were euphoric upon
successfully navigating this maze of precatious ice through to the upper
plateau. Motale was astro whilst retracing our steps with our sleds, which
required a few short secdons of hauling on ropes, to overcome the steeper
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blocks. It was colder that evening at 4000 m but, with the ìight fading and
an inspiring view of the Steele Valley down to the Donjek in the far
distance, we did not care to notice. Aspirations vzere high with a good day
and the main obstacles on Wood behind us... the summit ahead.
Day 5 hardly dawned: high winds, socked ìn, and Jeremy v¡ith a
headache. We ptocrastinated lots, and then some more and then dudng a
brief clearing, made a token gesture towards our goal by moving up about
200 m in detetiorating weather. We were sküng by compass beadng
heading straight into the mush, hoping to Frnd relatively level ground far
enough away ftorn the top pyramidal face of Wood, which was clad with
serâcs ând snow teady to release. At some point we stopped.
Day 6 didn't dawn. We read, chatted, made roll-ups, speculated,
read, played catds, smoked roll-ups, slept, made mind-boggingly precise
observations on the path of feathers floating around the tent and then
speculated some mote, utilising the time wisely to develop our bladders'
maximum capacities. Thete is a quote which I like that Bill Tilman uses to
start off the account of his ill-fated Antarctic voyage: "Let us cease to
consider what may happen, and what, when it shall happen will laugh at

human speculation." \ñ{hat we didn't expect next wâs four days of
superbly cleat weather with relatively low winds, which is what \Ã/e got.
Not to look a gift horse in the mouth, the dream team rolled into action
and by day 1.0 we had summitted Wood (4798 m), descended to its
northern col (4200 m), summitted Macaulay (4690 m), skied up its
southeast peak (4420 m - first asceflt), which Jeremy named 'Pelk's Peak'
and found ourselves over halÂvay along our ddge witll life looking very
rosyindeed. Even out SBX-11 started to warble: the sweet, dulcet tones
of Andy Williams' Welsh accent providing a welcomed alternative to the
continual drone of climbing banter. Unfortunately Andy couldn't receive
us but what the hell, we (well, John actually) v/erenrt c^tryrflg the 4 kjios
entitely for nothing. Advice for would-be 'social-climbers': avoid
expeditions with keen mountaineers, they will ddve you round the bend.
Even such potentially boundless topics as: "Ho#s the woman situation,
J?" would provoke the profound response of "Ummmm, argghhh",
followed by "Hey Al, have you been to the Bugaboos yet? Just
awesome. .. way out thereltt
Up to now, thete had been nothing particularþ technical in the
climbing; our ridge v¡as btoad and the ascents had involved nothing more
than sections of 45o orì snov/ conditions varying from hrm to deep
powdet. A dicey moment was had jumping a wide slot whilst descending
the south face of Wood. Hildes' sled (with a thitd of our food) was
temporariþ swallowed by the open slot but Johnny-Boy, who was
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emerging as a bit of an all-tound star-bar, jumped at the opportunity for
englacial ice-antics and v¡as able to recover it from u ,-"ll- ,.ro*-bádg.,

some 40 m down. All said, up to no$i, we had been pretty lucfy.
However, the glimpses we'd had o'the route ahead hinted that the life
. The ddge seemed

to drop away into

ed gap dtaped with fantastic cornice

ed dse up to Steele. So far we had
overau
was socked
still had an

rooked

rever s o r

anxi.* -.,.'.,

oi,ìl,l.å',iï¡Jí:î'f;
g snow"

equ

s

'

da¡ which

ânother test day' we

-,åïi:ffi.t:,:.iï:';1:

covered over 14 km since the summit of Mt. \ü/ood, and since á[ of it
*u,
above 4000_T
given out pre-ananged tendezvous with Andy, tuming
Td
back now didn't really seem like ,., optiorr. In retuospect, I srrspect thai
the bad weather day forced us to shifi up a gear. The next d"¡'*ith th.

wind dropped þut still d-teadful visibiliry), a roure was waded ahead in
more deep sflov/, up the unclimbed peak of "Northwest steele" (4220
m-

and named Mont Yvonne Bams by me). Next, we hung a ight and
trudged for another kilometre along a torturously .orni"ced, iut not
technically challenging edge. I called a hart when
"isirrlty deteriorated to
the dangerous extent that I courd no longet work
orri whether I was
stepplng onto f''m ground or over the abyss-. Arthough painfu[y slow,
we
had managed to salvage the day by making ,o*. progi.rr. Day 12
was
.wofse again.
Ï7ind, shit visibilig, and mor. dri-ring sno*' out of
fr-ustration and boredom, dudng a laughably brief lull in-the day,
JB and I
emerged to do a bit of a recce ahead. I have never got quite so éold;
whilst
belayingJB down a step into the unknown, r sat, iI"ht.d in my own Iittle
world, slowly descending into total numbness u..o-puái.d, quite
su¡prisingly, by a sort of euphoria.
JB evenrually reappeared with neu¡s
that there was a good hollow below which was shelterJfrom the wind
by
an ice wall' A decision was made to move camp. so, that day
yierded a nei
of about 150 m hodzontal not so good cànsiderirrg *. had severar
kilometres of corniced ridge ahead and ónly 6 days of foãd l.ft.
Duy 13 was exhilarating! The wind dropped and visibility
improved turning it into an inspiring, maglcal,mystery à,r as we threaded
our'way amongst a sedes of the most sublime, aìien andbizane looking
snow and ice sculptutes. The climbing was getting a little more technical
too with sections of steep, spectaculady e"por"d gr"und to traverse and
short, comiced steps to deal with. our ridgã evenãraly opened up into a
broad, gently sloping bench, which marked the end of the ìomrnitiidge
of
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Mt. Yvonne Bams and the beginning of the descent into the 'notch'.
visibiJity detedorated agafi and, rather than push into unknown

diffrculties, we decided to camp while we could and get an eaÃy night in.
I awoke at 4:00 am. It was cold but w'indless. Horr-îrost coated
everything in the tent; the atmosphere alive with ice-particles which stung
the throat and nasal passages and u'hich sparkled magically in the light o.-f
my head-torch. I was even chilled with three rayers of fieece and duvet
jacket on inside my sleeping bag and my body still ached from the
ptevious day. I overcame the urge to retre,,t fufther into the depths and
forced a look outside. My spirits soared; revealed was a crystal-clËar statry
night and a ranasttcal view, the F*st proper, close up, of our objective...
Mt steele and its unclimbed north ridge. The vista unfolded towards the
right wrth the expanse of the 4,000m plateau extending acÍoss to Lucania
w_hiclr was looking just sublime, bathed in moonlight v¡ith a few wisps of
cioud clinging to her flanks. 'we were moving by 7 am,Jeremy leadirrg off
the descent, and soon we were juggling about on the riãge, tuming sãries
of cornices on the left, then dght and then wading in deãp powder down
sections of 45" or more. The massive relief arong *itt, ltrã precariously
unstable snow made for a little v¡offy, but all five of .r, *.rJ spread out
along 100 m of tope and snow-pickets were placed appropriateÇ. Again,
we v/ere making decent progress and by eady afternoon v/e had arrivãd at
what was obviously the beginning of the crux section of the ftaverse. 'The
notch' consisted of about a kilometre of long sections of steeply exposed
knife-edge, draped massively with huge comices----ome extending out for
10s

of meters-interspaced with small, 'safe'platform areas. David led on

and descended about 100 m down the right side and traversed moderately
steep ground for some 300 m. Snow conditions were not ideal: mostly

deep snow prevailed but the odd section of rotten rrrn was present.
Ptotection was equally dicey. By mid-aftemoon, we'd ftaversed bejow the
main difficulties of the main section of the notch and, sitting some 100 m
below u.rd
the dght hand side, \¡/e v/ere in a position to rãgain the crest

of the ddge.""

John lead round a btind corrier and soon we were an out on a 65 70o slope of rotten snow, undedain by rotten ice. Alr of us out on that
slope together without a fixed-belay felt a tad precarious, but
was doing
JB

job excavatingharf a meter of rotten crud to get a sciew into soliã
! #anð
ice below. rt was a superb and arduous lead in crassic 'Scottish winter' (i.e.
shit) ground conditions and no good resting positions. All the while,
scary-mad exposure down to the chitina Glacier below kept us adequately
entertained. JB was loving it, Hildes was looking a Iittle *orrj.å, unã
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Jeremy, who drew the short straw and got only one axe for this secdon,
was feeling positively kamakazi. It took about 2 hours to get us all back
onto the ddge and by this time the wind had begun to pick up again with a
few snow flurries just to make things really uncomfortable. JB, who upon
gining the top promptly setup a much desled Frxed-belal, was getring it
full ftontal and resembled an icicle. It was getting late, very cold and we'd
had a fine day. Despite being exposed, it didn't take much to convince us
to get tents up and the mammoth snow platforms ând structures that we
built for protection - 'the Chitina viewing g"ll.ryl soon got us warm and
in rosy spirits. That night, rcaltzing that Andy was acrually hearing a click
when we tried to transmit, we managed to devise a sophisticated code
which James Bond would have died for: L click for NO, 2 for YES.

Futhetmore by using this system to ansv/er a random selection of
questions asked by ,\nd¡ we'd managed to communicate that we wete
somewhere in the vicinity of Mt. Steele. Morale was hþh.
David and I lead the moming's proceedings bathed in warm
sunlight, finishing off the last of the knife-edge diffrculties of the notch. A
section of three corniced waves some 10 m high (dubbed 'the cobra)
involved a 40 m section of disgustingly rotten ridge edge. lJnexpected
post-holing through a cornice v¡ith about a kilometer of nothing much
below you is about the best aerobic wotkout around. At last, the dream
team 'ü/as at the base of its objective, the Notth ridge and, in comparison
with the problems of the previous few days, it proved to be a doddle.
David lead the only sulprise on it, tutning by the left and traversing an
exposed, 60o slope fot some 100 m to avoid a section of big blocþ
comices. John finished off the day with an inspited effort wading for rwo
hours in deep snow thtough abizane terrain of ice blocks and sculptutes
in faiJing visibility to take us to ca. 3870 m, well established on the ddge,
and ready for the summit.
Day 16 v¡as clear but with high winds. 'We were out of the direct
onslaught of the v¡ind where we v/ere camped but with Jeremy leading off,
it soon became appârent that it was rough and looking worse higher up.
Süeams of spindrift were streaking âcross the ddge and we were getting
blasted. At about 4,150 m, I took over the lead, totally absorbed by the
absurdity of the sitr¡ation. I could lean out, ât some stupidly big angle over
the steep &op of the southwest side of our ridge and be completely
suppotted by the force of the v¡ind. It was a screatn and, eager to press on
and keep warrr'> I failed to notice Hildes pulling on the rope (the rope
between us v/as whipping around frantically in the wind) and waving with
his axe. Eventually I tealtzed there was more than just high wind
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resistance holding me back and

I

retraced my steps (leaning

to the left

now) back to the group. Hildes and John were developing facial ftost-bite
and we were all suffedng from numb feet to various degees. I had
noticed ararge scoop formed below a comice on the windward side of the
nðge a few hundred meters back so

it, probing

I headed back and tentatively

entered

I went.
The effect of the scoop wâs magic. \7ithin, it was almost
completely sheltered from the wind roating past over the crest so v/e were
at least able to hear ourselves and discuss the plan. Realizing how
everyone was suffedng, it wasn't a difFrcult decision to stop and set up a
tent. The wind did not abate alJ, day and by evening.we were organized and,
had even dug out a snov/ cave to tune into SBX 'Radio-wales' in relative
quiet. It was crucial to get through to Andy that night and posþone our
pick-up day (the next day) by Walsh. At 6 pm, Andy came thtough hne
and clear and as a postscrþt to our rather one-sided'conversation' I was
determined to get our location across. So, before closing off, I started
tapping frantically our grid reference: 3 - 6 - 3 - 7 - 5 - 5. Andy, a quick
thinket, picked-up immediately:
"You've got something else to tell me?"
as

Click Click! 3-6-3-7 -5-5t
ttltts

a number?tt

Click Click! 3637551
"Hang on, I'll get a pen... right, start again."
3637551

"Is it 363755?"

CLICK CLICK! CLICK CLICK! (I'm ecstatic by now)
"Flmmm, so what could it be? Is it important?"
Click Click!
"Well, let's see... it's got to be a phone number... a girlftiend... you
want me to tell her you're not going to be out on time."

Even now I'm unsure if he was taking the piss or not but
I gave up, feeling quite bemused.
Next day was dream-on. The wind &opped overnight and an
earþ statt got us fairly motoring up the remainder of the ridge. conditions
underfoot were mostly good and firm and the climbing straightforward
with nothing exceeding 45o. At about 1 pm v/e were at the end of the
ddge and apptoaching the summit. I wanted Hildes (who was getting â
eventually

Frne initiation to committed mounraineering and had taken all in his stride)
to lead this and thereby all of us in turn being first up the hve peaks we
climbed. In perfect conditions - windless, sunny and very breathless - the
mountain fell away below us and a fantastic vista of the St Elias unfolded.
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we spent an hour up on the summit of steele basking in that very elusive
and ephemeral euphoda that accompanies the end of sustained
commitment and struggle into the unknown (which only we know and
y.l.h unfortunately becomes more difficult to obtain as the stakes get
higher). I recall it clearl¡ it was all so good... very good. We took a
glance at the route down the southeast face. rt didn't look too taxing and I
finished the last of my tobacco.

Thus, in high spirits and shambolic disarray, the team set off
down the southeast face with our minds on... wel... r couldn't tell you to
be honest. However, it became evident that the descent was not quite the
sunday te'- p^ïtrJ I'd imagined as 2,000 m of air sickeningly &opped below
over a steepening, windslabbed and ctevassed slope. I decided that the
matter needed to be taken in hand and, with the detached authority of
\x/inston churchill addressing the nation
in its final hour, I informed the
dteam team in less concise, but somewhat more expressive words, to sort
itself out before we all ended up at the bottom of the face. with the
panache that makes Mr. Bean seem a contender for the leading role in a
spaghetti v/estern, I promptþ stumbled arse-over-tit into a hidden
crevâsse and my moment of leadership glory was lost forever. The point
was made though and our descent was exercised somewhat more
prudently.
We pushed on till dark to get as low as we could; we were short
on food and were reâdy to just get out. Aside from aprolonged encounter
with a crevâsse (which reached comical proportions as David exclaimed
"Watch me! I swing!"), we reached safe anà stable ground at 4,000 m
without a hitch. That evening's descent was accompanied by a gorgeous
sunset illuminating the colossal Logan massif, 50 km to the south: a
Iasting finale to an inspired, perfect day.
\X4rile lifting off the Walsh Glacier in Andy,s Helio-Courier on
August L5, my mind was at last released from the great st Elias and
detachedly, I mused ovet the reahty of the previous fewweeks. I inwardly
glowed with the pdde of bdnging this apparentþ random group together,
who had been so focussed, motivated and who just hadn't needì¿ láding.

I(ilometre after kilornetre

of

steep, untïodden, cotniced ddge had

challenged our technical ability as well as our wits. . . ever present,

ih. f.r,

that an impassable section loomed ahead. yet climbing pâst 'cobra
cotnice' was pure tdumph. "Living the High Life" was an exacting yet
rewarding expedence snatched in the nick of time from the onset of
âutumn.

Oppoøa

n

i t1 opti n i ry d!

"Millar'¡ High Lif€"

(new hi¿h eleaation trauerse connectin¿
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Mt.

ll/ood to

Mt

Macaalalt, 'Pelk'¡ peak'and Mr
Yuonne Bam¡ - 2 xfrst asænts). Ala¡kan Grafu 6, W3.
FA: Alun Hubbard, Jeremy Frimer, Dave Hildes, John l\dillar,
David Persson.

Mt.

Steek (anclimbed north ridge) uia

On the sumnit of Mt. !7ood (a800m) looking towards the u¡climbed North
Ridge of Mt. Steele.
Photo Jeremlt

Frimer
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fnspiration in an lceltrlorld
fu Jneryt Frimer

(Irek'9i)

Abruptly, my fronþoints broke the bdttle ice and

I

found myself

again hanging from my single ice tool. The team had decided that I was
the best candidate to go with only one tool and now I was desperately
struggling with this 100-m long ice pitch to regain the covered dagè. wrtú
a F*m kick, my crampon bit aggressiveþ intá rhe ice, relieving ty rred
arm from the duty of preventing rhe aggregare mass of my 40-k[ pack and
me from plunging the 1500m to the glacier below. Kck. i<ick. Ãxe. I(ck.

Ilck. Axe...

I wouldn't have heard David even if I had been listening. -a cold
wind had picked up and severed communication. As I tried "to climb
!tt.r,. the rope tightened below, stramlng my upward movement.
Deduction soon clued me into the fact that somewhere in the spindrift
below, David had reached an ice screw and stopped to remove it. Éeing as
buried and frozen as the ice sctews were, I ÇãuH have several miriutes
before I heard the "Climb on" câll or rope tension lift.
'was
rt akeady the 13rh day of our expedition? ì7ow! In the cold
evening air of Yukon's st. Elias Mountains, my mind began to wander. A
\¡/arm surge of pdde flooded my head as I reveled in out ,r...rr", to date.
we had taken on the beast and now we vzere winning. The beast was in
the form of the first rraverse of the high-revel ddge co-nnecting Mt. wood
and Mt- steele. I laughingly recalled my fearfur reaction when I discovered
that this taverse was considered "The ultimate project" in the st. Elias.
But the pain of hot aches flooding my fuozen hands brought me back to
tealtty quickly. "$Øhar's taking him so long?"

Mind wandering.. ' Daydreams of the warm comfort and security
gf .-y sleeping bag wove through my mind. ì7hy was it that I .wasn,t
lazingabout on the beaches of vancouver? Between yelps of agony as my
hands thawed and ached, I struggled to recall my motiie, for" being out
there. Yes! Boldness! It had been 5 years since I left TREI{ but I still
clung to the parting words the leader Dave had left me with...
"Mratcvcr you can do...

- or dream you cân.
Begin it!
I.'or bol<lness has beauty, strength, and magic in

it',
That saying helped me push myself through some of the toughest times.
Now, in the frigid ice world of the st. Elias, reciting it provi'ded menral
warmth... just as the rope went slack. I(ck. ICck. ¡xe. rcct<. I(ick. Axe...
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Squelch Peek (chitl a wack' valley)
bl Drew BrEtshaw

ffhis aticle wdtten for the benefit of good buddy Dave C. who has
taken 6 tries or more and sdll can't get up the fucker - pay attention Dave-

o!l
I'm callin'up the ol' Rain Magnet & telling him, "FIey,
go Squelch that Welch". Round one had seen a TI{O two yeats
previous - not even to the summit of Williamson 1n a :rzin out. So return
time - steel cage gtudge match!
Shane & Laura & me, ropes & axes in the back times three! Tim
Stop. Stuff faces. Drive to end of road. FIop over gate. Hike up more
road. Weather is sorta jing. You get whatcha pay for - mountaineering is
FR-EE, it's just the gear and getting there that bleeds the pocketbook. So v/e run into somebody while checking out an abandoned logging truck.
Guy sez he has seen A BEAR and it scared him gud - oh well eh. So a bit
o' bush and a bit o' meadow and we is all set up at Williamson Lake,
throwing stones into the pond and eating dinner. Rain all night, me in biry
sack, fun fun fun as usual in the mountains. The meteorology of Shane is
So, midJune.

'ù/e gotta

a thesis still undefended.

Next momingLauta has come down sick with a disease known as
LAMENESS - the opposite of summit fever. MaÈe it is b-cuz we have
just been awoken by "The Three lØizards of the East" - hick
mountaineers ftom 'Abbotsford' ot Mission or somewhere else. So Rain
Man & me follow the tail of yodels left behind by the wizards up the
good old South Ridge (yout basic class 3 scramble). On a summit we
neatþ turn back until we twig that it is only the FALSE SUMMIT - neady
san'bagged by the clouds. On the other (real) summit we find some signs
in a film cannister flohn Baldwin among them) and a lucky rusted
hotseshoe. We descend by the E. ridge, which turns out to be kinda
slippery when wet - at one point we mighta mpped if they was anysorta
thing to rap from! Then we is on the SNOW and shussslipswish - 1,000
feet in 2 minutes - back to the ol' puddle. Finding Laura under â cuteness
attack - matauding marmots. If they can overpower her they get the
trailmix - sott oFlike an alpine home invasion.

Hiking out, the clouds are blowing up the

meadowed

mountainslope - hey, this is kinda nice- grey and gteen and slashes of
flower-colour here and thereabouts - my only good rain picture ever!
Thanks Rain God! Still got soaked by the time we got to the car again 98-vOCJ-99
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back to Tim's house for s'mote Dough Nuts and hot-air blowers in the
- heaven in BC mountaineedng. Oh yeah, life's good when
you'te dry.

washrum

Shane and Laura hiking out from SØelch in the rain
PhoÍo Dretu

Bralthaw
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Thar-Nak-Yak Traverse
b-y

Coq
visit
coas
off. we

Daue Canpbell

classic Yak
there 3 days

My mom wa

of the back
proceeded with the usual pre-trip gear spread across a good
portion of the parking lot while Ross descdbed the aãventure he had been
on for the previous few days. He had started out from the tarn below
Needle Peak where he had made an ascent of the mountain via steep slab
and ledge systems on the N side of the mountain. Then he had proceeded
along the ridge system west over Flatiron peak to pk 6100.

Since we didn't get started until mid-afternoon,
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it was dinner

time

voices shouting down from the side of the ddge coming down from Thar
Peak. Two hikers were coming down ftom the peak-and thinking they

were taking a short cut to get back to the lake, not knowing that this
involved 4th and 5th class rock. They managed to get strand.io' u ro.k
bluff about a third of the way down the siãe of the mounrain from the
ridge. They said that they were akight for the evening and we told them
that we would come up in the morning to help them oJt.
\ü/e were awoken at
about 5 the next moming when a brack bear
came mto our camp. It had caught a whiff of our salmon from the night

before and wanted to investigate. After losing interest, he headed off and
to try to deal uzith our stuck friends. After calling up to
them they still said that rhey needed help. we decided that it would be
best to try to cLimb up to rhem from báow since we could get a better
view of where they were. !7e started bushwacking our.way up-some fairþ
unpleasant slide paths, all the time seeing sþs of th. b.m we had
vze proceeded

encountered

earlier. The slide path led to rreed bluffs which

we

monkeyed around on to further our progress. \x/e had gained about half
the elevation to reach the two hikers when they yeileJdown,
"I think
we've found a way back up. we're akight. Thanks anyvay!" Ross and I
looked at each other, at the 800 feet of elevation we haá gained, and at the
800 more feet of bush and choss that we had had to go
s7e pondered
"p. hike
at the necessity of the r9-ule we were doing in lieu of the casual
up the
normal route. Ah well I guess we v/ere looking for adventure. And

adventure \r/e

got. Ross was in the lead and came across a bit of a btuff. I

watched as he took hrs_pack off and proceeded to chimney his way up a
hole v¡ith loose choss for his feet and a loose root lnass for his back. It
was certainly one of the more interesting bushwacks IVe seen. FIe tossed

a rope down and hauled his pack
thtough the loose mess.

up. I

then "bat_manned" my way

we f,rnally managed to escape onto the ridge proper of Thar, and
before long we were o' the summit. And what .,.i.*! v/e could see the
"
whole Anderson River group displayed before us.
we were also into the

alpine, which we thoughr would be the end of the majodty of the
rþ. Not the case. Most of the ateahás a 'rat bjt of
really dense sub-alpine trees, and t¡avel v¡as not that easy.
we continued along the ddge towards Nak peak via the north
ddge.. This was likeþ the most enjoyable scrambling on our whole trip.
The ridge is fairly straightforward but it is free from bush and has some
nice exposure. (O" the summit I found a nice pair of MEC
mountaineering sunglasses. This January I was having
with Fred
^ih^t
Touche and he was telling me a sto{y about how he forgot
his sunglasses
buslrwacking for the
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on Nak last summer. we had a good laugh as I told him "I think I might
know whete they are" and pulled them out of my pack.).
From Nak we set up camp in the Nak-yak col. yak is well known
for its steep south side but the north side is actually more impressive (and
unclimbed I believe ATP). we had an amazingview of the upper part of
this face looming over our campsite. In the dying sun *. r.rã-bi.d ,rp

Descending Yak Peak onto Zopkios Ridge
Photo Daae Campbell
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Yak' we

were treated with amazing evening sun cast on Needle peak

across the valley.

The next morning the clouds had rolred

in. visibility shifted
cümbed up to the notch
between the false and true summits of yak, then contoured' around to the
west sirle. we picked our way down fafuly steep bluffs and heather. Due
to the lack of visibility we had some route frndiìg problems trying to frnd
the easiest way down thout going too fæ.rorth o, south. $Ø1 frnally
manag-ed our way down onto Zopkios Ridge, v¡hich we traversed thro,rgú
bush for about another kilometer. we set up a bivy under a huge boulder
and hunkered down for a cold night.
The next moming was still overcast and visibility was low. By this
point we were disappointed at ouï progress. So far we irad traversed 4 km
out of about 18 km and we had akeady used up half of our time. As well
around from fair to nil for the entire day.

rù(/e

we still had not hit the main technical chã[enges of the route

yet.

Discouraged, we decided to end the tdp with what
-. n^a covered so far.
We managed to descend down a gully south back to the highway. In a
few hours v/e were back at the Yak pull-out where
-. *"rr[.d to hitch
back to town.
overall, this was a fun excursion even though we didn't really even
get started on the traverse that we v¡anted to do. The traverse of rharNak-Yak could probably be done in a day ftom zn approach via Falls Lake
and descent via the climbers' trail off yak. The rouìè is a lot more bushy
than it looks though. I still think that a traverse of the main Anderson
River g¡oup would be amazing though. Unless you're into bush, I
wouldn't recommend accessing this via the coquihalla Hþhway, the

over Zopkios to Zupjok peak is more bush than necessary.
Access from the Fraser canyon side could get into more aesthetic teffain.
A horseshoe traverse starting at Bighorn peak and going around to
Anderson River Peak would be an interesting outing. A rhort"r possibility
would be from Anderson River peak to Gam.¿a peaþ which could
traverse_

probably be done in a weekend by a fast pafty.
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The |offre Group Kicked ll/ty.ã,ss
fu Jereryt Frimer

\)Vhat is it abour s
unattainable? It see
t_hat

ke them so desirable yet so
et has a story of a mounrain

wouldn,,;lñ

S

fil1Ne:

Mt Joffre is an impressive_looking
beast with
wasn't untit March
.no real easy way up.
,h^ri f"ì;:;öì;;".
'er
a whLl...
"'r,qe
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It

immaculate granite followed

by some 3-4th class scrambling over the
our way uP' Y?ttF"g about the
the

polished
by headlamp' Upon reaching
to
r efforts to make up for the late
Ç;ä M*:r Ghãiet,
staïtwererlvarlas,geeffott'itwasfattoolatetoget
sâme sort

of

prospect of havtng

involved in a mountainous route'

-'99 ski seâsorl sawJaY, Dan, and
sküng. The FridaY night ski was
at heãdhmPs' SahrrdaY was filled

o cares about that, right? SundaY
sa\t us sküng uP the ridge

towards Joffre with
summit PoPPing

the

in and out

cloud. Neil l{earns and
Andrew Port haPPened to be
up there as well as Matt
Gunn and co. DesPite the
lþht, deep snow, avalanche
cãnditions were quite stable'
I felt keen to give the snow
lace a go. However, I was the
only one feeling so btave'
"\y'herets David, Summit-orDie, Petsson when I need

of

him?

has

of

my

these

As with most rnountains, I

first sâw Matier
flipping through

Mt. Joffre from Mt. Matier
Photo Jereø1

Fimer
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while

Faidey's

guiãe. !Øhat a lovelY-looking
mountain..'and heY, thete's a
route I can do!

Attempt 4
Mike and I had only a day (and an evening) so we drove up in the
afternoon and camped i1 th9 parking lot back in September '96. A quick
hike up the snow-dusred trail btought us to the I{eith Flavelle memorial
chateau. From there, we tromped over the moraine and onwards up
Anniversary Glacier. Being rather ftesh off a mountaineeting course, we
were a little tentative about such a big mountain. So we ice .limbed in u
crevasse instead of braving the mighty flanks of Matier.

Attempt 5
A winter attempr in February '97 was quickry called off

as

whiteout

and high avalanche conditions prevailed. Instãad, we all did runs the f,tst
day, slept in the over-crowded hut (40+ at once in midwinter: beware!),
and did ski jumps and snow-caving the second day as cracks propagated
fteeþ in the super weak snowpack. This v/as my first atteLpt at ski
jumping. We found a nice steep slope, piled up a take_off ramp, hìked way
up, and launched. I had (have) no clue whar I was (am) doing so I tended
to lean back too much at take-off. This sent me rotating bickwards as I
flew 30 feet into the a.o, evenh-rally landing way down ilope flat on my
back. oucH! But I was determined to get it right, so I persisted. After
numerous unsuccessful-11d parnful landings, I was able to get far enough
forward on the take-off. But I landed in one of the crateÃ I had maáe
from previous landings, whipped back, and slammed my head into the
packed snow. I was feeJing a tad light-headed after that one and called it a
d^y.

Attempt

6

A

spring attempt. One week after the Névé traverse, Christof,
David, and I figured it was time for a go. Late on "christof Standard
ïme" again, we were moving by 3:30 a.m. and skied up the entfue
Anniversary Glacier by headlamp with all our gear (sleeping bags, stove
etc. included) to reach the Matier/Joffte col by sunrise.-\xihile áevasses
don't pose any threat in March, the glacier was very icy and impossible to
ski without ski ctarnpons. For some reason
þertraps having io do wìth
excessive amounts of oatmeal at3 a.m.),I felt a little sick that morning.
But we continued to the shoulder NNE of Matier where we left our
pack¡. Despite the sagging 'schrund bridge, we didn'r ïope up or eveû pur
our harnesses on. chdstof was able to get over t¡e sinrun¿ without it
collapsing but I wasn't quite so lucky. Howeveq I was lucky enough to
only fall a few feet onto a ledge. My conhdence took quite a-rapping as a
result which sott of nrined my day but that's mountaineering foi ya. From
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there we climbed a steep snowslope (45') to a dull knife ddge 50m below
the summit. By the time I reached the knife, (1000+ feet exposure on
either side), my nerves were just about shot. christof and David had
akeady reached the summit but my brain wouldn't trust the summitcraving maniac in me that was saying in an Aussi accent "rat's not a knife!".
I tumed a cautious retreat and counted my blessings while the maniac
dtew a picture of Atwell in my mind and said " 'at's a knife, you bloody
pansy!"

The rest of the day was spent trying a varieLy of activities in the
area (including sleeping, climbing, and sküng). First chdstof and David
triedJoffre (unsuccessful), then Slalok (successful) while I went for Spetch
(unsuccessful) and a nice nap. Finally, a ski down the west side of the
Matiet icefall and an icy ski down the Joffre Lakes rail completed the
circuit. we called the traverse "The camp David rraverse" aftei the name
on David's helmet (Camp brand). Hghly recommended (in spdng only)!!

Attempt

7

Fed up v¡ith Matier, I wanted the summit. Mike picked me up in
mid-July from the dentist where I was having a full-on root-canal without
freezing- OUCH! We made it to the parking lot by sundown (around 9 p.
m.) and ra¡ for 40 minutes to the hut. Another alpine statt, another tromp
up Anniversary. But this time, we used a rope. Ahah! ByJuly, the schtund
which had chewed on and spit me out a few months eadier was open and
salivating neady all the way around the mountain. There *", ãr .^ry
crossing requiring only a hop near the N ridge at 8500 ft. we took it (I
avoided being'schrund chow this time ... YESD and conrinued up the 40o

icy snow on the NE ridge which was perfect fot camponning. It's

amazingwhat a difference a rope and a solid picket make. \ü/hat a joyl \X/e
running belayed all the 'ù/ay to above the knife ridge (on the w side of it:
not on top) and walked to the summit as my rrozen hands thawed. I'd ]ike
to take this moment to pay tribute to the Screaming Pukies... ah yes, the
pain that we all go through when our blood vessels dilate and cause
excruciating pain in a thaviing timb. I would also like to p^y ftibute to the

numbing relief and good feeling you get when ir's all over and done
v¡ith'. ' But I digress. Matier Frnally let me up. A gteat snovz climb! Burp!
On the way down, the crampons began balling up. This became a
setious issue at the steepest part. Mike went to knock snow off one foot
as the othet slipped out from undet him. I was down-slope at the time
while a picket sat L2 meters auray from either of us. All r heard was a
desperate-sounding curse from Mike. No thought---rcnly instinct. DIG
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IN!!!! Accelerating downwards rapidly, Mike lost a gdp on his ice axe.
Âmazingly, he was able to flip over and stop himselFwith his crampons as
he came flyng by me. The picket was thank(god)fully never tested. Muyb.
that was Matier's was of sayng "I'll catch, drop, chew on, spit you out
latet.tt
Patticipants: Jeremy and

Attempt 1: Vance
Attempt 2:Dave
Attempt 3:Dan,Jay, Matt and co.
Attempt 4: Mike
Attempt 5: Mike,John, Andre,Joakim, Dave
Attempt 6: Chdstof David
Attempt 7: Mike

The Diamond
Pboto

DArry Bloon
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Snowcap

take and Mount Pitt in Late Summer
þt Robin McKilbp

August 28

to

September 3, 1998

with a weather

forecast of five days of straight sunshine we were all
psyched! The crew consisted of Fern, Steve, Robin, and myself the other
,
Robin. That was confusing in itself - two guys named Robin. we'll go by
Robin B and Robin M.

At the summit (or three sumrnits excluding Goldilocks) the view in all
directions was incredible. contouring down into the col between Three
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The next day all unnecessaq/ stuff was stashed under â latge boulder in the

questioned the naming of the ridge. Hah!! Up, down, up, down . . .! Gotta
love every aspect of the coast Mountains. That evening we settred into
our bags with the Solitude Glacier snading ât us on one side and the
mushroom cloud from a forest hre (apparently neu". Princeton) on the
other.

up, do$n all the way to the summit? Almost. We reached the East Summit
of Mount Pitt expecting to rap down into the gap bet$/een the two
summits, but v¡ere foiled when every boulder and cliff chunk that we
tested for a rap block screamed "I dare you!" Still, pleased with our
accompJishment of standing a couple of hundred feet from the summit of
Mount Pitt ("a noble objective by non-air-supported parties" as Bruce
Fairley puts it), we began the rehrrn . . . Down, up, down, up . . .'We ate a
quick Logan bread lunch at noon at our bivy site and then continued to
Tuwasus Pass.

Hmmm, the lakes looked so refreshing and close
Allons-y! rJØe
trundled down 700 feet to the outlet of Iceworm Creek from Lower
Snowcap Lake and rested in the sun (a cool box canyon is there for
viewing for you river fanatics (Zimmerman??) Wading out to a boulder at
the edge of the lake, my feet went numb . surprìse, surprise with the
Thunderclap Glacier poudng into the far side of the lake. W4rat a sight:
glistening water in the hot aftemoon sun, pink flowers edgrng the moraine
beach, smelly socks fluttering in the wind as they try to dry out. . . you get
the point.
Once rested, Robin B and I walked east along the North side of Lower
Snowcap Lake to where the moraine spit reaches across to the other side,
dividing the two lakes except for a hve metre break where icy green water
flows knee high. Boots off'! Here v/e go. Oooo Aaaa . . . Don't slip! Made
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picturesque little sub-alpine meadow that is home to m^ny a bear (or at
least the one we saw). Then, running on zeto energy (lunch was seven
hours ago) we bolted up 2,000 feet of steep talus and heather in an hour
and forty minutes to the col between Greenmantle and Three Bears where
Steve and Fem virtr-rally had dinner on the table. Sweaty and cold, hungry
and dehydmted (the plethora of inhaled bugs absorb a lot of v/ater you
know) we slept soundly.

John clarke says "given half a chance, you'll be back." you better believe
it!Next time on skis. . .

Particþants:
Fern !7ebb

Robin Beach
Steve l{lassen

Robin McKillop
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Redoubt Northeast Face
bl Drew BrEtsbøw

along? Yeah sure more the mertiet eh?

obvious fact, namely

in the back seat reading the month late
it sucks (except his articles of course) and
ed the "ttaitor". I forebear to mention the
that Fred summited and he didn't - who do you

blame, the rat or the sinking shipP
The guidebook seems to have a slight omission describing the right

toad to take at the end of Depot Creek, as a result
-. ,p.rid t hður
wading through a swamp - see the article at www.bivoua..o- for the
correct route details. Then v¡e hike up the ftail to "the Rock that Broke
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apron, of a thousand imagined epics was, at this point in the season,
merely another f,rfty-five degree snow slope. How mundane.
At the top of the big râmp v/e had some lunch. Here is where I

Traversing on the NE face of NIt. Redoubt
PboÍo Drew Bralshaw
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plastics, a little bit harder. Also, at this point
David began to question the
"secorid and third climbets move toiether and
are berayed together,,
c-laiming rhat for
,h .lïrrb.r

{.T-,

must move alone

pitch took 50Zo longer. T
snowfield and had to be
Also, with the usual route finding
we topped out on the summit ddg
So, up to the summiq nice
neglected the photocopied topo,
and ended downclimbing g.rli.,
ascent, see Beckey gidÐ Then it
tastest way around to the N face is
elevation v¡e had just lost, and con

_ so each

te) _ a telict phobia left over from
whew!
choosi
hours,
opinìon.
.ril
noon while hard man Dave took
...T!.. l."l day Je.r and I slept in
his sìlly little short-skis and traËked up an innocenr
gtu.i.r, tnã we all
packed up and walked out. At the 'Roct
that broke Joñn' it tor* o,rt tt ut
st climb down _ who would have
. Then v'e had to listen to Frimer
to Vancouver _ 2 hts of non stop

we bumbled
¡i,,"T-itL was sdl a good ttþ _
ï?'rr9 ^.ul-"y.
off a biggie and an.that,ir
fun. The twilight aÅrr'ai-u or
S"r{g
the gully is one moment that has stuct< vritn
_. _ tîr.r. was a huge
gendarme on one side, looming overhead in
the pu¡ple a^¿.rr.r.. For
some reason I have remembered it _ one
of those _i_.rr* yã" .i, ,r.r.,
Sure,

forget.
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The Redoubt Transformation
fu Jerery

Friner

classic Northeast Face... a steep snow apton for 250rr- then steep,
moderately technical rock leading to scrambling the hnal slopes to the

summit oî this fortress of the Northern Cascades. Did I want to go?
Ummmm, Iet me thi¡nnnnnnnnnnk...' HellYa!
I couldn't help but think that we had to be the team from hell.
rrstroflg, quiet, and flot quite dealing with a full
There was David who was
inx on high mountains was
deck" and
or die kind of guy' Then
mmit
unsurpasse
thete

was

ew
t.T
sor

rsy' Mt' Get-under-yout-skin'
in

of
ks

lead to the uppet flats and a good camping spot'
The insensitive droning beeps of David's alarm wailed through the

tent at some inhumane hour. Praying that the othets wouldn't hear it, I
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I was ready to shy away and go back to the
tent but my hunger for adventure helped persuade
-ã to continue
upwards. As I understand it, the Depot Glacier is a hell of an icefall in

Recalling bivies with David,

summer. June's surviving snowpack made it quite mellow. However, the
last major crevasse required some exposure to hazard as this 30-m wide
slot was crossed on a superb bridge made up of avalanche and icefall

myself 40 meters above my last picket and with only one left.

guys

I belayed the
up then David frnished off the face while ftequently knocking

avalanches down onto Drew and me.

At the first belay, I leamed what our rack consisted of: tricams and
pins! You what???? Have you guys ever heard of nuts, hex's, and cams?
As I watched Drew nailing up Redoubt, I began to think that the rack was
lead.

comprised only

of Drew's new geur that he wanted to test out. FIey,

you've gotta give the mountain a f,rghting chance!

niche
findin

iJ'j;::ffi;J,i"ä"'"ä
tress. The buttress looked

poor so David led a tricky traverse. After I recovered a dropped tool
(100m below), Drew led rhe fourth pitch over varied terrain. Anà then it
occured to me...
I think that one of the most beautiful things about the mountains is
the effect they have on people. Even though Drew was very devoted to
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in the numerous years he was exec., he was nevet president. I
it was a tÍust issue. I admit too my initial assessment of himcontroversial and strong-headed. But it was as if Redoubt had
üansfotmed him... {I don't want to embarrass Drew but for all the
slagging I've included, I have to balance it out). Drew is a really good guy.
He is strong yet responsible and verry reasonable. I can't back it up with an
instance or a quote but maÈe that's how it should be. Only gndtalhy,
ovet the course of the day, did I begin to see Drew for who he really is... a
the VOC,
assumed

really good guy.
The last pitch was a doozy. With David on lead, he made a numbet
of tricþ moves to avoid knocking rocks down onto Drew and I. Easier

ground led to an overhanging block then hard 5th rock. Finding it too
hard, David found an alternative route to a belay: another excellent lead!
Atound the corner and we were scrambling, unroped, to the summit. As I
made the Frnal moves to the summit, Drew informed me that he had
alrcady written us up in the summit regisrer. So, in rhe fading light of the
setting sun, I began descending v¡ithout ever stopping on the summit. Our
descent toute wâs unknown. Supposedly, there was some gully that led to
the opposite side of the mountain. In a total whiteout, we searched for
this gully and evenhrally found one that looked good enough. Hours of
downclimbing later, we reached the base and began circling the mountain
towards our camp. As I mindlessly followed the slithering rope along
under the midnight moonlight, I appreciated... I appreciated the quality of
oLË accomplishment and style. I also appreciated the aesthetics of the
climb and the mountain in general. But mostly, I appreciated the respect I
had gained for a friend.
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Gontinued Rambles in the Northwest Rockies
bl Daue Canpbetl

In about the second week ofJune, the worst planting
contract
been involved in (thankfulry)-came to a hart.
Ross

I have ever
Ãd I had managed to

get another contract pieced together, but work didn't
start for another 10

days' what to do? we decided that a

tip

to our "ptoject" was in order.

to do some exploring in the Rocky
(See VOCJ '98). In paricular, we had

aged

eaks at the head of the Mcl(ale River. SØe
head back there and Frnish up a fev¡ of the
peaks we had left.

We spent a
getting things organized

Ptince George.

day

n

This
involved the usual trip to

the "bulk" section of
Safevzay to gather the
usual assortment of
backpacking cuisine.

Neither of us had brought

^ny climbing

ge

r for

planting, so we were a bit

concerned. Hence we
picked up ice axes and a
make-shift rope system (i.
e. a L5m section of Bmm

static line) from a local
climbing shop. Luckily,
Ross has relatives in
Prince George and we
were able to stofe our
planting ge r at his
grandparents' place. Then
we were on the toad.

We did rhe

usual

hitch out to McBride. It
was fafuly late by the time we started, and we decided
to calr it a night
when we got &opped off at the Dome Diner at 2
in the_orrrirrg. ì7e got
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lift with a trucker heading for Valemont, which suited us
ú" got dumped off at the "caboose" in town, grabbed a picnic table
and spread the maps out to see where we wanted to go fot an adventure.
Since we didn't have a calwe figured that it would be best to go
somewhete that we could access on foot. A logging toad heads up
McBride Peak from town, and we figured that this would be the easiest
$/ay to get up to the alpine. This âccess would give us an opportunity to
climb the peaks of the Mcl(ale-Holmes divide that we had missed the yeat
e^tIy moming

^n
frrr..

before.

The slog up the loggog toad seemed to take awhile. We were laden
w'ith about 8 days of food and gear and the elevation gain from the Ftaset
up to McBride Peak is about 5000 ft. Luckily we managed to catch a dde
the last kilometer or so up the road with a nature photogrâPllet, who was
a ptetty neat guy. He had a video out about "Wildlife in the Robson
Valley" which I managed to see latet in the summer. It had some amazing
footage of grvzly bears - apparently there ate a lot of them in the atea,
though I have yet to see one.
To our surprise, we found an old fire lookout on the side of
McBride Peak, which made a suitable place to call home for the next
couple of days. Ftom the lookout there was absolutely stunning viev¡s of
the Fraset River which meanders its way along the valley below. The
Catiboo Mountains across the valley still had a good dose of winter snow
'We
wete hrppy to be in the mountains at last. Aftet
capping their peaks.
setting up camp we quickly jaunted up to the summit of McBride Peak to
watch the sun setting off into the horizon.
The next moming we decided to check out a couple of mountains
to the north of McBride Peak that we had seen the night befote. This
involved a nice ddge trâverse of about 4 km to get to the base of Peak
8169. We climbed this via the south ndgef face, which was class 3' Thete
was a fattly latge catrn on the summit, but there was no register; we thtew
a bottle with some paper inside. We scrambled down the NW ddge of the
mountain and then continued north along the ridge to Peak 7700+. This
was a stiff class 3 via the south ridge. We named the peak "Vétèna's Big
Toe". Thete was a possible caim on the summit, which was likely ftom an
ascent by Buckingham and Nicohls (CAJ '67). We constructed a bit
sturdier Inukshuk cairn and statted back. Instead of climbing back over

Pk 8169 we contoured around the west side and pulled back to
lookout just

the

as darkness had set in.

The next morning we slept in and decided to have a test day.
Visibility was lacking and we wete fairþ tired from the previous couple of
days. We chatted with the occasional locals who were ori day hikes up to
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the lookout.
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The next day we decided to pack up camp. Our time wâs starüng
to run short so we thought that we should try to get back to Pdnce
Geotge to stârt up ouf new job. We decided to contout ouf way around

the west side of Mt. Teare, then back uP to McBride Peak' We

contemplated taking ân extfa day and exiting via Mt. Monroe to the west,
but this would have involved a fairly lengthy walk back into McBride. S7e
decide to leave that project for anothet day.

The Bugaboos
PhoÍo

Matt Gann
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September
b1t

Drew Bralshaw

I: Phelix Creek
September 1998: Despite the good weather, there were dark clouds

on my hodzon. I had been without a job or source of income for ten
months, and had spent most of my hoarded wealth on cümbing trips. I
'was next to broke, with no prospects fot the futute, and no
way to afford
another road trip to climb away from my ptoblems. only one possibility
seemed to offer temporary solution: go mountaineedng.
^
Fot the Labour
Day weekend I took off for Phelix Creeþ where
the Varsity Outdoor Club v¡as building a new hut. By the time I got in,
other people had the hut mostþ finished, having worked on and off at its
construction over the previous month, and there was little need for
another pair of hands. So I dropped my pack and set off up the northeast
ridge of the peak just south of the hut. I knew a difhcult step eisted on
this ddge, which had akeady turned back an âttempt a monrh before. In
my pack were my secret weapons, a pair of Aces. Nine months of nothing
but climbing, including three months in New Zealand (for two summers
back-to -back), had boosted my climbing ability to the besr it had evet
been, and I felt fairly conFrdent soloing 5.8, even in the mountains.
As it tumed out, things did not get that technical. The dreaded rock
step, teached after a pleasant scramble, turned out to have an escape ledge
on the left by which it could be blpassed. The actual step was barely fifty
meters high, and I Frgured it would be easy to go up and have a closer
look. I made it up about 40m to â grassy ledge and ran into a blank corner
that I just could not get my hiking boots to stick to. Sitting down on the
ledge I went to pull on my tatteted tock shoes, only to tip the tongue of
the right one dght off the shoe. After some cursing and bitching about the
nature of the unkind Fates, I teahzed that I could lash the rest of the shoe
to my foot in the manner of a strap-on crampon. Suitably girded up, I
found no problem in stemming and smearing up the short corner. The
rest of the ddge was merely further enjoyable class 2 scrambling.
The summit was cairnless (although I'm certain the peak has been
clirnbed before, ptobably in the winter when snow bur-ies the tocks) and I
set about constructing an inukshuk to remedy matters. While engrossed in
"my
this task, a playful peregine falcon flew several passes o-rer
heud,
possibly mistaking my hairy toque for a small mârmot. This incident
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ring that the peaks in the Phelix
characters, I thought of Frodo's
formal name of Pippin Took -

"Blazing Saddles", 5.9. However,

they

gear out

with the trash on the helicoptet eatly
anned to
loaf after that, so I was partnedess. C
write off
some of the harder possible lines as potential climbs for the next day. I
spent the evening sewing the tongue back on my rock shoe. W4ren
hnished, it looked like Dr. Frankenstein had branched out from human
reanimation into footwear desþ - but it worked.
Bright and

earþ

en

lit out for the sun-\Ã/ar

.

knew there were sevef
5.1.0a or less, and I fa

I

at

or

easier. Gaining a knoll, I scrutinized matters carefully and picked two
adjacent lines as prime targets, the arête and inside face of u furgr- coflrer
and slab system in the center of the face.

to a hanging comer. The cotner then ran for 30 meters, with the crack
slowly widening from finger size to more than a meter rvide. I quickly
scrubbed this line from my mental blackboard and took a closer look at
the remaining possibility. It did nor seem as fearsome. A stepped gully led
up for a pitch or two to a short steep wall. Above this wall, ã lovely
cracked slab, clean and shining in the sun, rose to the final headwall.
ar sþ ($), an s curve
give it a go.
gained the base of the
stepped gully. It seemed ditty, so I figured I would put the Frankenshoes
on a bit higher up. I climbed up the gully, mantelling a series of dirr
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doubted my abiJìty to downclimb it, so I decided to keep going and hope
that route quality would improve.
More of the same style of climbing led to the base of the dollar
slab. lJnfortunately, the "short steep wall" blocking my access to the slab
I doubted my abiJity to climb it even with
a toprope, actually- but on my right, an obvious ramp led out to the next

looked too blank to safely solo arête.

I

had no idea where the ramp led to, but decided to follow

it

in

hopes of getting a better vievz of the whole face and finding some way out

of my ptedicament.
This turned out to be my best decision of the whole day - eas¡
broken ledge climbing led upwards across numerous detached flakes,
edges, shelves, and ramps. From a distance this area of the face had
looked like a good place to avoid, full of loose rock, but tn fact much of it
was solid, and what was not I could safely trundle without having to \ñ/offy
about hitting p^rtneL
H€h ^ on the face the broken ledges butted into a steep, clean
"p
headwall of immaculate granite, loaded with spìitter cracks, flakes and
corners - an insurmountable obstacle for a 5.8 soloist. I traversed left, into
a rotten reddish dyke, which must have been the top of the loose gully I
had started in. On the left of this feature, I sat down to change into my
tock shoes, then bouldered up through some short, steep comets and
ledges (some 5.7-ish moves) to gain the top of the dollar slab. Great 5.6
slab climbing led leftward to the top of the face.
I continued on to the summir of Gandalf (a boulder problem) and
then traversed northwards to the next summit, Aragorn, and ticked its
boulder-problem summit as well, all the while trying to think of a name
for my just completed route. Pdor to coming up to Phelix Creek, I had reread the Lord Of The Rings with the intention of finding applicable toute
names fot Gandalf and Aragom. However, all the possible names v/ere
too nice to $¡aste on a dfuLy,loose 5.7 grovel. As I descended to the cfuque
below Aragom and chased mamots through the heather on my way back
to the hut, I found myself humming the "Oz" theme. A flash of intuition
latet

I

had my name - "The Wizard

Of Choss".

II: The Birkenstock Couloir
The next few weeks went by in a blur. Pathetic attempts at job
hunting were intetrrrpted by the chance to go cragging with Fred Beckey.
After a day at Squamish, Fred was keen to head to the Interior for some
bigget mountains. I counted my pennies and found I was even broker
than I'd thought. Fred headed off to the Tchalkazan and I called up some
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ftiends who would let me climb with them "on credit". come the third

weekend in september we headed back up to the D'Arcy
to climb an
obvious [ine. on the nofth face or one of the subpeaks^rea
of Birkenhead
Mountain lies a narow couloir filled with perrenial snow and ice. This can
be seen to good effect from the Phelix creek toad, across the valley.

. cam campbell, Mike Buda, Mark Grist and I left in one of the only
rainstoms of September and drove up to D'Arcy on a Friday mght. wL
headed up the Bitkenhead Peak microwâve tower road, which wasln good
shape due to some selective loggrng on the middle reaches. This road is
steep - it climbs up to 6300 feet, gaining almost a vertical mile of elevation
in the space of twelve kilometers. we pulled up to the towers in blowing
mist and set up camp quickly. cam and I had a ient, Mike slept in the back
of his Subaru, and Mark vzas forced to spend the night in a ieaky bivi bag.
Needless to say, he was the first one up the next moining.
Aftet a quick breakfast, we traversed the riãgetine ftorn the
rûcrou/ave towers to the base of the north face of the 7500 foot summit
immediately to their south. This nameless peak ("Microwave Ridge") is
composed, not of granite, but rather the dreaded 'coast Mountain red
rock': loose metâsedimentary schists and shales. we contoured to the
west under the face to our objective, losing some elevation as we worked
atound from the true north face to the highet but smaller northwest face
where our objective lay. Although many gullies and deep chimney cracks
split this imposing 1700 foot face, this line is the only one which retains
snow in summer, as it is the latgest and deepest fissure on the f.ace - a

veritable chasm.

At the base of the snow we donned crampons, unholstered tools,
and began to climb. Noticing the number of projãctiles vomited out from
the dark throat above, we chose to climb unroped, making the climb into
a series of dashes up the right side of the couloir as we .li*¡.d from one

sheltered point to aflother. The snow was rock-hard, but not yet ice,
begrnning at about 35 degrees and gradually steepening as v/e gained
height. Melt had left it covered $/ith a thick rayer of dirt, small stonei, and
mud in places, leaving us with the impression of climbing a g¡ant mocha
ftappucino, or a heap of coffee grounds.
- _ After climbing quite a distance þerhaps two thirds of the u/ay up
the face), the gully had narowed sþificantly. Now it was only four
meters wide and the snow was only a thinlayer over hard brownish ice at
50 degrees. !7e rounded a kink in the couloir v¡ith cam climbing in the
lead, only to discover that the superheated sufirmer had eaten ,rplh. top
third of our climb - the gully continued, but the ice and snow vanished.
$Øhat v¡as left was a steep, muddy rock chute, filled witrr slimy
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chockstones and other assorted debris.
climbed up and got ro grips with the gully, with Mike waiting
to follow him. Maft and I, lower down, decided not to wait, as his
struggles were sending down more than a few stones - we climbed left out

Bìrkenhead Peak'. The descent took us down loose 3rd class scambling
on the east face of Microwave Ridge, that would have been easier if wã
had descended further befote beginning our trâverse. An even easier
descent would have been to head west and drop down the glacier between
Mictowave Ridge and the next summit west, then back under the noth
face of Microwave (apparently pafi or the standard Bfukenhead approach
route, according to Baldwin's ski guide).

III. Duck A LrOrange on the Old Settler

On the way to do a first ascent at Phelix Creek
Photo Dan Perraki¡
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Just a day or two after I got back from the Bi.tkenstock tdp, Mke
spagnut called me up to inquire about the North Face of Nooksack
Tower. somehow this was the seed of the next trìp, that saw him and me,
along with Steve Shefflreld, heading up ro rhe old Settler the following
weekend. I had been in to climb the settler from the north the pre,rio,rl
year and was keen to return for another go. Mike had some idãa about
repeating the Down/Duck route, and Steve was just along for the dde.
The tdp got off to a bad start. The keys to the road systems were

unavailable at the loggrng camp - it looked like we might be screwed.
Nonetheless, v/e v/ent to check out the gate more closely. It turned out
some vandals were at the gate when we shov¡ed up, and they happily

btoke open the lock with a crowbar so we could drive up ihe road.
[Jnfortunately, it turned out that the South ralc creek to"d ir not the
proper road to take - we found this out after driving 10 km up it. Back on
the mainline, we found that the North ralccreek gate was also locked.
Sttangely enough, the same three lawbreakers showed up and opened this
fot us too - this time v¡ith a z-piton stack i¡ the lock arm. A good
trick to learn, I guess... We drove quite a \vays up this toad, slãdy
removing bits and pieces of Steve's Subanr \¡r''âgon on every bump and
waterbar we crossed, until Steve could take it no longer and kicked us out
to walk. A short hike up the last road spur and an hour's bushwack got us
to the lake before dark. I made dinner while Steve and the spag went to
check out some possibilities on the Settler with a closer look.

gate

The next morning our breakfast was enlivened by the antics of a
short-tailed weasel. This small creature ïaî around the campsite,
apparently trying to sneak in and steal some of last night's leftover chicken
soup scr¡m. It had to be easily the most hyperactive creâture I have ever
seen - like Guy Edwards at his most rambunctious.

we left camp loaded down with gear and hiked up the talus to trre
of the Settler. The Down/Duck would have to wait for another day we had something new picked out up the w¿ll to its right, between it and
The contact zone. Beginning right at the onngefblack rock conract, I
(having drawn the short staw) got to take the fi¡st lead. On my first
âttempt to leave the ground I climbed up some glacier polished slabs,
skidded off and took a header into the talus. Back on the iocþ and once
Steve and Spag had stopped laughing, I ffaversed in above the polish and
climbed up a full pitch of chockstone-filled jamcracks and stemming
coflrers (60m, 5.7+). Steve took on the next pitch, involving tricþ moves
to climb up to and into an acute corner system above a wet redge (50m,
5.9). The next pitch was an easy scramble upwards on scree covered
ledges (60m, 3rd class). Spag took over the sharp end and climbed
base
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leftwards around around the corner on the next pitch in search of a
promising line, following the ledge at the contact of otange and black
tocks (35m, 4th class). For the next lead, I climbed a supeï slab of

toute, I would have to say, is one of the best I have ever climbed in the
local mountains, offedng vadety, steep climbing, clean and solid rock, and
an excellent position. Sixty meter ropes and a full rack fuom #'!. Rp's to

#4 Fdends required. Not only that, but the route must have been
pumping out some sort of auta of good karma - viithin a month of
climbing this route, Steve, Mike andl all,had jobs!
Summaries
Northeast Ridge

of "Peregr-ine Peak" (GR 227070 o¡ 92 J/tt¡.
Ridge begins immediately south of the new hut; Class 2 with an avoidable
50m class 4-5 step patt\tl^y up. FR t: Drew Brayshaq Sepr. 5, 1998
"Blazing Saddles", south domes of Mt. Shadowfax. 5 pitches, 5.9.
FA: Dan Perrakis, Vérèna Blasy, Sept. 4, 1998.
"The Wizard Of Choss", east face of Mt. Gandalf. 250m,5.7 X.
FA: Dtew Brayshaw, Sept. 6, 1998
Detailed topos, etc. of the above three routes arc ava:i.iable in the
Iogbook of the new Brian Waddington Memorial hut (sleeps 20+) located
in the headwaters of Phelix Creek at GR 229086, at the west end of "Long
Lake". Approach via a ûai7 in Phelix Creek. Note thar Mt. Shadowfax and
Gandalf have their names reversed on the topographic map 92J/tt consult Fafuley's guide for coffect locations. Gandalf is at GR 229086, due
south of Aragorn, and Shadowfax is the horn ar GR 212087, NE of the
hut and E of Gandalf. fMore info on accessing the new hut can be found
at www.bivouac.com.]
"The Birkenstock Couloir", NW' face of "Microwave Ridge" (7500',
GR 285963). 1700 vertical feet, beginning at GR 280968. Snow and ice to
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50", plus 4th class rock finish. The route climbs the most prominent
couloir on the NW side - the only one of the mydad gullies anã couloirs
to show
fp on the topographic rnap. In cooler years, the line may retain
snow and ice to the top throughout the year. Take crafiìpons and ice
tools - leave the rock pro at home, the rock is too chossy to accept pro.
FA: Drew Brayshaw, Mike Buda, Cam Campbell, Mark Grist, Sçt. 21,
1998.

"Duck A L'Orange", S'W face of west-cenffal peak of The Old
Settler. c.550 m, 9 pitches to 5.9+, full rack r.qrrir"d, 60m ropes
recommended. Apptoach via N. Talc creek Road as for the standãrd
toute. The climb goes up the steep wall between the Down/Duck and
contact Zone routes, Frnishing on the west-centrar peak
[the 'central peak'
has two distinct summits]. Traverse north after hnishing route and follow
the std. decent line from the north peak to get down. FA: Drew Brayshaw,
Steve Sheffield, Mike Spagnur, Sept. 27, 1998.

Route Topo:
!Ø.Face of the Old Settler from logging road.

STD Route: Right Skyline
Dashed Routes (R.-L):
1) Sø. Butftess - S. Peak
2) ContzctZone
3) Duck.A. L'Orange
4) !ø. Buttress - Cenrral Peak (Down/Duck)

ì7. Couloir is between Rtes 1 and
* = North
ftighest) Summit

2

Dotted line : Standard Descent

Left Skyline: NW Ridge þ"grrr. out of picture)
rJ7.

Face of N. Peak (Zenger) Route goes straight up to *
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togan l)read Recipe
bl Jerenl Frimer

case!

O.I{. so v/e $/ent to Logan. We didn't make it. Now get off my
Y'see,

I

could tell you all about how everything that went u/ïong

was Fred's fault or Joakim's fault or just bad luck. But
!'k ro* what? \x4ro
cares ânymore? sØhen the dust all settles, laying blame forever is just
a
bloody waste of time. I am a real naluar at pickiÀg out the bad things that
happen and ha¡ping on them. But let's try lo maÈe a fresh start here. No
more slagging. Capiche?
This story is about the good. Logistics aside... most of them at least.

it was time for fun. \7e flew up to the yukon and
up to I{luane Lake. The following lz d^yt were devoted
entirely to matching 120krn from the.A.laska highway to úount Logan. En
route, tensions began building between Fred and me and every setback
};4:ay '1, and

secured a ride

(like a broken satellire phone) tended ro v/orsen our relationshiþ. Finally
teaching base camp, things got more distant between us undl å fu[ out
vocal. battle erupted... we hadn't even set foot on the mountain. upon
reaching camp 1, things got out of control. The sense of trust between
some team members was lost so the decision was made to split up. Fred
left by himself on a 100-km ski around Logan to the I(ing's irench route
as Joakim, Tymen and I continued up the ridge. Morale--vas lovz
due to
Fred's departure and it wasn't higher than 3õ00m that
Joakim became
altitude sick for the second time and the proceedirg, .r-. to a halt. we
ffew out 3 days later arter fumbling with a broken satellite, thoroughly
frusúated.
I'd like to tell you about this very intense place and how it affected
me personally. The St. Elias is a land hand-crafted by God. oceanic in
scale, glaciers blanket the contorted earth, making it a iat, orderþ heaven.

But rock of substantial propottions overcame the deafening bhnúet of the
glacier and charges for t]r9 heavens only to be found frozeÃ tn time by our
own flash of existence. These mountains incite inspiration with their size,

I can't recall. a time v¡hen I felt so attached
to a place that thorouqhly kicked my ass daily. Trris could suggest

remotefiess, and pure beauty.

masochism on my part. Hey, if the shoe gets you there, wear it!

The st. Elias has the tatnished reputation of having very lightþ
covered crevasses thzt are practically invisible. So, before tt. ttpl *.
made the decision to stay roped up during all, glacier travel. To our
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sufprise, there didntt seem to be any of these chameleon crevasses around,
but we kept the rope on anryay.I seem to recall asking Joakim if we
should consider coiling up the rope. He shushed me up and quietly
explained: "The glaciers are totally safe but the rope is crucial." "SØhy?", f
asked. He replied, "It's a leash for Fred." If Fred can do anything for all
he's wotth, itts break trail.

Another rumour floating around about that place is its deceptively
long distances. I seem to recall us taking aweter break on the glacier west
of Mt. Queen Mary. Discussion began about where to set up camp.
Joakim figured with a strong evening's push, we could reach the pass on
the north side of the mountain, which looked to be about two to three
houts away. To make another long story short, 3 days later, we slogged,
huffing and pufFrng onto the pass that never seemed to get any closer.
Months after the trip, I found myself hesitant about making judgment
calls on travel tirnes back in the coast Range. "That summit could be a
day or two away." Five minutes later, we would summit as I scratched my
ear in conFusion.
It was the day that Fred left. The mood was melancholy at camp
and the future seemed uncertain. contributing to the uneasiness was the
2000-m snow-loaded walls hanging dfuectly above us. On the approach to
the East fudge, we had witnessed two class 5 avalanches in the same day
that svzept 3000m down the right side of the ridge, crossed the valley,
ascended the 1000-m ridge on the orher side, and Ftnally spilled over rhe
othet side. Numerous other avalanches ranging in the class 4 range swept
all sorts of faces. There was no reason to believe that our position vzas
safe. Hoping luck would be on our side for the time being, we remained
stationary. The warm sun was well wofth sitting outside for. So, when the
eerie rumble began, we were all relaxÌng in the golden rays. As we turned
quickly, our worst fears became reality. With my heart racing, I stared up
at the massive cloud charging down the face right towards us. With the
rcallzaÍton of how small we were in comparison to that mass of angry
snow, shear panic ensued. Let me ask you: what would you do if you
thought you had 30 seconds to live? I'Get me my down jacket!" .... 'Jrr-p
in the crevasse." ... "Mommy... sob." ... "Oh shit. oh shit. oh shit." ... "
Jump in the tent and close the zipper!". But then, amongst all the
confusion and panic, a cakn came over me. I reached into the tent, picked
up my c Ínet^ and took a pictute of what I thought would be the end of
my )ife. It was only a gradual real'irza:jion that the avalanche would not
quite reach us that brought my heart rate back down into the tdple .tigits.
Right!Back to that book...
For the year prior to the expedition, I was worried about the
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technical climbing on the East Ridge. I felt that I could cLimb it. But could
I lead it? That answer came soon enough when Tymen and I swapped
leads over steep snow and exposed knife-edged tock. My leads were tough
but I met the challenge and, besides one stomâch-chuming run-out, I
didn't pee myself more than two times. Conf,trmation came at camp 3 on
the ridge when we met a tired Joe Josephson and Jack Tackle, who were
descending after making the summit. I felt very ptoud of us when these
mountâineering gurus vrere impressed to hear about us sküng in. They
also informed up that we had just passed through the toughest part. We
didn't make it, but I accomplished my challenge of being technically ready
for the climb.
On the second day at camp 3, the decision was made to retreat off
the ddge and returrì to civilization. It nearly brought my world down. I
spent a yeat of my life prepadng--physically, mentally, and technically--for
this cämb. It felt as if my whole life had, in a way, been a big ftaining
session fot the experience. My God! I was meeting the challenge! I was
doing some of the leading, I felt in conftol of myself, the ddge ahead
looked good, and the weathet was cooperating. And \¡/e were going home?
There was no disputing it. Somewhete in my preparation, I had neglected
something. A cold evening lx.eeze blew dght through my fleece and raised
the geese on my arms. I stood, staring out towatds the King (1\[t. King
George), and tried to f,rgute out what went wrong.Luytng blame was so
easy but I was goddamn sick of it. "Shut yout pathetic, whining mouth!" I

was sick

of myself. "At what point in your life will you start to

take

responsibility for you own actions?" It was time.
I made a lot of mistakes. Fted is a strong fella. He is also a veq¡
experienced fella. There were so many times when, even if our opinions
differed, it wasn't wotth an ârgurnent. Another mistake was foresight.
Sometimes, people get so excited about a goal that how they get thete
becomes set aside and only zf t}'ey get there is important. I gained a huge
appreciation fot the word "team". Sometimes, choosing â team can be a
tough chote but one requirement must be individuals' goals. I fault myself
for selecting te m that was keen, but had very diffetent objectives.
^
Finally, I made the majot mistake of anticipating the expedition too much.
By the time we atdved in l{uane Lake, expectations were so high that
there wasn't a mountain in the wotld that would have been as tall as I
tlrought Logan would be. Some of the best things in life happen at the last
minute. I tried to make it--tather than let it--happen.
But, despite the hatdships, I really enjoyed some of the times. I
grew up a little. And, most importandy, no one got hutt.
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lVhat dae¡n't ki/l-you onþ rnakeslot¿ rtrunger-

13000'East Ridge of Mt. Logan
Photo Jereml
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Friner

The Logan Dissolution
b.y

Fred Toaclte

September 1998

Participants: Tymen Ctevels, Jetemy Frimet, Joakim Flallin, and Fred

Touche

On major expeditions, preparations are seldom completed until the last
minute. This trip to v/âs no exception. Although we had been planning
tlris adventrre for a long time and were better organized. than I had ever
seen, the usual ftenzied last-minute preparations were taking place. Jeremy
had spent many hours modi$ring four children's sleds, transforming them
into full-fledged expedition sleds, complete with built-in storage bags and
haul lines. Tymen was busy sewing professional looking overboots that
insulate the outside of your boots. Overboots are supposed to protect

your feet from frostbite at high altitude where blood ci-tculation to
extremities is lower than normal. This specialty item is not normally

available
yo:ur local outdoor store. I was busy buytrrg, weighing, and
^t
packaging out food, and trying to
a ride from W4ritehorse to the
^n^nge
start of the trailhead near I(luane Lake.
All of us were frusttated by the tedious and seemingly never-ending
prepatations. To teduce cost, 'ü/e shipped the expedition sleds and most of
our food on a bus ltve days before our departure.

Aptil30

in Vancouver from Sweden u¡ith his borrowed satellite
phone that v¡ould serve as our ctitical link to the outside wodd. We tested
the phone soon after he arrived. It didn't work too well under the tree
cover near my âpartment. The instruction manual showed no satellite
coverage neat the poles so we would find out empirically if it worked at
60o Notth. Joakim plugged the phone into an AC outlet ovemight to

Joakim arrived

charge the built-in batteries.
May 1,
The packing went surprisingly smoothly and we all made it to the airpot
with plenty of time to spare. Our flight path canìed us directly above the
Coast Mountains of British Columbia. With limited success, we tried to
idenúfu Mt. Waddington, where three of us had been on a ski traverse a

yeat eaÁier.

Liz Beckham and her ftiend Doreen Forbes greeted us at the \)Øhitehorse
aþort and drove us to Liz's apartment. After unloading our gear, we
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Jùifay
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Just off the mnway, neat a. fuel tank, a middre-aged man and tu¡o women
were standing around an airplane.I rolled down the window and asked the

had settled in.
Paul dtove us to the shelter that consisted of a roof, a plyuzood floor, and
one wall. we dragged our gear off the truck and thanked Þaul for his help.
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Paul, being a preacher by occupation, prayed for our safe retutn and for
God to give us good weather.
So far, the logistics had wotked flawlessly. The Frrst sþ of trouble
emerged when joakim tried to unlock rhe small padlock on ii, duffel bag;
the key didn't fit. I discovered à t^g or the bag that read: Laluta Koyanagq,
Dawson City, and a phone number.
"You must have grabbed the wrong bag at the airport in \ü{hitehorse", I
said.

Joakim stared in disbelief. The bag was identical to his-even the padlock
looked the same. ìØe hiked over to Andy's cabin, explained the situation,
and asked if we could use his phone. Andy was eating dinner with his
daughter Sian and a guy who seemed to have more thât a passing interest
in Sian-I nicknamed him the Butler.
Joakim called the Dawson City phone number. Somebody answered and
told him thatLaura wâs not going to be there until the next day. Joakirrr
then tried calling Canada 3000 and afuport security in \f4ritehorse, but
nobody answered the phone. We agreed that the quickest way to retrieve
the bag would be for Joakim to hitchhike back to W4ritehorse. I helped
him carry the heavy duffel bag the 1 km or so to the Alaska Highway. As
we passed Andy's cabin, the Butler câme out and told us we could use his
pickup truck to get the load to the highway. Joakim was still sticking his
thumb out by the highway L< hours later. Luckily, some guy named Mike
drove up from a side road and started talking to us. FIe was going to drive
to V4ritehotse the next day. IfJoakim's hitch hiking proved fruitless, Mike
would drive him to V/hitehorse the next morning.

May 3
I tried to apply some skin glue to my shredded super-gaiters to prevent
them from slipping of the ftont of my boots. The glue was thick from the
previous night's freezing temperature and the bottom of the tube
ruptured, squeezing 80% of the tube's content into my left-hand sleeve. I
spent the better part of an hour trying to remove the mess from my arm
and clothing, and infotmed the rest of the guys that we were now pretty
well out of skin glue.
Joakim called North Air, an affiltate of Canada 3000 that offets daily
flights between Whitehorse and Dawson City. He was told to &op off
Lauta's bag at the aþot in Whitehorse and they would contact Lau:ra ìn
Dawson City to
for the return of his bag. I assumed that we
^rtange
wouldn't see Joakim fot a few days and decided to ski up to a ddge that
runs parallel to the Alaska Highway, just west of I{luane Lake. Jeremy was
keen on coming along, but Tyrnen decided he would rather lounge around
the ice-covered lake.
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,tfter hiking

several kilometets along the highwa¡ we found a "good
leading up to the ridge. After a short *rtt át".tg a &ied-up ceek
loulerr
bed and some bushwhacking along an overgrown ro"d, *. came upon
enough snow to statt sküng. we followed a canyon where the sküng ïas
ea_sy- Eventually, the canyon curved in the wrong di¡ection
and gettin-g out
of the canyon required some steep, difficult ttirtg. The snoí was the
worst possible, deep, mushy, and with no grþ. Aftãr a lot of hard wotk,
we climbed above the canyon wall into un
low bushes. Here, the
^trãwith
gtound leveled but the snow 'ü/as just as bad.
After more struggling, we
finally made it into the alpine and frr: snow.
At the crest of the ddge, we had lunch and an afternoon nap on a bare
gtassy spot. A portion of the slims valley where onr .*p.dition would
start was visible. on the way down, the sküng was good ior a while but

ski tips would dive under the top
ad in our tracks. At times, we managed

by some hard kicking; other times, the
only way out was to back up or dig out the ski tips. A couple of hours of
f9n lnally bought us to sno.w shallow enough ìo ,.-orr. our skis. We
hiked backù. hlghw1{ and rhen along t}re lake ro the landing strip.
1o
Along the lake, I stepped into some quicksand and soaked the inside of
my boots.
At Andy's cabin, I asked him if he had received any news from
Joakim.

The answe.was no. I told Andy about the dreadful snow we had
encountered on the ddge. He said a group of climbers had just retumed
from attempting to climb Mt. eueen Mary. They were forced back well
blfote reaching the rnountain because of mushy snow on the l(askawulsh

Glacier, apparently sinking up to their waists with their skis on. Although
the story was probably exaggerated, the neu/s was not encouraglng_;
were planning to follow the same toute.
After dinner at the shelter, all three of us visited Andy to talk about our
plans' First v/e were going to hìke along the slims River to the
I(askawulsh Glacier with eight days of food aÃd fuel. Andy would have to
drop a stash containing our sleds and 28 days of food and fuel somewhere
on the lower part of the glacier. Then we would use the sleds to drag
everything to the base of the East Ridge of Mt. Logan, climb the East
Ridge, reach the surrìmit, traverse the plateau, and dÃcend via the l(ing
Trench route on the other side of the mountain. If we had time, we would
ski pat of the way bagk ro the highway. Andy was also to drop anorher
stash with eight days of food at the base of the King Trench.
He told us that he couldn't land an''whe". ..^, th. lower part of the
I{askawulsh; the nearest place was on the upper part of the
llacier, past
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the South Fotk. He marked the position on our map. We asked him how
much it would cost. He did some calculations and came up $/ith fi720 for

the l{askawulsh and I(ing Trench stashes. Any additional flying would
cost $395 per hour plus fuel. He didn't take credit cards, only checks or
cash. Predictabl¡ we hadn't brought any checks or enough cash. I emptied
my wallet and counted $300. He said that would be OK for a deposit and
we could pay him the rest later.
Somebody was walking toward us as we left Andy's cabin.
'Joakim! You're back already."
"Yes, and I've got my duffel bag."
The bag swap had worked out perfectly.Laura had ardved in Dawson City
without even tealÞing that she had the wrong bag until her ftiends told
her. She sent the bag on the next flight to V/hitehorse. By the time Joakim
had arrived at the aþort, the bag was akeady there-free of chatge. He
traded bags, stuck his thumb out on the highway, and hitched a ride with a
patk nnger to Haines Juncdon. Then, somebody who knew Andy drove
him to l(luane Lake. The sequence of events had unfolded like a minor
miracle.

Joakim had been told that someone had spotted a Girzzly bear roaming
âround not far from our camp. We didn't particulady like the idea of
sleeping suffounded by 200 kg of food while a hungry gÀzzly was reading
the menu, so the food v¡as stacked into a nearby outhouse. I don't believe
that the outhouse would have stood up to a concerted effot by the bear.
That night, the sþ lit up with a spectacular display of Aurora Botealis.
JÙ,fay

4

it according to how
much we needed for the various stashes. We labeled all out bags and fuel
bottles with a felt pen, hoping that Andy would get it right.
Andy picked us up in his van and drove us to the Slims Valley trailhead at
the edge of I(luane National Patk. Hetds of Dall sheep were grazing
above us on nearby Sheep Mountain. We posed for the câmeras, wearing
packs that were so heavy that we needed help to get them on our backs.
Andy gave us some important advice in case we ran into Gttzzly bearc:
"Stay together in a tight formation, keep your packs on, and make yourself
look big."
SØe started hiking southwest along a gtavel road that eventr:ally turns into
a tra:i. that follows the noth side of the valley. Most of the ftail \Ã7as on
river-bottom gravel with occasional swampy sections. Seven kilometets
ftom the highway, the valley tums sttaight south. The terminus of the

We pulled the food out of the outhouse and sorted

I(askawulsh Glacier, 20-km away, is visible ftom the turn. We crossed
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many creeks but only ofle \r/as too wide to cross without getting
wet feet.
Jeremy and Joakim had brought running shoes just for ..[h
"n"o..".ion.
fulting-up their pant legs, they .tor..d through the ice water and then
threw thei¡ shoes over to us on the other side.-our legs were numb
onþ
seconds into the crossing but quickly warmed up in thã sun
while we had
lunch.

Joakim was ftst, hlHlg. through a grove of trees, when he suddenly
stopped' A mother Grizzly bear and two cubs where scrounging
for food
about 100 m ìn front of us. We bunched up, slowly br.i.í off, and
moved toward a broad gravel bank along thã river. îo o,r" rerief,
the
mother bear finally saw us and nn
u t,-ttt away from us; the cubs
"p like soÁe kind
followed. To the bears, I'm sure we looked
of a monsrer
with our big packs and skis sticking up above us.
To. avoid sleeping too close to the bears, we set up camp father
up the
ù11 we had planned. After pitching o* t.àt, anã eating dinner,
:1X.y
Tymen climbed the tallest tree in the .'iciãity, which wasn,t ,r.i, ,^[,
,o
hang a rope around a btanch so v/e could pull up our food. it
was a
comical perfotmance but in the end our food b^gsier. hanging
off the
tree, although l don't think the food was out of beãr's reach.
May 5
wok¡ up to strong v¡inds. Joakim's new tent was coated in dust, which
)ve
he wasn't huppy about. !7e started hiking and saw bear
tracks evetJwhere.
Tymen was looking fu*tj to reaching the glacier and getting a-way
rrotn
all these pesþ mammals. The trail no lorrg.i followed ãr. ,r"i.y bortom,
but went up and down along the side of the valley. For some ,å"ro.r,
*y
pack seemed heavier than the previous day. The view from the traii,
was spectacular with many photo opportunities. By mid_day, we
froyever,
had reached the flat gravel beds of canadi creek. After the flats,
we
would scramble across the moraines that lead up to the glacier.
As we were crossing the flats, the urind torrr.á th.
into a griant dust
^r.ã
real sense of Yukon distances;
"Objects may
appear." When we reached the moraines, we
t to have lunch. Some big rocks provided only
parttal cover. Joakim managed to call his wife in srJeden on th.
satellite
phone, telling her, among other things, that we had almost reached the

I(askawulsh Glacier.
I scrambled to the top of the nearest morãne to scout out the route
ahead. A shallow, pattally frozen,lake was right in our path,
then more
and f,rnally alatge icy slope that ledlo the sno* on the glacier.
3ot1Tr,
The lake looked too deep and the ice too weak so we managed to circle
the lake's noth perimeter. At times the gravel was like quicksãnd and
our
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boots would sink above ankle level. Further up JeÍemy remarked: "FIey,
thete's ice under the gtavel. we're on a glacier and there's crevasses below
us.tt

At

the bottom of the icy slope, we stopped for another break. svhen I
tied to heave the pack onto my back, the shoulder strap rþped off. After
tossing out practically all the contents of my pack, I found the repair kit
with needles and thread. Above me, the others Frnally noticed mylack of
movement. Tymen hiked down and reached me just as the sewing was
complete. Less than an hour later, we reached the snow on the glãcier.
The wind died down completely and we set up camp under pleasant
conditions. Puddles had formed on top of the snow, eliminating the need
to melt snow for v/âter.

May 6
After a late start, we moved slowly along the flat, lov¡et pat of the glaciet
with Joakim in the lead. I was last on the tope, enjoying the scenery in the
brilliant sunshine. Most of our heavy stuff was loaded onto our ,,Crazy
Ca¡pet" sleds that slid easily on the hard crust that had formed the
previous night. we were certainly not experiencing the deep slush that the
Queen Mary group had encountered just a few days eadier.

Latet, the terrain became a [ttle more challengting because of pressure
ridges with a few crevasses. In the afternoon, the top layer of snow
became slightly slushy. Joakim decided that it was too diff,rcult to continue
although our skis were only sinking in a few centimeters. We set up camp
after covering only 7-km and debated the advantages of night travel. We
agreed to start eady the next morning.
D.dayT

The landscape tumed surreal as 'u/e passed the South Arm of the
I(askawulsh glacier. A gravel moraine, about 20 to 30 m high and maybe
100 m wide, ran along the center of the glacier. Other moraines r^rt on
both sides of, and patallel to, the cenftal motaine. In between, strips of
smooth, crevasse-free snow, several kilometers wide, provided us with an
easy path. To our left, an endless auay of large, tectangular blocks of ice,
planted into the snow at an angle of about 30 degrees, gave the
appearance of the backbone of an endless dragon. Viewed from above,
the I(askawulsh glacier looks like a strip of bacon.
I fell into ttànce, sküng effortlessly along this beautiful and apparently
^
infinite highway
that seemed to lead to an unknown but ominous destiny.
At 1:00 p.m., after covedng 14 km, we stopped and set up camp across
from the stairway glacier. The snow and weather were still excellent and I
wasn't the least tired, but Tymen did not want to go any further.
Just for fun, I skied onto the central moraine about 1 km from our camp.
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After reaching the top, I followed the moraine for 6 km to a gravel
pyramid. The top of the pyramid provided a panoramic view of the
junction where the I(askawulsh splits into the North and South Fork.
I climbed down from the pyramid, removed the skins from my skis, and
pointed the skis down toward our camp. The camp v/as only visible
intermittently because of a strategically placed bump and I worriåd about
sküng too far down and having to backtack. For the Frrst time, I put my
newly purchased GPS to real use. It worked flawlessry, guiding me straighi
to my destination.

After dinner, we üied to call Andy with the satellite phone. our stash
would have to be delivered soon-we only had four days of food left and
civ'rtzatton was four days away. Something wâs wïong with the phone.
Every time we dialed, it shut itself off just as it was abour to dng. joakim
had placed the phone on his ctazy carpet when we started rküng

^nd
thought something inside the phone may have shaken loose.
were now faced with some tough choices, neither of them particularly
atttactfve- we could continue up the glacier, hoping that Andy would
realtze that our radio was broken and we *.r. *rr.rirrg out of fooå. At the
beginning of our hike, we had rold him that we carried eight days of food
but were not sure that he had retained this information. Andy had told to
us to call him when we were about two days from the drop zone. Nothing
was said about what he would do if he didn't receive a call. If wË
continued and Andy had forgotten about us, we would soon be having
foam mattress for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
out second and safest option was for all of us to turn back. This would
waste a lot of time and could imperil the whole trip. After hikirg out, v/e
would have to either fly all the'ù¡ây to the mountain or give up and go
home. Flyt"g to the base of the mountain was certainly feasìble, but would
cost us a bundle, disrupt our odginal plan, and take away a lot of the
'we

wildetness experience.
A third alternative was to send two people back and ret the other two
continue. The two that continued would move to the drop zone and wait.
The two that hiked back would fly in with the stash anà then everyone
would conúnue to the mountain together. of course, this would lead to
the problem of deciding who would go back and who would continue. A
flip of a coin seemed like a fafu method of deciding.
In the end, a fourth option saved the day. Joakim wired the phone's
intemal lithium-ion battery in parallel with a spate alkaline battery. we
watmed the batteries against our bodies inside the sleeping bags and tded
calling again. The phone rang and Andy answered. The call was shoft and

to the point:
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May 8

Anothe
spotted
attcraft

us. '$7e heard the drone of an engrine and
cruising above a ridge to the noith. The
he South Fork. About 45 minutes later, he
r camp. We assumed he had dropped off

could have picked up or dropped off
d.

Aftet taking down the camp, we roped up with Joakim raking the lead.
The wind suddenly started blowing âs we crested a hill where the
I(askawr¡lsh Fork comes into view. we piled on layers of fleece and wind
ptoof gear and continued with spinddft blowing dkectly into our faces.
Jetemy's was tirìng because the bottom of his Crazy Ca¡pet had wrinkled,
cteating a lot of drag. The middle portion of his skins had also v/orn awây,
grving him litde gtip on the hard, crusty snow. N(/e set up camp after
covering 13 km.

May 9
\ù7e managed

to get through to Andy after our routine of warming the
phone and batteries against our bodies. He told us that he had dropped
off the stash, but about 1 km west of its intended location. He read out
the coordinates, which I wrote down in my diary, and shortþ after, the
phone went dead.
We started sküng in strong head winds, almost stopping us dead in our
tracks. A face mask protected my face from the freezing wind but fogged
up my sunglasses. The winds and the slope eased after we finally left
behind the I{askawulsh glacier and entered the broad snowfield. A GpS
reading infotmed us that the stash was 5-km away somewhere in the fog.
The last push toward the stash was tough. After several course
corrections, I noticed something black in ftont of us and yelled, "stash
ahead," but nobody seemed to be listening. We reached the stash 20
minutes later, exhausted but relieved. We would now be sleeping beside
30 days of food and fuel and didn't have to worry about starving.
May 10
A snowstorm kept us inside our tents all day. The temperature crept up to
0 "C during the day while I occupied myself reading a novel that Joakim
had brought.

We tried calling Andy and Tymen's gfulftiend, Maya, bur the phone was
completely dead.

May 11
The air was cold despite the bdlliant sunshine. I snapped several pictures
of a shittless Joakim holding an ice axe with Mount l(ennedy as a
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backdrop. Apparently, these pichrres .were for a calendar in Sweden.
we stared at the huge collection of gear and food that somehow had to fit
into our Jeremy-desþed expedition sleds. Amazingly, we managed to
squeeze

most of the stuff in.

I

opted to put some

of *y .li-bitg

equipment on the Cnzy carpet, which was tied to the tr^t or the main
being pulled behind ayacht.
separation when roped up. He
someone who reu

into a crevâsse. rh.

r*î;^î;ii:rî'.11"::TfJ:

would now be 100-m apart-out of shouting distance in

a

i"i:

wind. Maybe

ntt

a bad thing.

I led the whole da¡ which meanr tracking through rhe new snow. My
main sled vzas sinking in about 10-cm with the cnày carpet widening the
svzath, creating plenty of drag. s7e camped in the shadow east of Mãunt
Queen Mary.

May12

accltmattzatton drug.

I

checked the thermometer before going to bed.

coldest tempefâture recorded so far.

May

13
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It showed

-23

oc, ottr

halfway back to the stash câmp, I gâve up the search.
tetumed to the gang just in time for dinner. Joakim was feeling a lot
bettet and had rewked the battery connections in the satellite phone. He
claimed that the phone was working, which was great news. My ice tool
mfuaculously appeared under the snov¡ when I moved my sled.
Jeremy
honored me v¡ith a special unprintable a\¡iard for my redundant 30-km ski

I

outrng.

l[ilay14
The immense Mount Logan massif came into view

as we approached the
high point of the pass. Even ftom our y^ntaige point 35 km away, the
mountain looked enormous. The massif r-ises about 3000-m from the
suttounding glaciers and boasts the largest base citcumference of any
mountain on Earth. A glaciated plateau, about2} km long and 5 km wide
covers the top of the massif. Numerous ridges, many of them uncJimbed,
lead up to the plateau from all directions. About a dozert peaks dse from
the plateau-the highest, being Mount Logan's main summit. We
descended from the pass toward the Hubbard glacier. We continued
downhill in the warm sun along the upper reaches of the Glacier, which
snakes its way all the way down to Disenchantment Bay in the Gulf of
,\laska. Along the wa¡ some old ski tracks crossed our path and we tried
to figure out who made those tracks.
With each passing day, I was becoming more irritated with Jeremy. A few
months before this trip, he had suddenly become conscious of climbing
style; every mountaineedng endeâvor he particþated in was now judged
exclusively by the style in v¡hich it was accomplished. Using air support
was deemed poor style and he thought we should have carried everything
on our backs along the Slims valley to the glacier. To accomplish this, we
would have had to hike back and forth three times, adding aîother 1,20km and at least one week to our ttip. Now, he was trying to commit me to
sküng back to the hþhway v¡ith him after our climb was over. I told
Jeremy that it was unlikely we would have enough time to ski back all the
way, but I would consider sküng back part of the way if it was feasible.
Jeremy wâs not satisfied with that answeï.
Jeremy thought that the pace wâs too slow and everybody agreed that it
was OI{ to speed up. During a teffrpor^ry uphill, I heard complaints that
we \ùr'ere now going too fast. After adjusting to â slightþ slower pace, we
followed a long, moderately steep downhìll slope parallel to a ridge that
was no.w blocking our view of Logan. The end of this ridge looked like a
good place to camp. Shortly before reaching the campsite, Jeremy
complained that his blisteted toes were bleeding because of my fast pace.
FIe however agreed to continue to the campsite before taking care of his
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May

15

."_.la I tried to imagine what would happen if we were hit by something
of that magnitude. Another equally large avaranche tumbled down from

the same area a short time later.

I

spent most of the day in the tent reading a
Jeremy and Tymen wete busy building an iglo
carved out benches, shelves, and a TV, comple
nevet though I'd be watching Baywatch out here.

on the plateau. I insisted that skis were
s-it wasntt the present conditions that
conditions.
IN.4aytT
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The fog had lifted overnight. we packed all our sruff into the sleds except
for a few items and some extrâ food that was stashed in our snow cave. I
lead the first portion, a gradual uphill, and Joakim took over just before a
crevassed section below the ddge. This was the steepest that we had skied
so far and the sleds were extremely difhcult to pull. I yelled at Jeremy,
who was last on the rope, to keep the rope tight because it looked like
of a crevasse. Jeremy seemed irdtated and yelled
asse, I'm not going any further. I'm dumping my
fe,tt

So we unloaded all our stuff where we stood, cteating four heaps evenly
spaced along the length of the rope. Cycling through to Joakim's position,
one at a time, and unloading everything at the base of the ddge would
have been safe and saved a lot of work.
A powdet avalanche crashed down Flubsev¡ Ridge, about2 km southeast

of us, when we wete eating lunch near the Victoria team camp. The
powdet sv/ept across our ski tracks from a couple of hours ear]ier.
I volunteered to drag our four empty sleds down to Base Camp. The
othets worded about the consequences of an avalanche hitting me but I
believed that the ski track was a safe distance from the ddge. I didn't think
ice could travel that far and would only be hit a light dusting of powder.
Aftet Joakim helped me strap all the sleds together, I slid along our ski
tracks through the upper crevasse field. One sled flipped upside down,
cteating a perfect brake and slowing me down to just the right speed. I
flipped the sled updght when the slope leveled off. The portion of the
track where the avalanche had swept âcross was covered by only a few
millimeters of snow and there was no sþ of any ice.
I stashed the sleds and returned to the base of the East Ridge where the
othets wete still waiting for the sno\¡/ to harden. Jeremy and Tymen had
akeaðy caried some gear to a bergschrund about thlr:d of the way up the
^

face.

I v¡ere carrying three loads of food and gear to the
bergschtund, Jeremy and Tymen decided that the snov/.wâs good enough
to continue climbing the remaining distance to the ridge crest. V/hen I
asked Jetemy if he could help us getting everything to the bergschrund
fust, he replied that he had alteady carried his share. This was clearþ not
the case and I sensed that something was seriously \¡irong. Jeremy
normally does not shy away ftom hard work and usually helps the team as
much as he can.
Jeremy and Tymen managed to climb across the bergschrund and started
up the face with the Victotia teâm on theit heels. Joakim and I carrìed the
last of our stuff to the bergschrund and waited for out turn to climb.
\Xihile Joakim and
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The conversation turned ugly when the other half of our team reached us.

stainless steel

pot ftom the victoria team and went to bed after a burnt

but would not admit rhat handlines could help.
During our approach, Jeremy was constantþloming up with new ways
98-VOCJ-99
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of

altedng our odginal plan. He suggested giving up the traverse in favor of
descending Logan the same v/ây we climbed up, via the East Ridge. This
new plan was probably conceived to increase his chances of skäng back to
the Alaska Highway, salvaging some of the lost "style".
Another contentious issue was the number of climbing ropes. Jetemy had
made sure we brought two ropes so we could split into two independent
climbing teams. well before the tdp, he had decided that he would crimb
with rymen and I would climb with Joakim. He had tded to convince me
that two fopes were necessaq/ on technical grounds, but I believe the real
reason .wâs to make himself less dependent on Joakim and I. Separating
the team into two distinct groups had now created a damaging us-versusthem mentality.
Near our tent, Joakim found a rock that had rolled down from the ridge.
He didn't sleep one wink that night. The mental sttain from our dissolving
team combined with the possibility of stones rolling into the tent was just
too much. We all knew that expedition as originally planned was over.

May

18

I crawled out of my sleeping bag just as the Victoita team was packing up.
I told them that our team was disintegrating and asked them if I could join
theit group for part of the climb up the East Ridge. The answer was no-

On the East Ridge of Mt. Logan
Photo Jereml Friner
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they did not want to climb u¡ith someone that they didn't know.

ìØe were now back ât our tents suffounded by all our food and gear, the

outcome

of the hard work ftom the previous day nulliFrãd. The

atmosphere wâs rense and the future unceri^in.
¡.t.*y i". .rot going to
continue with me on the team. Tymen and Joakim were going ttro"gh
some difflrcult soul searching, unsure of v¡hat to do.
I was not ready to quit and asked Joakim if he wanted to ski with me to

the opposite side of the mountain. From thete we could crimb the
it vzould be easier to get him
off the mountain if he got altitude sick. Joakim declined the invitation.

technically easier l(ing Trench route where

mountain followed by an attempt of Logan via the King Trench seemed
like my only realistic alrernarive. I askedJoakim if I could borow his tent
for the rest of the trip, but he worded that it would be shredded when I
retutned it-not an inconceivable scenario. After pacing back and forth for
half an hour, he agreed to sell me his tent.

out one quârter of our food and fuel and joined ßtro crazy carpets
together. With Joakim's heþ, I managed ro get all my supplies onto the
Crazy Carpets and into my pack.
As I was ready to leave, Jeremy handed me nine rolls
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of unexposed film.

Since I didn't bring càmeta, we had shared the cost of hlm and now he
was offering me my^half. I tumed down the offer; what would I do with
all that Frlm and no camera? The mood was like at a naneral, nobody knew
what to say.
"If you carr get the phone working, call Rick Staley, the park ranger, anð.
tell him what happened. call Andy and telt him to cancer the nng Trench
stash. I don't want to for pay it."
"Let us know when you get back".
"Yeah, if I don't fall into a crevasse".

were watching me as I slowly glided out of view behind a hilr. At
first, tlrs Cnzy Carpet combination stayed upright but rhen flipped upside
down in the middle of the crevassed section where I removed my skis to
stay in control. After the crevasses, the combination tumbled into a
jumbled mess and I was forced to repack everything. I was thankful to
reach Base camp where I quicldy loaded everyrhing into the expedition
SLx eyes

sled and skied off again.
After several kilometers of

easy downhill gliding, I needed to make a
decision where to cross the long ridge that joins Mount Logan to Mount
vancouver. The shotest route was a steep pass that involved crossing a
bergschrund. To do it safely, I would have to use a self-belay system
across the bergschn:nd and then pull the sled up with the rope. This
tedious process would mean crossing the bergschrund three times and
could take haff a day-I decided to continue to the next pass shown on the
map.

The good weather was rapidly coming to an end. Clouds were forming on
the ridge, blocking my view of the nexr pass. I used the GPS to guide me
into this pass as the we¿ther continued to deteriorate. I was surprised at
the amount of uphill and wondered if I was on the right tack. The
visibitity was near zero when I finally stopped ro set up camp. After a long
struggle, I managed to taise and secure my newly acquired tent. I had
helped Joakim set it up before, but doing it alone in a strong wind
demanded a lot of skill. A sno\¡/storm pounded the tent all night but I
slept surprisingly well.

May

19

The snowstorm continued all morning while I patiently waited for better
visibility. Intermittently, the fog would patially lift toward the pass, Sving
me a glimpse of the route ahead. It looked more like a dead end than a
viable passage. The lack of detail in my large-scale map-the contour lines
showed elevations 200 m apart-made it difficult to determine the
relationship between map and reality.
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The prospect of spending another night at this miserable dead end was

sno\¡/-covered lake.

ifI

avoidedits

I assumed that it would

edges.

May 20
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be relatively free

of

crevasses

walls of an eflorrnous crevasse appeared just ahead of me.

I

couldn't

believe it-a nearþ invisible crevasse.
This incident frayeð, my nerves and everything that wasn't uniformly white
was no'w assumed to be crevasse unless proven otherwise. I presumed that
travelling further south toward the middle of the glacier would be safer. In

the mid-afternoorì, the fog lifted partiall¡ allowing me to see one of
Logan's ridges to the northwest. The GPS showed that I had ftaveled a
straight-line distance of 21 km from my last camp; I was pleased with the
Pfogress.
D.lay 27

The moming started v¡ith another whiteout snowstorm that persisted
throughout the day. The wind and snow didn't bother me as much as the

poot visibiJity; I was getting sick of constantly looking at the compass.
Decreasing the ftequency between compass checks increased the

I found myself travelling 90" to my intended path.
Toward the middle of the da¡ while searching for a nunatak that was
supposed to be nearby âccording to the map, a small warbler approached
through the fog. When I spotted the nunatak through the fog, I nearþ
skied into another "invisible" crevâsse. Like the previous da¡ the sled
stafted passing me just befote the crevasse came into view. After some
heawy uphill pulling, I reached the top of a pass that stretches between the
nunatak and one of Logan's ridges. On the other side of the pass, some
unnewing downhjll skäng brought me to the Columbus glacier, an
extension of the Sewatd glacier.
A few kilometers further, I arrived at my intended campsite under awful
conditions. Setting up the tent in the wind required an hour of frustrating
work. Everything was wet and the stove refused to work. Over the
pteceding weeks, the pivot bushings in both my ski bindings had worn
through. Aside from making the binding movement sloppy, this increased
the sttess on the pivot pins and could cause them to shear off. The
consequences of a broken binding v/ere not difficult to imagine.
I spent a miserable evening eating crackers and butter for dinner.
According to the GPS, I had ttaveled 19 km and was less than 4 km ftom
the Á.laska border. A ridge just north of camp would conÍlrm my position
on the map but was hidden by fog. I had trouble putring all my faith in
deviation. Sometimes,

lnstfuments.
lN,lay 22

I

managed to get the stove working to prepafe breakfast and melt some
ddnking watet. The snowstom was still ngqng bur the visibiJity had
improved enough to show that the ridge was indeed where it was
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supposed to be.

Dday 23
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At the end of the downhjll, I rounded a ridge and Base Camp was
now only 8-km of gentle uphill away. Looking toward the west, r riartzed
that the last two passes could have been avoided by going around the

glacier.

ridges through Alaska.

The last uphill sapped me of whatever strength I had left, but my lonely
toad was over when I crested a înal hll. Base camp was only a couple of
hundred meters away. A circus tent was pitched in the middle of a circle
of smaller tents, Iike piglets around â so.w, with a huge snow-wall
surrounding all the tents. Another campsite with thtee tents .was located
nearby. othet abandoned snow-walls revealed the presence of other
groups in the not too distant past. Strangely, I could not detect any sign of
life as I approached.
I dropped my sled and pack into an abandoned snow wall and looked
around-the camp was deserted. A series of dots were rapidly approaching
ftom the direction of the trench, obviously people moving downhill on
skis. Soon, I was introduced to the Swiss team. I told them about my
broken tent pole and joumey from the Alaska Hþhway. They offered me
a spot in one of their tents if I couldn't fix the pole. I was also told that
two climbers had failed to return from the summit and were ten days
overdue.
IN,Iay24

A red, ski-equipped

Beaver swooped in, landed beside the camp, and
dumped out a second group of Sv¡iss climbers. The pilot, Paul Claus,
dropped by -y tent to talk to me. Â day eaÁter, he had landed right beside
the East Ridge, looking for the overdue climbers. Instead, he had found
Jerem/, Tymen, and Joakim who were still tapped below the ridge where
I had left them.
I couldn't understand how Paul could have landed so close to the East
Ridge. He deFrnitely takes more risks than Andy. My ex-team members
had helped him tum the plane around by pushing on rhe back of the
fuselage while Paul was rewing the engine. As a reward, Paul gave them a
case ofbeet.
Another plane circled around camp and landed-Andy's unmistakable
Helio-Courier. He dropped off two people who were going to filrr, a 1,7year old girl from Whistler's summit attempt. I gteeted Andy as he was
unloading the plane. FIe was surprised to see me here.
t'What, you've aheady
traversed the mountain."
"No, our team btoke apatt and I skied around the south side by myself.
Didn't they call you on the satellite phone and tell you to cancel the
stash?"

"No, I haven't heatd a thing. Do you'want a d.de out now."
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t'No, I want to
climb Logan."

Andy flew off and returned a couple of hours latet with the 17-year old
gtrl, her guide, and food for me. "you're an angel Andy!" Now, I had
about 18 days of food, enough for a good shot at ihe summit. I told Andy
that my ex-teammates v/ere probably having trouble u¡ith the satellite
phone and would be out of food in trvo weeks.
I ate like crazy berore leaving for camp 1. The Swiss and Revelstoke
groups were hours ahead of me but I managed to catch up with them.
one client, a m^î from colorado, hrrned back becaus. of sore back.
clients are often afflicted by injuries because they're doing^ thing they
don't usually do.
)Nlay25
Too tired to get up,

I listened to the sv¡iss get ready. By the time I got out
of my sleeping bag, the "ceiling" had &opped, covering all the ridçs and
peaks around the trench. I followed wands up a rong sieep hilt to the left
of a crevass ed area. Sledding up the hill was slow and tedious, but I
eventually reached a flat areawhere I ran into the two "lost" climbets who
were in the process of digging out a stash. They called themselves the 23Summits expedition; one member was from Massachusetts, the other
from Chile.
The chilean had lost his mitts on summit day and was suffering from
seriously frostbitten fingers. one hand v/âs wrâpped in a boot liner. His
pack and sled were nearþ empty and cord v/as v/rapped around each of
his skis, acting as brakes. He was standing in the wind shivering while the
Amedcan offered me some items from thei-t stash. I accepted a novel,
circling the Equâtor, by Mark rwain and a stack of powei Bars. I told
him that the best frostbite specialist in the wodd has a practice in
Anchorage and that it may be a good idea to visit him on the way home.
Just b-efore reachrng camp 2 at 4lo0 m, I met the Swiss who had just
buried a stash and were retuming to camp 1. I admired their discþline,
clockwork efficiency, and unflinching resolve. Their leader made ail the
decisions and the rest seemed to accept whatever he decided. This was a
far cry from the individualistic attitr:de rhat led ro the dissolution of our
team.

The last few days, my appetite had been absolutery insatiable-I could ear
untjl I was ready to throw up and still feel hungry. This meant that I was
acclknattzing but also depleting my food supply premarurely. A portion of
my wisdom tooth, complete with a filling, brokà off while I chãwed on a
ftozen Power Bar.

JN,fay26
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I

loaded my ü^zy ca{pet with food and fuel, tied my skis onto the pack,
and hacked my wây up a steep slope under some stable looking ice blocks.

At the top of the

steep part, I stepped into my skis and followed the
tracks that skirted the fust icefall. An hour later, I passed the ACC group
while they were having lunch and then followed the ANZ group's tracks
into another icefall. Someone from the ANZ group yelled at me from
above asking which o'ay to go-I yelled back that I didn't have a clue where
the toute was.
we decided that I would try to find a roure on the dght sideof the icefan,
and they would go left. Two possible routes came into view as I neared
tlre icefall, a short icy ridge, and a narrow gap between two ice walls. I
yelled back that I had found a way through. Choosing the ridge, I again
used the ice axe in case I had to self-arrest and crossed several nârrov¡
crevasses to a flat area. Paralfeling a long crevasse brought me on top of
another hill and to an excellent campsite at 4850 m that would be my
Camp 3. The remnants of a snow wall showed that someone else had
chosen this spot before-probably the 23-Summits team.
Two climbers from the ANZ gtoup joined me v¡hile I was burying and
marking my stash u'ith wands. We tried to confirm our elevation by
comparing our GPS readings. The view wâs spectacular with Mount
Cook, r{ugusta, Saint Elias, and numerous others mountains to the south.
We could see whete the Seward glacier empties into the Malaspina glacier,
the largest glacier in Alaska. We all headed back down to Camp 2. This
wâs one of the few times that I skied without a heary load and several
slopes offered excellent powder sküng. l\fost of the ANZ group packed
up and left for Base Camp. They vrere out of time, just as the good

weather was arriving. Before leaving they let me pick through their
leftover food and I stuffed myself like a Sumo wrestler. The Sv¡iss had
arived and were busy making a campsite that looked like a medieval
castle.

May 27
Originally,
acclimatlze,

I

had planned to sleep at leasr three nights at Camp 2 to
but the absence of altitude symptoms and another beautiful

morning convinced me that moving higher was a viable option.
Everything except the big sled and some fuel was coming along. In some

perverse sense, I was hoping that the summit âttempt would last long
enough to consume most of the food and fuel to avoid carrying most of
the stuff back down.
This turned out to be a brutally tough day. My energy was gone and the
load was heaviet than the previous day. ,tt Camp 3,I was afflicted by my
first, and only, altitude headache of this uip. The headache was minor, but
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gaining 2100 m of sleeping altitude in fout days was probably pushing my
luck.

May 28
th-e morning, clear skies and light winds greeted me and my
headache
was fading. I packed a lunch, strapped on my skis, and headed áff to scout
out the col that would be my gate\Ã/ay to the summit.
A few hundred merers below the col, I was forced to ditch my skis in
favor of crampons. A steep crevassed section blocked the low point of the
col and the easiest route through skfuted prospector's pealq one of
Logan's sub-peaks. Along the way, I stepped ã.ror, ,.rr.r^i narrow
crevasses that were covered by very weak snow bridges. The windhardened snov¡ convinced me that setüng up a tent .r.", th. col would be

In

foolish.

Prospectot's Peak (5644 m) is only 150 m above the col and the
temptation to climb its knife ridge summit proved irresistible. After a
quick lunch break, I started climbing its nodr ridge; a snov/ route mixed
with a few rocky secdons. The hard ,ro* pro.rided ideal gþ for the
ctampons and ice axe. The thin aL made breathing aifhcult but
surprisingly, my altitr-rde headache had vanished. The wiãd kept getting

stronger as I slowly approached â snov/ bulge just below thã summii
where I would have felt more comfortable rðped up and belayed. The
summit granted me a clear view of Logan's m"in peak and I was shocked
to ltnd out how far I would have to travel to,.u.h it.
lÙIay 29

My alutude symptoms were completeþ gone and the weather looked
excellent. I doubled-carried all my shrff totu*p 4 (5150 *) by the ACC

stash. To my su¡prise, the ACC group had arready moved to the other
side
of the col. I set up my tent into one of tir.ir abandoned snow walls.
Later, below the col, a lone figure was moving on snowshoes tov/ard my
camp. I was trying to figure out who it could be. I was soon introduced to
the czech climber who had just climbed the East Ridge by himself and
was no\¡/ completing the first solo traverse of Mount Logan.
,tfter
_
,
teaching tJre summit, a sto'* had forced him to spend one-harrowing
night below the summit pinnacle. The wind preventà him from pitchrn!
li:
1.i,, digg"g â snow :av_e, or even lighting his stove. He cuded ui
behind a rock and waited for the storm to
þass. He looked in gooà
condition despite his ordeal.
May 30
I awoke to a snowstorm that kept me from moving. This was my fi,st rest
9uy'' two weeks. My arms, however, did not get arry rest; I spent several
hours shoveling sno\¡/ to strengthen the snow wall around the Lnt.
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My only stove u/as becoming

increasingly mote diffrcult to operate,
despite cleaning all the components and lubricating all the seals. The
tiniest gust of wind or a few water droplets on the bottom of the pot
would extinguish the flame. The stove would also go out every time I
temoved the pot from the flame. I dug a small sflow cave under the tent
vestibule to shelter the stove. For the rest of the trip, I continued reFrning
the techniques for keeping the stove gomg.

May 31
I dug out the tent and sorted out food and geat for my move to the
summit plateau. Any unnecessary items such as ropes, harnesses, pickets,
and books would stay behind. I decided to bring 6 days of food and fuel
and stash the remainder.

I slowly tudged toward the col at 5500 m v¡ith the wind in my back and
my crazy carpet in tow I used crampons on the icy snow to get over the
upper pârt of the col. on the other side, I looked in vain for soft snow
tlrat would imply an area of genetally lighter winds. r rcahzed that there
were probably no sheltered sites on the plateau.
June

1

The wind and spindrift made it too dangerous for me to attempt the
summit. A half-hearted attempt at f,r-xing the stove proved ,rnr.r...rrful. It
just sputtered long enough to cook dinner and melt some ddnking water.
I was now getting thoroughly bored-there was nobody to talk to and
nothing to read. After a night of 12 houm of erratic sleep, I more or less
slept for another 12 hours, and then it was time to go to bed again.
Periodic daydreaming kept me ftom goìng cnzy, althotgh some people
think i have already teached that stage. In the evening, I prayed for good
conditions, as the wind outside grew strongeï.
June 2

A full-blown storm pounded my

encapsulated dwelling without
interuption. I was suffering from cabin fever but going outside vr'as no
escape. Among other things, hìgh altitude leads to increased urination and

I was forced to briefly face the elements every couple of hours or so.
Within seconds of stepping outside, the upwind side of my body was
coated with a layet of snow and I found myself irresistibly drawn toward
the claustrophobic tent.

Today's entertainment consisted of completely disassemblìng the stove
and putting it back together. It seemed to work a little better after this
rebuild. So fat, the stove l.'ad gtzzled more fuel than anticipated and I had
eaten more than my allocated rations because of botedom. My hopes of
teaching the summit grew dimmer by the hour. "If only the fog vzould Iift
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and the wind stop forhalf a day," I thought.
June 3
I felt warm and suddenly rcahzed thar the sun wâs shining through the

tent fabdc. I bolted out of the sleeping bag with adrenaline pumping
through my veins and was ready in record time. At 8:50 a.m., I started
sküng toward the summit on rough, windswept, sastrugi. An hour later, I
negotiated a shott, sloped, crevasse field, holding the ice axe in one hand
in case I needed to arrest a fall. After ahard slog, I arrived at the base of
the summit pinnacle, just 200 m below the summit. I stashed the skis and
climbed up the face leading ro rhe summit ddge. The hard snow provided
excellent grþ for the crampons and ice axe. The slope tumed steèper, and
just belovz the ddge, I found myself standing in a crack with a shor
section of 60o-70o slope above me.

I reelized I was off route. I abandoned
"style" and rcteated diagonally down and eastward along the face. Sure
enough, an easy slope materiahzed and I climbed onto the broad ddge.
Aftet crossing a notch, the ridge narrowed into a knife edge with a 200 m
drop to my right and a 3000 m drop on my left-I instinctively leaned a
little to the right. I apprehensively climbed over a sma[, soft-snow
pyramid and a short distance further, the ridge curled downward. A huge
corniced gap blocked futther progress. There was, howeveï, no need io
continue. I looked at my vzatch; the time was 1.2:22 p.m. and I had
somehow reached the highest point in Canada.
A light breeze blew across the ddge and the temperature was a pleasant 10 oc. I felt great with no hint of any altitude symptoms. I used duct tape
to tie a small canadian flagto a wand, which I planted on the summit. The
view was unbelievable in all directions, but for the second time in two
years, I was standing by myself on top of. a major mountain urith no
c met^. I tried to freeze the view into my mind for later retrieval.
I didn't really want to leave the summit but staying too long was inviting
ttouble. conditions can change very quickly on top of high mountains.
Artet 25 minutes on top, I started a slow descent, acutely âv/are that most
accidents happen on the way down. After kicking deep steps into the soft
snow pytamid, I was back on hard snow and enjoyable climbing. Before
long, I was back to my skis.
As I snowplowed and side-slipped down the frozen \tr/âves) f started
thinking about the consequences of a broken leg or t\¡iisted knee. That
thought slowed me down even more and I tried to follow a route of least
slope. I crossed the sloped crevasse freld a bit too high and was forced to
down-climb a steep bulge. Then, a long, gentle slope on rough snow
carried me straight down toward my tent.

The weather started taking a tum for the .worse soon after
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I got back.

Spending more nights on the plateau was particularþ unappealing so I
decided to pack up and leave. Getting back to the col -¡¿as considerably
more strenuous than reaching the summit. The load was much heavier
and I was traveling straight into the wind. I couldn't take more than a few
steps before stopping to catch my breath. It seemed like the only
sþihcant issue in my life vzas getting to the other side.
Eventually, the high point of the col emerged in the fog. The conditions
were remarkably different from the plateau. There was hardly any wind
and a blanket of 1 m of new snow covered everything, including my old
campsite. Someone had removed the wands that marked my stash but
luckily I remembered where the stash v¡as in relation to the snow v¡all.
I continued down, &agging a big mess of stuff sacks behind me, and
approached Camp-3 around 10:30 p.m. I pitched my tent and collapsed
into my sleeping bag.

June 4
The stotm did not let up until eatly evening. By then, I was engtossed in a
good novel that I had borrowed from the Swiss and just didn't feel like
moving unless the conditions were perfect. I was tired and getúnglazy.
Another snowstorm roared through at night.
June 5
By early aftemoon, the skies cleared. The team v¡ith the l7-year old gkl
arnved and a couple of other people with light packs who I hadn't seen
before skied past camp. I heard one of them comment about the weird
tent that I was in.

The night temperahrre dropped

to

-28

oC, the
coldest

I

recorded on this

tflp'
June 6

Blessed with decent weather, I could no longer þote the fact that I
would eventually have to get off the mountain. After a dense-packing
session, I borrowed a radio and talked to a t^ngeti'Just call Andy and tell
him to pick me up tomoffov/ morning." The ranger agreed to do that.
The snow lowet down turned into breakable crust and sküng became
frustratingly tedious.I removed my skis for the last steep slope before
Camp 2, debating whether to go down twice with Iighter loads ot try to
lower everything down ât once. The debate came to an end when the
Ctazy Catpet harness came undone and the sled tumbled down, end over
end, straight toward Camp 2. I heard someone yell "wooeee." from a
campsite below; it was an embarrassing moment but my cargo transport
ptoblem was immediately solved. After kicking rìumerous steps into the
hard slope, I got down to the heap of plastic and stuff sacks. An
inspection revealed no
damage and I headed staight for my
^pparent
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stash.

me some v/ater, which I gatefully accepted.

fully started sküng
on the down-slope
the way, I reftieved
Abandoned stashes
keep the mountain

and
clean.Joe and Steve passed
turned âround and headed
often turn into garbage

teep hilt. Later,Joe
shãvel somewhere

June 7

It

was a beautifully sunny and warm day, and

whole day inside the tent.

cu1,p.

I put on my

r wasn't about to waste the
skis to check out No Name peak.

on the steep hill, the snow had softened to the consistency of
I struggled to stay afloat, but nevertheless arrived at Base

quicksand.
Camp.

June 8

By now, we had figured out Andy's habits. Try g to call him
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was

normâlly a pointless exercise. A better plan was to turn on the radio just
before 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. and wait for him to call. This bi-daily ritual
took on ¡s21 1çligious sþificance, as we were hungry for news about the
state of his aþlane.'We were again told that the part would arrive in a few
days.

I borrowed a book from Steve and settled in for a long wait. Steve and Joe
were sitting on about four weeks of food and still waiting for perfect
conditions to tackle l(ing Peak.
Paul's Beavet landed beside our tents, loaded up five clients and flew off.
The rest of us jealously watched this spectacle. Using Paul to teach
civ'itzat:.on required two flights-first to his lodge in rJVrangell-Saint Elias
Park and then out to the nearest road. This option was considetably more
expensive than using Andy.
Paul tried to land a second time but couldn't because of low-þing fog.
snowstom blew thtough at night.

A

June 9

Fot most of the day, light snow afld a low ceiling prevented Paul from
coming in. In the evening, the fog cleated somewhat and we heard him

circling above until he finally gave up.
Listening to the tadio, we found out that Fred Beckey was tryíng to fly out
from the East Ridge because of a sore back. Beckey, who is well into his
seventies, is a legendary mountaineer from Washington State. He has
spent most of his life climbing, setting up many new routes, and is the
author several climbing guides fot the Cascade Range. According to

rumours, when someone recently asked him why he
replied: "What else am I going to do?"
June L0

still climbs, he

By now, I was running low on food and had to count on
generosity. For most of the day, I was extremely fatigued, despite

peoples'
sleeping

for 12 hours and doing absolutely nothing.
Paul made another attempt to land in the morning. This time, he found a
hole in the fog and landed dght beside our camp. As the plane was being
loaded, the fog tolled in, preventing him from taking off. Paul was treated
genetously by the camprs inhabitants-people wete constantly offering him
something to eat or ddnk. Paul used to be a mountaineer and had once
attempted to climb Everest. FIe was younger and much more darìng than
-Andy. Andy thought Paulwas ctazy.
We hnally received good nev/s from Andy-the airplane part had arived
and the Helio-Courier was operational. He would pick us up as soon as
conditions petmitted. Just before midnight, the fog lifted and PauI roared
off into the night sky taking away another batch of clienrs.
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June

11.

Joe and Steve left carnp in the middle of the night to climb Ilng peak. In
th_e rnorning, Andy Frnally came in and we gt..t.d him
great erithrrsi^.-.
$Øith gear, the Helio-courier could only take two people ãt a time. N7e had
akeady agreed on the order in which we 'ü/ere goìngtnt; it was based on

how long we had waited at Base camp. The turnãround time to fly to
I(luane Lake and back was more than two hours and since I was third in
line, it would be at least four hours before it was my tum. I decided this
would be a good time to get some exercise and sluggishly skied 10 km to
the h¿se of l{ing Peak, negotiattng a few crevasse náat ut""g the way. A
couple of dots about 1000-m up the face revealed thatJoe
st..r. *.r.
^rrã
retreating, probably because of a lenticurar cloud on thã upper
third of the

peak and an approaching weather system.
I headed back to camp, the fog rolled in from the west, eliminating any
chances of Andy landing. I returned to camp with the feeling that I could
never leave. I checked the data in my Gps and added up all ihe distances.
I had hiked, skied, or climbed about 400 km since th. ,ãrt of the trip and
was definitely rcady to go home. Four hours later,
and Steve ret:med,

As

looking utterþ drained from their attempt.

Joe

Junet2
In the late afternoon, I was deeply immersed into a paperback book when
I-. heard a blzing sound outside. Andy was coming in! I quickly
disassembled my tent and gathered all my geur intã a pile, while
apptehensively looking west for incoming fog banks. Andy returned a

couple of hours late¡.
The flight out was the best part or the trip. I stared down at the glaciets
below w.her9 blue-green lakes and rivers had formed. I asked AnJy if he
was getting bored with flying. He said that it scared the hell out of him.
He also told me that he had flown out my teammates a v¡hile back but
couldn't remember exactly when. we soared above the I(askawulsh
glacier, which looked a lot different now than five weeks eadter;most of
the surface snow had melted and the crevasses weïe now exposed. The
Slims valley was flooded from one side to the other and, closà to hikers
b_ecause of bear danger. The ice on l{uane Lake was gone.
on the gravel runv/ây with a thudl didn't h^u.
cash to pay
)Xie ?nd:d
^ny
for the flight so Andy just told me to mail him a check when
I rehrned to
vancouver. Rodents had eaten through by
-y food duffel intended for
out King Trench stash_, and the bag contained one big mess of gorp,
oatmeal, and granola. I triple carried my stuff to the shelter by the lake
and pitched the tent inside the shelter to screen myself ftom mãsquitoes.
It felt great to be back. The stetile environment of the ice helds makes
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oners sense of smell mofe âcute and the scent of trees and flowers was
ovetpowering. I went for a four-hour walk along lake starting at midnight.

June

lil

all the packaging and fuel in -Andy's garbage drum.

Junction in the evening if I hadn
hnning
to attend a music festival there.
pickeá
me up after only 10 minutes. He
he had
planned to dig for gold on his brother-in-law's claim. He had spotted â
bear on his first day thete and was now ddving home terdfied. He
dtopped me off at Haines Junction after telling me numerous stories of
his expedence in the I{orean war. I called a park tanger to tell him that I
had returned.
I was Iiterally down to my last pennies and found it impossible to get any
cash in Haines Junction. I sh¡ck out my thumb agaìn andimmediately got
a dde in the back of a pickup truck. I was dropped off at Two-Mile Hill

outside \il/hitehorse and proceeded to drag my heavy load toward town.
truck stopped
off at a cheap

and told me

I

could stay with them.
"For thtee nights?"
òufel
ttBut Itm a
total stranger."
"Not for long", was their teply.

I couldn't believe

their generosity, but happily accepted their offet. I soon
became acquainted with Rob andPat Mcclelland, andlater, their teenaged

daughter Erin. They were

in the process of

completing their setf-built

house on the outskirts of \x4ritehorse. Rob was a school psychologist and
Pat a teacher. I fell asleep and slept like a log after my first shower and
decent meal in 44 days.

June 14-16
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The Yukon was in midst of celebrating the hundred's anniversaqr of the
I(londike gold-rush and tourists were flocking to rhis rugged part of the
wodd to take part in the festivities. Pat was well versed on the fascinating
history of this region and we talked for hours about the Yukon. I spent
three leisurely days exploring ìØhitehorse before being dropped off at the
aþofi. I was finally going home.

Epilogue
The Saint Elias range is most beautiful place that

I have visited. The
combined park system of l(luane, Wrangell-St. Elias, Tatshenshini-Alseþ
and Glacier Bay forms the largest protected area in the wodd. All fout
parks have been desþated wodd heritage sites by the United Nations. In
1890, dudng a National Geographic expedition, mountaineer and scientist
I.C. Russell named Mount Logan after Sir William Logan, the founder of
the Geological Survey of Ca¡ada. ln 1925, W.W.-Foster and A.H.
McCarthy were the first to climb the mountain as part of an ACC
expedition.

People who regularþ climb mountains soon

hnd out that comfort,

security, and predictability are flot part of the game. The sport can involve
periods of extreme physical and mental hardship. It is not surpdsing that

people attracted to this pass-time are often vely strong-willed, and by
extension have difficulty getting along with people of similar dispositions.
A wrong decision can be costly and lead to not attaining the goal, or
worse, injury or death. There is no such thing as safe mountaineering, only
levels of acceptable risk. The level of acceptable dsk and discomfort, of
course, vades from one individual to another, and assembling a te rn
where each member feels both safe and challenged enough is almost
impossible.
Successfully completing a diffrcult route on a mountain can be very
rewarding, and can lead to addictive behavior whete climbers get caught
up in a cycle of undenaking increasingly more difhcult and dangerous
objectives. -4. lot of mountaineers think that others who are better ât the
game than themselves
crazy and people who are averse to risks are
^re
missing out on life.
\t/hile I was sküng around the mountain, Jeremy, Joakim, and T)¡men were
trapped by bad weather belov¡ the East Ridge. They set up rwo câmps on
the ddge but were moving slow because of bad conditions and Joakim's
altitude ptoblem. At some point, Jeremy asked Tymen if he would
considet continuing v¡ithout Joakim. \ü/hen Tymen said no, the whole
team descended and gâve up the clirnb. For several days, they tded to call
Andy on the satellite phone for a dde out and hnally got through by sküng

around a ridge to get

a

clear view

of the
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satellite. Joakim rehrrned the
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The Story of the Brian\f,Iaddington Mernorial

Hut
þt Andre Zimnemtan

The VOCts Record on Cabins
Before going into the details of how the waddington hut was finally
completed it will be useful to put the project in the historical context of
the voc and its cabins. The following history is dedved largely from the
existing journals and atchives of the club. on close inspection of the
vaitety of atticles and photos around, a number of different versions of
the club's history become apparent. what follows is a patchwork of the
history based on the information available and what appears ìikely to be
correct. There are undoubtedly errors in the chronology; hopefully these
will be rate andinsþihcant.
The VOC's first cabin on Hollyburn Mountain was the nucleus
around which the club was established in 1.917. rn 1929, the voc moved
into the vee-o-cee cabin that they had recently completed on Grouse
Mountain. As membership grew and this cabin became too small, the club
acquired another cabin, the Schuss Inn. As things ate likeþ to happen on
the wet coast, both of rhese cabins had fallen into distepair by thã 1940's.
To deal with this, the club began consúucting a new cabin on Mt.
Seymour.
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The Seymour cabin was completed in 1956. Dudng the inter-years
the club tented a cabin on Grouse. The year of ß69 saw the completion
of the VOC's Frrst alpine hut, Burton Hut on Garibaldi Lake, which paved
tlre way for future enthusiasm towards alpine huts. In 1969, the club also
sold the Seymour Cabin to the government for $12,000 after the province
blocked an eadier sale.
By this time the club had moved into its new chalet at \,Mhistler. In
1965 the club commenced the building of what is currently called the
AMS Whisdet Lodge. This hut has subsequently been turned over to the
Alma Mater Society of UBC after a legal battle and student referendum in
the 1980's. This marked a :ø;tL,er gray day for VOC huts, one that is still
muttered about atound the club today. The club was awarded $30,000 in
compensation for the cost of the materials to build the cabin.
Sometime before the Whistler settlement, the club acquired, or at
least became involved in the maintenance of the hut at Tenquille Lake.
The only record of us owning, or having any responsibility for this hut
shows up in the ìØhistler Cabin settlement where it is one of three huts

'we are permitted to spend the $30,000 on. As I understand it the
Tenquille hut logbook doesn't even mention the VOC. Rather, a group
from Pemberton is responsible for the maintenance of the cabin. At any
tate, the hut is understood to be in poor condition, but still usable.
In the eady 1970's, Paul l(leinshot donated the McGillvray Pass
cabin to the VOC. The hut was orig'inally a prospecting cabin, and
maintained by Mt. Kleinshot for a number of years after mining died out.
The hut is now in an uninhabitable state mostly submerged into a bog.
The next hut endeavor undertaken by the club was back in
Garibaldi Park. Backed $/ith $1000 of the province's money, the club set
off to put together a new hut at Pringle Ridge during a weekend in the
1970's. The hut was originally known as the Pringle Ridge Hut, but
subsequently became known as the Neve Hilton. The hut was located on
the Gadbaldi Neve. By 1.972, the outhouse v/as in need of rebuilding due
to the effects of snow creep, and by L975 the hut had met its demise due
to the same devil.
After the Whistler Cabin settlement the club again had money and
'üzas out building cabins. In 1982, the club built a cabin on Mount Brew in
the Brand)'wine Creek arca.The frst winter saw nurnerous trips to the hut
to prevent snow creep from once again pushing a club cabin over. The
effots could not be maintained, and the following winter, the hut $¡as
squashed. Brew FIut was subsequently disassembled and moved to its
present location, 300 metres uphill from its original site. For sorne odd
reason, the hut acquired a reputation for being increasingly difficult to
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[rnd. It is rumored that no one from the club managed to hnd it for a 5year period in the late '80s, and there âre numerous accounts of it
disappearing.
The last hut conslructed before the waddington Hut was Harrison
Hut, bought as a kit and assembled on site by the VOC. Hardson Hut is

located at the Noth end of the Pemberton Icefield traverse and is
commonly accessed by Meager cteek. It is a nice, cozy little cabin that is
rarely visited.

to think that there may even be money in this hut from the odginal cabin
on Mt. Hollyburn.

The Brian Waddington FIut
The Waddington cabin (nowhere near Mt. Waddington, by the way)
of symbiotic ingredients: $2000 that was left
ovet ftom the \X/histler Cabin settlement, a keen 1994-'95 club president
(Blair Hammond) with a vision for a new VOC hut, and an offer that
couldn't be refused ftom the Workers Compensation Board of BC
(SØCB). After input from some coastal mountaineering lords
Sohn Clarke,

odginated v¡ith a number
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John Baldwin, etc.) and an informal selection process (which failed to
include a summer visit to the site), a fotestry permit application for the

cabin was submitted. The permit application stipulated a cabin v¡ith a
wood-burning stove that would be located at the east end of the first of
two lakes up the Northwestern-most draw of Phelix Creek.

The WCB Component

VOC would pay for the üansportation of the hur, and the WCB would
supply the materials and labor to construct the cabin. The voc couldn't
refuse, vith helicopter costs estimated
around $6,000, with a
MAXIMUM of $10,000. Even if the cabin ^t
went over esrimated weight,
the club would easily be able to pay the transportation cost.
Plans were drawn up, a chalet v/as created on pâper, and all,

In the words of Dan Perrakis, "the cost of
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uansporting the hut was

formidable for a student-run club". The excess weight wouldn't be the
only challenge to surface. The wcB was responsible for finishing the hut
to "lock up," which meant that they would be working on site in phelix
creek. So why was this a big deal? Remembet thai the wcB is the
'Workers'
Compensation Board, and they ate big on safety. The WCB
needed to obey their own rules, which included considerable engineering
approvals, massive safety requirements, and only paid employees on .ite.
The voc merrbers were to be excluded from working ori the hut until it
was more or less complete. Additionally, the hut v/as to be reconstructed
in the backcountry bylnjured, rehabiJitating workers. As a result of these
conditions, it was concluded that the only safe way to proceed was to fly
the frame in as one solid piece, v¡ith two additional bundles coming ui
later. The ftame weight was L2,000 lbs, and only the Skycrane helicopter
(with a startup cost of $10,000) could lift this. Thar meant that rhe hur was
going to cost $18,000-$20,000 just in transportation costs. The VOC
budget could not conceive of where to get this âmount of money out of

the otiginal $6,000 budgeted for the protect.

The Permit Issue

Well, eaily spdng
became midsummer, which
gave v/ay to eatly fall. Some
funds were found, but well
short of $12,000. IJnder the
leadership of Dave Dexter, a
route was cleared into the
hut site, and the foundation
posts were installed late in
tire fall. Both of these events
created more hurdles than
would be expected. The
VOC and the Ministry of
Fotests had some problems
to work out.
The lrst problem was
that we applied for a hut
permit, not a trail-building
permit. V/hen confronted

with a Ministry

offrcer's

question "just how much
trail work has been done to
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date?", the voc put a stop work order on the trail-building and read the
Forest Practice code guidelines. The wonderfully bureaucratic conclusion
we came to v/as that we were buildìng a ttroutett rather than atttrailtt, and
therefore didn't require a permit.
Problem number two v/as in regards to the specihc hut location at
the site. \x4ren Dave Dexter led hìs mer4/ troupe in to mark the site for
the hut, he found the east end of the lake covered in massive boulders. In
respoûse to this, ¡þs rìiggers elected to put the foundations at the west end
of the lake. This wasn't a problem as far as the club u/as âware. However,
forestry had other thoughts. The permit application (which still hadn't
been formally issued) stated that the cabin would be at the other side of
the lake, and the po\¡/ers behind the desks were not amused to rrear

otherwise. The permit was re-scripted and redistributed to the MoE,
anthropologists, and whoever else bothers to read these things. In the
end, the problem faded

into the paperwork, and
the permit arived eight
months latet, a total of

two years after the
appli cation v/as
submitted. It is

interesting

to note

that

if the application were
submitted today,
permit would not be^
issued as the Squamish

Forest District has
stopped issuing any
permits for this type of
ptoject until skier/
snowmobile conflicts

and other backcountry
tensions are resolved.

The Wintet of
'99

1997-

The following
winter vzill likely stand
as the critical time for
the cabin. While the
stfucture began to rot
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(hence, the metal bracket holding one of the comers together in the hut),
the ptoject itself was derailed on more than one occasion. In addition to

the aforementìoned problems with forestry, questions regarding the
desfuability of huts to the VOC, the dilemma of getting aloan to pay for

the hut, and the logic behind spending 920,000 on a public cabin arose
ftequently. Othet options for the hut project were examined.
The idea behind replacing the Slocan Chief Cabin in l{okanee
Glaciet Park was thrown around. It was also heard that the Boy scouts
were interested in taking it off of our hands. Additionally, I was in contact
with a gtoup of people at Manning Park who were wondedng just how
they might get a hold of the cabin. There was (is?) talk about a hut to hut
system in the similkameen River's headwater basins within Manning park.
In the end, the VOC appeared committed to the ptoject, agreeing

unanimously
fundraising e
$10 a head
^
the new cabin.

loan if needed, and

increasing
raised Longhike tickets by
t^lready
by neady $2,000 in the name of

The Spring of 1998
By the spdng of 1998, thanks to fundraising effotts, a good deal of
wizatdry by fteasurer Joanna Wood, and the premise that a loan could be
obtained, the VOC was ready to see the hut installed. Word was out th¿t
the Canadian Skyctane Sikorsky-64 was going to be in the Phelix Creek
the beginning of May and the hut could be flown in on May 10th.

^rea ^t
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There was one problem remaining: the foundation posts were buried
under 3 metres of snow. soon enough I found a solution. Nine keen voc
members would go up and shovel out the foundations dudng a Ftve-day
break dudng the April exams.
. It took one day to fìnd the foundations through probing and test
pits. It then took another day and ahan to remove thã 3 meterr of snow
As had become the norm v¡ith this project, things did not go as planned,
and the hut didn't go in on May 10th. The helicopter company wasn't
keen on placing the hut in a 3-metre deep hole that onry h^a zo
centimetres to spare on either side. In addition, the bundles that would
make up the walls and roof were to be left on the snow for a month or
two, which was felt would contribute to an unacceptable amount of rot.
The summer began soon enough and WCB was keen to see this
thing leave thefu work yard. The voc was also growing tited of "the hut
issue". A new idea for flying the hut in was needed. I rrnaly followed up
on an issue Roland Burton had raised v¡ith me on a few occasions: could a
Bell21'4 helicopter lift part of the hut? As with most suggesrions Roland
Brings up, this was a good one. we determined that the hui could be lifted
one bay at a time and put in place on the foundations.
I spent a good portion of July on a radio phone calling in from
work in order to get things organized to put the hut togethet ãuring the
last week of the monrh. with the wcB officially divorcing itself from the
project when the hut left their works yard, the voc was even able to be
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involved in the construction. But thankfully, WCB agreed to give four of
their employees exffa paid holidays to come along and tell us how to
assemble the chalet. Roland built the outhouse, table and chairs, and even
went and followed by advice and got a wood stove for the hut.
We assembled at Birkenhead Lake Park on Monday, July 27th 1998
and began to put the hut together. The follov¡ing week saw mâny dawn to
dusk days during which the hut was moved to the alpine and finished to
the weathe¡ptoof stage. Four of the WCB staff came up for the first f,rve
days and told a small committed contìngent of VOC'ers how to put the
test of the jigsaw ptzzle together. The only minor problem during the
week was the unplanned removal of part of a sketchy roof from one of
Birkenhead Patk's sheds by the downwash from the big helicopter. Given
the previous ptoblems v¡ith the cabin, the week went by with an amazing
amount of good luck.
The actual installation of the hut can be pieced together in the hut
log book and I will save you ftom repeating in here. Flowever, the story of

the hut's stove shouldn't be left out. The club appìied for a Mountain
Equipment Co-op Environment Fund grant three times in total. The first
two applications were tutned down, but each dme we were encouraged to
te-apply. The third application was successful, and the grant helped cover
a much-appreciated portion of the bill; however, it had one condition,
which was discoveted on a Ftiday three days before the hut was
transported to Bfukenhead Lake Patk. A wood stove would not be
permitted in the hut, now or ever. The club needed money and had no
real plan for keeping the hut stocked v¡ith wood. 'W'e were committed to
not burning local wood, which meant that hrewood would have to be
flown in at an estjmated cost of about $1,000 a ye r. We agreed to the
MEC conditions and took the money. As a consequence, the wood stove
ttavelled as far as Birkenhead Lake Park only to return to Vancouver. Two
ketosene heatets were used to head the hut instead.
The cabin v/as completed at the end of a one-week push in earþ
September and since then has seen lots of use. The kerosene supply that
consisted of slr 20 L barrels was down to one barel by the beginning of
Spring Break, and the outhouse was full and out of commission. These
problems and the debates about flagging a winter route and flyrng in
supplies should provide enough fuel for a few executive meetings and
other heated conversations. But I think I am getting use to this, as it
seems to be the natute of cabins. So why bother with them in the first
place?
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Should We Have Huts?

enúronment.

us.

This installation

of the waddington Hut

member into our community. May we take care of
so

it may shelter

us.
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has brought a ne.w
it well intJthe future

Three Months of Sheep Jokes

My Trip to New Zealand (tife .After Grad School)
bl Drew Brayhaw

next ten years when I'd have that kind of coin, I decided to take a
vacation - travel and climb.
Since I had never been outside Noth America before I decided to

For pte-trip planning I wenr
the Lonely
Planet Guide to New Zealand. The
d climbing
mags and found a few references to
d the areas
they were in using an atlas.I frgured out a rough plan (go here, clìmb this)
and bought a plane ticket.
For training I headed south with some friends to climb in the
American Southwest for three weeks. After hitting Moab, eueen cteek,
J
Tree and Red Rocks I was cankin' pretty good. I caught a tide back from
Vegas with my brother, washed my poþro, put all my climbin' gear in
some bags and flew to Auckland.

no guidebook so I just went bouldering and soloed a few routes that
looked easy. My plan to meet some partners for Mt. cook turned out to
be a bit ambitious - imagine going to Lighthouse park and looking for
partners for a climb of Mt. Robson and you'll get the picture pretty
quickly as to why.
After a few days I caught a ride with a guy from the hostel down to
Palmerston North and then took a bus to wellington. I had way too much
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gear to hitch - carr¡ng both packs
for the South Island the next day.

I

could barely move.

I hopped a ferry

On the ferry I tan into Thomas, this fat German guy in his late
3j's/eaÃy 40's, and started talking about climbing (actually, he started it
after seeing my huge packs). It turfled out he was from the East and had
been to 100 countries in the L0 years since the wall came down, or
something like that. He had climbed a few mountains in the Himalayas,
like Island Peak, and Ojos Del Salado, a 6000m summir in South America,
and was keen for cook. I was a little bit hesitant and said "yeah maybe I'll
see you in Mt. Cook Park" but didn't commit to afly climbs, figuring I'd
have all the summits in the park bagged by the time he showed up.
Fro
few rnore
searching

Mt. Cook village, a tiny little nanoBanff in the middle of the park.
I pulled into the village just as the wearher crapped our and spent 2
days enjoying heary rain from inside my tent in the w4rite Horse Frill
campground. Then things cleared up and one of my 'partners wanted'
sþs produced results: a local lad named Tim who was keen for the
'Grand Traverse' of Cook (all 3 summits). He had never been up the
approach valley for the "G.T." but v¡e read the guide and it said 3-4 hrs. in
to the hut- 'x/ith this in mind we packed, bought some overpriced
grocedes and headed up the valley of the Hooker Glacier about 4pM
figudng to make the hur at B with an hour of light left.
Well, once again life turned out differently than planned. Three
problems emerged. Firstly, a month of car cragging in the southern US
does not get one in shape for mountaineering. Secondly, NZ moraine
approaches are hideous - the glaciers are really temperate and there are
huge whacks of scree on top of the ice. Thirdly, once on the icy pan of
the glaciet we found out that it had melted out already, and instead of an
easy snow walk to the hut we \Ã/ere navigating through a harsh maze of ice
seracs - the type of terain where you walk 100 m to make 10 m of
forward progress. we ended up birying in a crevasse fitled with running
water - what fun.
The next day we were up before dawn but by 10 AM still had not
reached the hut. Tim, disgusted with my poor conditioning, called a
retteat. on the way out we gradually split up. Tim found a much faster
viây to hike back out while I meandered around on the moraine getting
heatstroke. He had been in camp for 4 hrs. and was getting ready to call
out a search party when I staggered in, dehydrated and blistered. So much
for that partnership.
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SØho should show up the next day while I was recuperating but
Thomas the fat Kraut (tne currcnt joumar editor does in no rvay shapc or [om support or
cncourâgc this kind oFunscrupulous use of politically incorrcct tcminology). He had changed
his plans, run to ChCh and splurged fot a complete brand new
moufltaineering outfit - stove, tent, pack, etc. He .was âll pdmed fot an
assault on the Linda Glacier, Mt. cook's standard route. FIe did some
conditioning hikes with his girlfriend while my blisters shrank and then we
wete teady. Weather was a\¡/esome and projected to remain so. \X/e
decided to save tjme and fly in to the Plateau Hut like most everTone else
(also the approach to the hut is the most dangerous part of the climb, and
I was dubious about Thomas' abüity ro make it through). vihile waiting
for the helicopter with a few others we rân into an American who I was
sure v/as l{evin I{line travelling incognito - he looked just Iike "otto" irì,4
Fi¡h Cølled Wønd¿. But it tumed out his name .was Fted and he was a
mountaineer from Reno.
We flew into the hut and hung out in the sun. As climbers started
ttickling back and telling us tales of crevasse falls Fred got a Iittle antsy
v¡ith his plan to solo the Linda and asked to come in with me n'Thomas.
This was considered OI( by both of us.
We got up at midnight and left aÍ 1,:30 AM for maximum frostiness.
A guide and his client were an hout ahead and we followed their tracks up
the Linda through crevasse f,relds. It soon developed that Thomas had no
idea of mountaineedng technique and had possibly never even been on a
glacier before. He could not use his ice axe, and kept wanting to stop and
rest right under the hanging seracs that threaten the route. Furthermore,
when Fred and I told him "I{eep moving, Tom, we could die if we sit
here" he refused to believe us. I don't know where he thought the piles of
ice blocks we had stopped âmong had come from ... Mars, maybe?
Crossing "The Shelf', an exposed 35 degree slope high on the
ï' tnda, neady killed rom, and I'm sure his shons were stained interesting
colours by the time we v/ere across. We reached the saddle where the
Linda Glacier route joins Zurbdggen's Ridge, with the crux looming
ahead, and Thomas was only too happy to unrope and v¡ait for Fred and I
to pick him up on our way back down.
The Summit Rocks, the crux of the route, turned out to be 7
pitches of excellent mixed cLimbing of low Cl¿ss S/hard 4th class
diffrculty. I was really reminded of the NE ridge of Silvertip. They were
festooned with old rap stations, and Fred and I would basically climb 50m
leadouts, clipping into the mid rap station at 25rr' for our only pro. The
altitude was starting to get to me, but Fred was strong - Reno is at 7000
feet elevation!
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From the 'Summit Rocks" an ice arête leads up to the base of a
short ice cliff - "the chandeliers". This is where the guides turn their
clients back- The guide & his client were just heading down when we gor
there - he laughed at our tale of partrier trouble and tord us "he's jist
trying to rook ya out of the guide fee, mate". We asked how much
Thomas would have had to pay to be guided up Mt cook - the answer
was $3000! The guide also told us that the conditions on the mountain
were the best he'd seen in ten years - pretty good timing, eh?
Fred was more of a mountaineer than a technical climber so I got
to lead the chandeliers pitch, placing two of his nice BD Express screv/s
en route. This little ice cliff was formed when the top 7 meters of Mt.
cook fell off in a landslide in 1991, and provides a short sharp vertical
crux before the summit - 7m, ïØI 3 on the North Amedcan icale. we
unroped at the fixed rappel picket on the top and took turns balancing
over to the top of New Zealand - Aoraki ro the Maod people _ an
impressive ice arete, like a narrow sidewalk hanging in space.
The descent went fairly smoothly. we rapped and downclimbed
back to Thomas and then had to teach him how to ielf arest:
ME: "Thomas, what will you do if you fall off balance while we are
going down the glacier?"

THOMAS : "Ach, thar I know! [mimes grabbing rope with his
it to stand back up].
FRED: "You asshole! Don't ya know a fucking thing? That rope

hands and yatdtng on

goes to MEf How is pulling me with you going to help anyrhing?',
Luckily Thomas picked up the rudiments of the butt glissade fairly

fast. we made it back to the hut mostly without incident
1*.[, Tho-u,
got his foot stuck in a crevasse and it took a half hour to get him out) to
the cheers of the other hut occupants who had been enjãying watching
ouÍ gâme of Glacier charades. There is a nice Kiwi custom where the hut
occupants who didn't climb that day greet climbers at the door with a cup
of tea - it was nice aftet a 15 hour day! I was so coked out by the uv thal
I put four spoonfuls of instant coffee ir -y tea and stin drank it, nor
noticing that anything was wrong.
Thomas and Fred flew out that night. The next morning I walked
out, via the Plateau, over cinerama col & down the Boys Glacier. I left
earþ, worried a bit about crevasses and glacier soloing, but made it off the
glacier with no problems before things got too soppy, except for the bit
where one of my crampons fell off while I was downclimbing the snout of
the Boys Gl.(!). walking out down the moraine was the crux - there were
lots of steep, crumbling gullies and scree faces to pass. I was later to find
out that 1 out of every 4 parties to use this route is injured along the way!
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Despite walking around on stuff like this many times in the past (mostly
whjle working), I got a bit gripped. But aside from being neady .t."-.á,
Indiana Jones style, by a large boulder in a natrow gull¡ thrngs were oI(
until I reached the main moraine, whete I npped the cufidght off a

Fred rapping the "chandeliers", Ì\[t. Cook NZ
Photo Drew Bralshaw
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plastic boot when I got my foot caught betu¡een two rocks. It ended up
taking me all day, ten hours, to walk ftom the hut to the nearest road
where I was able to hitch hike back to my campground v¡ith a tourist.

The
plastics

weathet

with my

^nd I
could

bustl feltm

e trip.

see only one option:
ome R'n'R.. I
stole a cardboard box from the garbage bin behind the posh Hermitage
hotel, stuck my boots, crampons, picket, etc. into it and addressed it io
myself in canadz, then slapped a rolr of duct tape and a few stamps on and Bob's yer uncle! [...it arrived 3 months later]
The next day, having ditched my heaviest gear, I headed south to
wanaka (rhymes with Monica) via thumb. It tumed out to take about g
hrs. - the roads were low traffic and 4 of the 8 hrs were spent with thumb
out watching tour buses drive by.
Wanaka reminded me a lot of Penticton - same climate, same

unlike Skaha there are other face holds than flat edges.
I really liked wanaka - it was great place to mellow out. Best of alr,
I got into the town one night and^ camped in a trailer park. The next
morning I went into town for a coffee and ran into an old voc friend,

wine

aloc
time

^

e

av/esome waterfalls, glaciers, and keas [an indigenous mountain parot like
a green whiskey jack the size of an eagle]. I tried to teach the keas to talk

(" Mike's

a wanker, Mikets a

wanker") but

it didn't work - they were more

interested in my handful of digestive biscuit crumbs.

Another interesting event happened purely due to
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absent

aþort

(\)Øhew!)

I was also introduced to the pinnacle of NZ culinary excellence, the
meat pie- You could buy them ftesh from the back window of the bakery
at midnight! My favourite v/âs the steak and mushroom - mmm, I'm
getting hungry just wtiting about them... Meat pies in NZ make the soggy
ones you can buy at the grocery stores here look like cow pies by
comparison.
Anprzays after I days of fun in N7anaka I fotced myself to leave and
headed out for the Southlands and some gtanite climbing. I hitched south
to the town of re Anau and the next day hitched up the Milford Sound
road to the legendary Homer Tunnel and the NZAC's Homer Hut. The
Dattan Mountains are New zealand's answer to BC - granite mountains,
fjords, and lots of rain. nØhen I got into the hut I met a bunch of other
climbers sitting around drymg out. The sun came out for a minute, and we

hiked up to a nearby bouldering area. Almost immediately it stated
pouring, and we had to swim back to the hut, an occurrence which was to
become famitar over the next few weeks.
I was to stay in the Flomer Hut for 21 days and only 5 were sunny the rest had either rain, cloud or both at once. One day it rained 250mm
i¡24hrs (10 inches of nin), glub. (A normal month of vancouvet rainrar,
is 750-1000 mm in the winter for comparison pu{poses). The Hut is on
the other side of a small stream from the Milfotd Sound highway, and
when it tains the súeam tises to chest-deep. At one point another climber
tetuming frorn a groce{y expedition was sv/ept away by the stream with
one of my 6-packs in his arms, and for the next several days we were
forced to go "beer diving" in the pool downstream in order to fìnd drinks.
There was an interesting group of people in the hut. Many came, sat out a
few tainy days and left again (this was rhe sanest response). Two guys
from Oz, Shane and Cad by name, and I were the longest term residents,
and as a result v¡e got in some good climbs. Shane and Cad were from
Queensland and cragged ataplace called Frog, as a result they could crack
climb up to 10b but could not climb slabs ar all. In this gtanite slab
country they had a few epics as a result.
I ended up doing a lot of soloing: my best trip involved ftaversing
Mts. Crosscut, Baffier, Marian, andBarrier I3ob, a L5 hour journey with
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it should have been 8) being continuous 3rd class up
5.6, on the best weather day of the tdp. I also traversed Mti.
McPherson and ralbot, and Mts. Belle and Moir, and had some good days
bouldering and cragging near rhe hut. Soloing Belle uras a treatl I took a
rope along to rappel but was forced to solo downclimb a 5.7-r section in
my hiking boots because there was no secure spot to leave a rap sling.
Flowever, most of the time at Florner Hut I spent sitting on a bunk bed
and watching the rain fall, maybe playing chesi or cards by a coal F",e or
reading the hut's crâppy book collection. In general, aside from a few
good days, the weather was just like BC in November. This was good fot
the kayakers but not for the climbers: the hut caretaker, craig, too"k off for
day of kayaking, and we didn't see him again for a week] (Actually, he
1
had to make a rescue, the guy had drowned-by the time they got the fody
out of the river, and he stayed for the funeral....)
There were some fun times in the hut. clinton Beaven and Alle.
(Jren showed up, two of NZ's hardest climbers. sØhen
they found out I
was from BC, they asked me "Do you know that guyJohnny chjlton?" At
another point, this vihackjob named "Dutch" showed up with three
teenage admfuers ftom Queenstown. Dutch was supposedly a yosemite
hardman, but he was the living example of someon. *ho talks the talk but
can't walk the walk, for instance he claimed he had done the wyoming
Sheep Ranch on El Cap, old school A5+. I took great pride in e*posin[
his lies to his 'friends', who had never been to the states and couldn't tei
¡þ1 the "strong leader" they had brought along was actually a strong
bt'llshitter. They ended up leaving without him a fãw days later and Dutch
had to hitch out with a Japanese tour bus...
Eventually r, too, had to leave the hut. It was late Februarv and I
still had a shitload of places ro do and things to see. I hitched áut and
âcross the s. Island to the city of Dunedin. on the way I had the longest
wait of my life between ddes, 8 hours, in the nowhere two-hut town of
Lumsden. After four hours, despairing, I checked out Lumsden in the
T.onelr Planet guide only to find out that some people have been stranded
thete for D,\YS between ddes...
Dunedin wâs my favourite city in New Zealand. The big university
is right downtown, the city is built up not only around but intã it, so you
have stores and houses mixed in with faculty buildings - a good mix. It's
also one of the more racially diverse cities in the colntry, iit or a relief
after two months of almost all white Soutrr Island small tov/ns.
Fwthe¡more, being a university town, it's one of the few places that can
compete with west-side vancouver for pretty gfuls walking down the
street - um, nice! Finall¡ the chery on the cake was that it was
10 hours (I was slow,

to
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homecoming week at the uni and every coffee shop and bar in town had a
huppy hour special going - beet at $1.00 a pint is nice, but lattes at $1.00
for a grande are just as nice!

penguins and great white sharks offshore, and fish and chips out ofa
newspaper at sunset while waiting for the last bus back to the c1ty,
throwing left over chips to the seagulls.
After 5-6 days in Dunedin I met up with Craig, erstwhile hut
warden and kayak god, and secured a ride with him to the other end of the
South Island. craigwas heading up to the top of the west coast to start a
6 month course as an avalanche control tech and I hitched arong. we
bombed up the east side to chch, stayed the night with some buddies of
his, drinking and talking climbing, and the next day cruised over the Lewis

to Buller Gorge. Here there was a whitewater rodeo. craig went
I took off and climbed Mt. owen, a radicar hike north of
town. owen is the top of a karst plateau - after a 3 hour forest hike,

Pass

boating and

wading creeks and following overgrowTr deer trails, oûe comes out on a
ridge of limestone, climbs it, and finds a huge plateau, kilometers across,
of limestone bouldedng. The summit is the top of the heap but it takes
sevetal hours of sctambling to find, j*pirg bottomless sink holes and
walls and sharkskin slabs, to get there - then
s god's own rock, the Vetdon Gorge qpe
have only heard of - it makes the Rockies
limestone look like Shreddies by comparison! I saw no one the whole day
except for some ârmy guys doing a caving exercise right at the start - it
me along the ridge, catching
not being the most technical
Owen was my favourite - the
scenerey was the best and the whole trip wasn't something I planned, I
just picked it out when we got to Buller from seeing a photo in the local
park office. It felt 'real good' as Doug would say.
From Buller I headed back to the ferry and North Island, giving the
sport crags around Nelson a miss because I had heard (wrongþ)ihatlhey
were closed due to fire risk. I caught the "cattle boat" across to wellington
with 6 truck drivers, 150 cows and 2,000 sheep, then spent a few ãays
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checking out l7ellington.

But Welly was super busy

museum had just opened, and

all.

because a new
the hostels were crowded, so after a day

or two I headed out.
Next destination was the volcanoes in the center of Noth Island. I
took the train out to welly city ümits then statted hitching. It was an epic
ail' day arf,Lr many shott ddes, lots of waiting. The last ride of the ãay
(that got me halfway there) was with this tattooed biker guy in a big ch"ry
with fins- He let me out in a small town and I went to a campsite nearby.
Going to p^y for a tent site I found out, would you believe it, I had left
my fanny pack with passport, wallet and travellerts cheques, in his car. I
had to call up the cops in tre next town along the road and get them to
stop him to get it back ("but could you do it nicely, OfFrcer?"). Just

another temporary brain shutdov/n on my pârt.
Staying in Turangi, a little town in the middle of nowhere, I spent
the next few days climbing the three big volcanoes, Mts. Ruapehu qhrghest
summit on N.Island), Ngurahoe, and Tongadro. Ruapehu got knocked off
on its own on a day with 60km/h winds and 2 meter visibiJity, I don'r
even know if I really summited or not (I got to a c:'atet dm and turned
atound but later found out there is a subsidiary crater...);
Tongariro and Nguruhoe I climbed while doing the "Tongariro northern
crossing", a nice 6 hr. hike that is done by lots of out of shape tourists and
I(wrs in a 2 day tip. This hike goes across a volcanic 'desert' landscape
between the two volcanoes and reminded me a lot of the Garibaldi areã but v¡ith steam geysers.
on a rest day in Turangi I also hiked out to the Tokaanu thermal area and.
checked out hot pools and boiling mud geysers - neat. There is also a
boiling pool in a pit that you cân lower your lunch into to cook it on a
little steel bucket attached to a winch. The Maoris have been using this site
to cook food for the last 700 years. After climbing the volcanoes I
coudered all my climbing gear to Auckland to be picked up latet.

From Turangi

I

hitchhiked north around Lake Taupo to the east

coast of the N.I., and headed to the coromandel Peninsula. This area is
where all the hippies from Auckland moved to in the 70's and it shows every other store sells crystals and meditation books. This was a good
place to wind it down before heading home. I stayed at some excellent
hostels and walked around the countryside. I did some neat bush hikes,
and then, to finish things off, hiked out to the semi-legendary Hot !7ater
Beach. At low tide, you dig down a few feet through the sand and hot
springs bubble up! You rtig yourself a pool, go bodysurFrng to get rhe sand
off, get cold, come back and sit in your personal hot pool - repeat as
necessarT. Aside from the stingrays offshore it could be paradise.
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- All good things must end and I flew our of Auckland on the spdng
solstice, $4,000 poorer a¡d 3 months older, but with the travei bu[
squashed

for the next few months.

APPENDIX
about every system I have seen for converting the Austrarian/
__ ,_Jrrrt
NZ/South,A.frican system for climbing grades to the ?DS system has
come up with different numbers. For the record here's how I found the
iil::: .,

,,

,:

N{t. Ngaurahoe, Tongariro National park,
Pl)oto Drew Bralsbaw
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NZ

gfades:

grade
1.2
1,3_1,4
15-1,6
17-1,8
1,9
20
21,
22
AUS

YDS grade
up to 5.6

up to

5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10

_

5.10 mid

5.10+
5.11-, erc.

Compare this with the article on ctagging in New Zealand that came out
in the fall issue of Rock and Ice which said gtade 13 (5.9 on my personal
conversion) = 5.10c. Or the sandbag I encountered there, which said that
grade 21, = 5.10a, and you'll see the conversion is not so straþhtforward as
it seems. I hope this chart will be of use fot other cznadiat climbers
heading down under.
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6 Reasons

Vhy Climbers

are Naturally Good

Dancers
b1t

Marie d'Anglemont

l.Most of them know how to lead
2.Tight, uncomfortable shoes is nothing new.
3'climbing-promotes good brain/feet coordination and a well developed
sense ofbalance.
4.Climbers like to visualize moves in advance.
I ïz if it raining andyou can't qo climbing you cân still go out dancing!
6.In Rock'n Roll, there's the wotd rock.

JennyJohason and her 6 dancing partnets in Leavenworth, IØA
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Mountain TrivÍa
Jneml Frimer
Can you name these peaks? They are classified into Easy, Moderate, and
H.arð:

# Rated Points Each
Easy
I
5. 6.7 . 8.
Moderate
2
9.1,0.11,.12.Hard
3

Pictures

t.2.3. 4.

24 points possible

Tell them what they've won, Bob!
0-2
3-7

points Johnny come lately, therers a NEW KID in town.
points DIAMOND HEADER. This is not a good catagory ro be

1n.

8-11 points I'll have you know, I am yourAVERÁ,GE JOE.
12-15 points You have been known to SLEEP AROUND.
16-24 points DREW BRAYSHAW. May as well call him by his name.

Answers on page 188

2.
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Mountain Trivia Answers (don't cheat!)
1. Guard & Sphinx
2. Wedge
3. The Chief (Apron and Grand Wall)

4. Shadowfax
5. Redoubt
6. Phyllis'Engine
7. Waddington & Munday
8. Gandalf
9. Ledge
10. Ossa
11. Sheer
12. Cloudraker

Steve Robertson puzzles it over in faraway Joshua Tree
Photo Fern IWbb
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Intrepid
b1t

Roland Burton

We have grading systems for tock climbing, and grading systems for trips,
but maybe we need grading sysrems for people. If you are planning to go
on a tdp with several fairly unknown people, you mþht like to know what
theit expectations are for the trip, so as to decide if you will enjoy the trþ
with them or not. The theory is that if the people on a ûip all have about
the same Intrepid score, the trip will be successful. Here is a fitst âttempt
at generating an "instrument" as it is called in social sciences, to measure
what your expectations are, and whether you will be happy on any given
tnp The result is called the Intrepid score, and you get your score by
adding the numbers which apply to the most correct ansv/er in each set.
(1) Would spend $100 on a helicoprer ro avoid sküng one day uphill with
heary pack. Q) t" avoid trvo days uphill. (3) Would never use
helicopter, even if it were free.

a
a

(1) I'm just along to see rhe sceneÐ¡. (2) Would prefer lift sküng, bur can,r
ride. (3) Prefers a modest effort to get to where we're going. (4)
\X/ilI be disappointed if I am not crippled by the ski our.

get a

(1) Can fix a broken automobile using only a credit card at garzrge.
e)
Can hx using only vise grips. (3) Hitch-hikes, does not^need to fix
automobile.

(1) Is uncomfortable at remperatures below
below -20C (3) Uncomfortable above -20C
(1) Prefers to go to places with indoor
one is provided. (3) Whar's a roiler?

-5C. (2) Uncomfortable

toilet. (2) N7ill use outdoor toilet

if

(1) Can survive for one day without washing hatr. (2) Three days. (3) Two
weeks.

(1) Would ptefer to stay at a morel for 930 per
cabin for $10 per night. (3) Would prefer tent

to

night.

(2) Would prefer a
-20C. (4) \)7ould prefer
^t being taken out by a
dig a snow cave beside the highway^and dsk

snowplow.
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(1) Dines at roadside restaurants. (2) cooks meals in sleazy motels using
mountaineedng stove. (3) Lives off of stale egg sandwiches and, parially
ftozen bananas.

Prefers (1) Beautiful scenery. (2) challenging ski rerrain. (3) Difhcult
access.

(1) Tries to follow map, bur gers confused. (2) prefers to follow map,
possible. (3) doesn't use a map, claims it spoils the sense of adventure.

(1) Does not know what a GPS

is.

(2) Would use a GpS

available. (3) Has a GPS and plans ro use

it.

if

if

one was

(4) Doesn't need a GpS.

(1) Is uncomfottable if there is someone in the party with an avaranche
ftansceiver, (2) uncomfotable if there is someone who doesn't have one.
(3) IJnhappy if there are no avalanches.
(1) Registers with authorities and pays appropdare use fees. (2) Tdes ro
avoid them. (3) Does not go to places where authorities and fees exist.

If your

score

is higher tltan 42, you probably

cheated,

or you

understand.

City of Rocks
PhoÍo
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Matt Gunn

don't

The Brocken Spectre Ã,t Long Lasf
b1 Drew

Braybaw

In

an article a few years ago I wrote about how I have been searching for
some time now for that elusive beast, the Spectre of the Bröchen, AI(A
the Brockenspectre in English. This old-fashioned term is also known as a
'glory', and is a type of personal rainbow seen in the mountains under

certain diffrcult 0-to-achieve conditions. Essentially, one must have nice
clear sun above and a cloud layer close below. Then, v¡hen your shadow is
projected onto the clouds, a rainbow outline appears
yo*
shadow - and only yours. Another person *ixlè. the ^rorrrrâ
glory aiound their
shadow only and nothing around yours.
So anyways, aftetg years of looking, this yeat, on the Needle peak
,
hike, I finally saw the Brockenspectre. DÃ, Ron,
Jeremy and others were
along and they too saw it - not a myth, not a legend, bui the real thing.
The Needl
time - fiesh snou/ on everythiãg as
seems to h
n't need to describe it to anyone _

but fot
(Ì.tro,

me

)

I didn't get a photo - I don't take the c met^along to Needle

anymore - "too many photos of the same thing").

Self-Portrait below headwall on "The .ü(tzard of Choss',
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Post l)octoral Research Under the Spell of the

Mountains
b1

Dauid Persson

e n t of P
@ si ct an d Astronomjt
The Uniuerciryt of Britith Columbia

D eþørrn

Vancoauer,

BC V6T l Zl ,

Canada

ABSISACT
In thi¡

aøicle we briefþ reuiew ¡ome of rhe authorc main achieuemenß danng
re¡earch at UBC. Thefocus ha¡ been on the
fficîr
¡kin and aarious sut'aæ ntaterial¡ (e¿. granite,
tuf, limeúone, sand¡tone ett.); ønder dffirent external wnditiow þ¿. cold,
wann, dry, wet, solid, loose etc.); and the infløence of grøuiry. Di-Hltdro¿en
oxide ha¡ been carefølþ ¡tadied in ib dffirent
þhæes: ¡olid ¡tøte (i.e. iæ and

lwlJrearc
ofcontacî

mow); liquid (i.e. warer in riuers and /a,þ,et, and --a/as-- rain); gaseoøs
pharc (i.a fog sweør). A rnajor part of the geograpþt in we¡rern North
America ha¡ been sarueled,from Caltfomian d¿¡ert tu îhe ice-capþed
mountain¡ ofYakon andAla¡ka. Otherþart: of the aathors research, of
lerer inîeruf for the curyenl reader, is presenfed e/seuhere flJ.

Introduction
If you urish to continue your career in the academics after
hnishing your Ph. D. in physics you are most often forced abroad, in
particle physics for 4 to 6 years. Being very picþ about my prospective
1.

extetnal envfuonment, I f,rnally got shrck on Vancouver. I did not let the
fact that the Prof. with whom I originally established contacr decided to
go to Istael for a two year sabbatical, change my mind. Meanwhile
Joakim Flallin, an old friend and colleague of mine from Chalmers in
Sweden, had become a post doc with Prof. Gordon Semenoff, which kind
of excluded him ftom me. Flowever, Prof. Semenoff then guided me
towards Ariel Zhitnitsky, recently appointed professor at IJBC, whom I
did not know anything about. At that time he did not have any other post
docs or gtaduate students. Flowever, by the time I finally anìved in
canada he had a Russian countrymân as a post-doctor, and also a graduate
student, which made me kind of supetftcial. Evet since, I have been the
black sheep of the department. But no regrets, the not too close
cooperation v¡ith Ariel has made it possible for me to dispose of my tìme
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homework to do. ThroughJoakim, I rapidly got in contact with trre voc.
This brought me together v¡ith lots of good trip partners, and made my
stay here the most enjoyable.

In this article I shall briefly cover most of the tdps that I have
It was at Frrst my intention to do it in more or less
chronological order, adapting to the seasonal vocJ division. Flowever,
the distinction between winter and spring is floating in my wodd, as the
days grow longer and warmer I just ctimb higher mountains and remain
in the cold. Furthermore, obvious summer activities, like for example our
August St Elia¡ expedition, often end up in the winter section of the
VOCJ. Therefore the material will instead be presented sectionwise
according to sort of activity: 2. skiing and Mountainæring 3. Aþine ctimbing
4. Rock clinbing 5. Itv climbircg The results are summarizedi¡section 6.
-A final disclaimer before we move on to the main part.
been doing here.

tical particle physicist even,
out ât a p^rry... My mission
of this matenal interesting or
âm not to blame.

2. Skiing and Mountaineering
Back-country sküng has always been importânt to me. Back home

in sweden kids have skis nailed to their feet the fust winter they are two
years
the snow melts in July.
in
Norwal). Dudng my
No,
comp
nths sküng through the
bush
skis called "The lyþite
Ughtning", due to their speed and winter camouflage color. Apart ftom
that you somedmes had to obey stupid orders it was a great time.
Flowever, the followingye r I got frostbite in the intemal airways of my
nose and sinuses, when trying out a nev/ sleeping bag. This limited the
exposure to cold I could take, and still forces me to protect the sensitive
areas from the elements. During an expedition to Sarekin the Scandinauian
Rønge, rnost of the time I had to wear. a, face mask with a heatet exchange
filter, shaped like the nose of a pig (to the amusement of my partners, but
my distress). Time is healing all wounds, even frost-bite. So now I
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with only a bandido -like scarf over my Íace. I came here with the
hope that I would be able to take advantage of the excellent sküng
oppottunities, and that has indeed been the case. The Coa¡t Mountains lnas
the best oF both parts of the old wodd. The height and steepness of the
Aþs, as well as the remoteness and grandeur of the ScandinøuianRønge.
The lattet is very important to me. When you get up above tree-line on
your skis, the whole wodd is by your feet. That's when I really feel :
"Mountaineering---The Freedom of the Flills", as The Mountaineer¡ 'trt
Seattle title thefu excellent climbing and rnountaineering hand-book. If I
also get â reason to put the crampons ori, I get an almost kinky feeling
(that nry exþlain wh1 no girl tan þat aþ with ne...).
manâge

Skiing in Cedse Creek and Snowing in Rogers Pass
I believe that my f,tst VOC trip was up Cerise Creek to l{eith,s hut.
It was a very mellow trip wrth mostly moderately experienced skiers.
ìØhen even the trip-leadets þresent and former executives, but no
names), slept in well past sunrise inJanuary,I got serìously worried. But
things have improved. On the retum, I hrst climbed the ddge westwards
towatds Mt Jofrt, and then skied down the avalanche slopes directly north
towards the highway. It was somewhat dubious, but névétheless well
worth it. Of course I ended up in deep snow within the üees in the end,
¿nd the other guys had to wait for me for a while by the cars.
After that I made some more or less casual trìps together with
hke
Diarzond Heød etc- We also took off for a few days of powder
Joakim,
skängin Gla¿ierNationalPark,atRogertPa¡s.We got a bit too much of the
good stuff. The hearry snow-fall kept us away from the high alpine, and we
could only ski treed and reasonably safe practice slopes. On the way out
we met a ski guide of Swiss origin. I liked the fact that he spent his spare
time sküng with a friend instead of clients, and he said that us camping
instead of enjoying the luxury of the new ACC cabin was of his spirit.

Climbing Mt Garibaldi and Mt Matier
Then I teamed up with Christof Gattringer, another physics post doc,
and Jeremy Frimer. Together we traversed the névé and climbed Mt
Garibaldi [2, p 36]. Descending Garibaldi the snow collapsed under my
feet as I was plunge stepping, and I statted tumbling down. I{eeping my
crampon equipped boots up I did not manage to self-arrest on the steep
slope with loose snow, until I hnally put my feet down, and braked.
Looking up I sâw that I just had slid over the bergschrund on a tiny snow
bridge. Should be a bit more carefrrl than that. A week or so later the
thtee of us headed tp Anniuersary Glacier. Christof and I climbed Mts
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Malier and spøch, while Jetemy got discouraged by having too close a look
the bergschrund of Matier. 'we were also fooling Ãrrnd abjt on Mt
lov'zn
Jof,reberore sküng down via the Matiericerars, that *"i u*.ro-..

The Spearhead Traverse
I was then in Sweden for a network meeting (and a free trþ to see family
and füends) IJpon my ïerum I discovered õ.rt th"r. *u, ,å space for me
in tlre aþlane for rhe lvaddington RøngeTravetse[2, p 1g]. The iveather was
definitely too nice to be working so I decid.¿ t" ¿å the spearhead rrauerse.
I first wenr lift sküng in rJØhistrer together with Niels séhritt, a German
guy that I had met at ceri¡e creek. Havtng spent around
$50 for the lift
ticket I natutal)y wanted to get maximrr* rrul,r. for the money. I ended up
cranking a few too many tums, coming to the lift only seconds after
closing time. I saw rwo people just a fiw chairs ahead, and asked if I
possibly could not jump on. The lift attendant said that they were skipatrol, and that nobody could go up after them. I tded to ."pir., to him
that I was going to continue up, and thus wourd be of no conceffl
whatsoever for the ski patrol. But no, that was impossible. I thus had to
skin up from mid-mountain, that was pretty heavy in the sloggish warm
weather snow. Reaching the top of "7,h Heaven" a couple
hãL. later, I
"f
statted traversing towards the Blackconb Gra¿ier. I got woried
when I
heard voices above me, since I previously had seeti signs of avaranche
patrol. Fortunately they leaned out over tLe cornice thãy were about to
blow off and saw me. I got somewhat stressed, slipped on anL ice patch
and slid over some rocks before I could stop. with ånly minor scratches
and blood-flow I could continue and ger ovèr the pass blfore they
started
the fireworks. The rest of the rip dià pass withoìt any major otstacles.
with splendid views and ample oppotto'iti.s for peak
,A'we1om9 lkiirg
b"ggog. Minor route-finding difficulties. I did spend Lore than one hour
before foul-q a ledge of moderate angle going down an otherwise very
-I
steep slope. That was good anyhow, since the temperature dropped for
the night and the snov/ consoridated while I wa's searchirrg, tt ...uy
lowering the avalanche danger. Mt Ouerlordwas clirnbed en routel
Disappointment Cleaver on Mt Rainiet
set off for Mt Rainiery down in
Wzshington. We departed pretty late, and after finishing the paper_work
wilh the park wardens, we could not make it too higñ above^paradise
before dark. we woke up earþ the following day, and. d-ecided to make an
assault for the summit in order to maybe ha-re time for Glatier peak¡
on
the return to vancouver. However,veryhtdwinds sucked the strength

A few days later christof and I
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out of us. A couple of hundred meters above camþ Muir, christof
declared that he was getting too tired, and could feel the considerable

d,soI
camPCleauer

Coleman-Demming Route on Mt Baker
The next objective was Mt Baker., together with Niels and Aanon. The
latter is a Norwegian guy whom I met through Joakim, wild and keen on
mountains as well as booze. Despite the protests of Niels's car,
Jeremy,
who had just arived fuom ll/addington, joined us. Again, we had a .asrral
statt, and then skied as high as we could before dark. \x4ren our alarms did
sound early the next morning it was raining. I can never sleep as well as in
my sleeping bag when it is raining, and none of the othèrs were of a
diffetent opinion. During our sleep, we could bateþ hear the other parties
that we had passed the previous nþht walking by our tents. Not too few
hours later the rain stopped so v/e got going. The othet parties on foot
had tutned down on top of the Ronan IVa//, whtfe we easily skied across
the plateau to the summit - or what we believed was the surrìmit, since it
v/as sloping down in every dfuection, but the visibitity \¡r''as zero.
Descending we found some old tracks that we followed without too much
the sulfu in the air, v¡e realized that we had got onto
route. I vias pretty glad about that, since it was really
into the sleeping cr^tef. After that we ftaversed back to
the coleman-Denningroute and had an awesome long run down. In order
to save Niels's car that had hit the road a couple of times on the way up, I
decided to run ahead while the other guys v¡ere loading the car- They
caught up with me just before the main road. - about time since I was

done theìr patt, since all of us got badly burnt. All of the skin ìn my face
started peelìng off, and the others even got blisters. Do remember, and
use SUNSCREEN!
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Mt Cayoosh, Sphinx ÉIur and the Table

to fetch my pack and followJeremy's uacks back to the car. Then I went
to Sweden for chdstmas v¡ith my family. Back here I had one
av/esome day of cold powder skäng ofr Paal Ndge together v¡ith Swiss
friends Rolf and caroþe. After that El Nino really started to make its
presence obvious with mild temperatures and lots of wet snow.
back

gear, making my hear,y pack protrude far above my head. Vance was
carrying his parachute on his belly in addition to the pack on his bacþ and

was followed by a ftiend's dog, carrying her own food and some of
out time to go for
heaviþ overnight,
Most of the hut
inhabitants v¡ent for some tree sküng. In the afternoon vance and I
decided to go for Dalton Dome. Tnsl-breaking was horrendous in the deep
and hear,y snow, slowing us down consideîably. Therefore we did not
teach the base of our intended climb before dark, but had to dig a
primitive snov/-cave. The weather was bad the following moming, and we
had ttouble digg"g a wây our due ro the night's snow-fall. we decided to
glve up Dalton Dome and turned back. However, within a few hours the
weather cleared up. we were then close to the E Ndge ofrable Mtn. soon
v/e v/ere at its base, and

chossy rock

I

started leading up.

I

had had some hope that the

might be frozen and somewhat more

solid. But,

alas,

evelTthing I touched fell apart, protection $/âs not to think about. Having
only a single 8-5mm rope meant fot the alpine climb on Dalîon Donl,
heavy clothing with telemark boots and crampons, it was very far from
ideal conditions to tackle such a climb. pretty soon I down-climbed.
vance took over and got a little bit higher than me, before he decided to

follow my example and retutn to solid gtound. Rapidly tre weatrrer
deteriorated again, and we were heading back for the hut. The weather
remained very poor, so it did not take many days before we decided. to
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withdraw, without having used much

of the climbing

gear nor vance,s

hang-glider.

Noth

Ridge of Mt Baker

we should have brought a stove, and a foam mattress and a bily sack for

(I had it). The decision to c rty on despite detedorating weather
wâs coffect, considering that we knew the way down (we thought).
Flowever, we should have bivied at our hrst chance when we had some
shelter from the storm that caught us on the summit, when we still knew
where v/e \¡r''ere. Flowever, Jeremy was not tempted by
-y proposal due to
his lack of equipment. A thing I did not argue about. Latei oÀ, I said in a
weak moment after having been on my \¡/ay towards an open crevasse in
an avalanche, that the conditions might be too dangerous and that we
maybe should wait for rescue. That would have been stupid, Iikely fatal,
si¡ce we v/ere on the wrong side of the mountain, and no rescue teâm
could operate under the governing conditions. we managed to get out on
the third day (with food and water for one day), and call home before any

Jeremy

alarm was sent.

Poor Visibility on Cassiope, Saxifrage and Place Glacier
I was teaching at the telemark school, but the next real outing was
to the casioþe and saxzfrage area with a dozen or so vocers under the
command of Jeremy the brave. However, I was deserted by the others,
due to poor visibility and somewhat rough weather , when we were on our
way up the ridge between the two mountains. Jeremy said that he did not
teally think that the conditions v/ere too bad, but he had to practice sa)nng
no to my wild ideas. I thus continued solo towards Mt cassiope. Flowever
I was forced to tutn back shortly before the summit, when the rate
glimpses I got of the ridge that I was travelling on revealed near vertical
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not recofirmended to perform similar exercises weadng shorts, as the rash

å:i.

:

carnp,

e

mote elegant route from the east. About 5 cm of snow fell overnight. I
was having great fun as I triggered small avalanches all the time when side
cutting across the slopes whjle the lady in the company was somewhat
more concemed. s7e rapidly made it down to the lakes at the headwaters

that we were in the right place, but all in vain. Finally I left the others on
I headed out with my beloved ice axe in order to find a
appeared quite

Robin's advice.

summit

in

the

down. A short
lake where we
had camped a few weeks eadier, and in the distance I could even here a
truck on the highway. I went back to fetch the others, and soon we v/ere

The car was reached shortly after surrdse.

Elaho Range Traverse
Mike DeRoos, Jordan Peters, and ,I drove up Meager Creek
l"ggog roads, and started bushwacking towards the sources of the Elaho
Naertn late May. Pretty soon, Jordan reahzed that he could not keep up
with us due to some heart problem, and he had to turn back. Mike and I
continued through the old gtowth in the dnzzhng rain . Soon v¡e could
put the skis on, and with only minor route-finding ptoblems we were
skäng in the alpine Elaho valTey the following day. We set up câmp on rhe
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Elaho Glacier, and went summit bagging from thete. In tather dubious
weather conditions we climbed the E, Ekho Rønge Pinnacle, and I soloed the
west. Above the clouds we made ân ascent þossibly 5tn¡ of Ekho Mtn
ftom its E Ndge þossibly 1'), and skied up Mirtulberg Mtn andirs follower.
I played around in the near vertical snow on E Elaho, but was forced
down by a steep smooth rock slab with great exposure 5m below the
summit. Sküng down to camp, we reentered the clouds and the rain.
Continuing out horseshoe, we dropped down towards the Toba Nuer,
skied up over a pass and down again ro Meager Glacier. I made a solo
ascent of the unnamed ridge to the south as the weather v/as clearing up.
The next day we climbed Manatee Peak from its SE face and got a view of
lWahoo Tower. As Mike went down to break camp, I went up S Dugon¿vta
the face, some gullies, and crumbly rock in the end. If only I could have

thtown a tow line over Mike as he raced home towards his waiting
girlfriend. -After an almost 24h day we arived in Vancouver in the earþ
am hours.
St Elias, St Elias

In

late July 1998, Jeremy, John Millar and myself drove up to
ir -y little Sidekick. We met up with Alun Hubbard
and Dave Hildes on the Trapþridge Glader. During 18 days, we made a fust
ascent of the high alpine rìdge traverse from Mtll/oodto Mt snele. several
Itst ascents were made erì ïoute, including what was Canada's highest
unclimbed peak, "Pe/k's Peak", and the N Ridge of Mt Snele. For further
details see Ref. [3]. On the drive back we stopped by shortly at an
excellent grafltng stream I had discovered on my Alaska tdp the previous
year. I gaveJeremy andJohn a quite false impression of the endeavors of
dry-fly fishing. As they sat watching on the beach I had one of my best
fishedes ever, consistently landing g^yllr;'g on 2 to 3 pounds, dream fish
for most people.

Klaane l-"ake,Yukon,

Needle Powder
The winter of '98/'99 started quite poody when it comes to
backcountry sküng for me. I have been busy doing other things, such as
ice-climbing, andla Nina just keeps dumping snow, keeping the avalanche
scales in the red zone. So far I have only manage d a day trip. Together
vdthJeremy,John and Martin Maines, I drove up rhe Coquihalla highway,
and set off fot l\eedle Peak. For one day the four mountaineers u/ere
ttansformed into yo-yo skiers. There was about 30cm of fairly dry
powder, just old enough for the avalanche conditions to be acceptable. It
had been raining there eadier, so a few times we went through the fluf$r
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stuff and hit ice. The summit appearedpretty much swept clear from
snow, and could be difhcult without an ice axe. we thus skied down the
bowl as far as we could, until the inclination got too mellow and the trees
too dense. Then we had to skin up again, andjust made it back to the
treed ridge as darkness fell. Some snow-shoers camping up there asked if
we knew what we were doing, descending in datkneìs. \yn4rat? I rarely do it
any other way!

Powder

Lift Skiing
I do have to admit I do lift

Yes

ski, and enjoy it. If you.wânt to
improve your technique it is by far the best way, squeezing in the maximal
amount of tums in one day. FuthermoÍe, your technique should be
imptoved before you tq/ to crank turns up jn St Elia¡,v¡ith a hear,y pack
and a fall' at the wrong spot could result in you feeding the occasionãl
ravens 2000m further down for the next few years. Especially in a year like
this when la Nina is dumping snow like never before, the lifisküng is at its
bestv¡ith huge amounts of untracked powder, while you have to b-e brave
andf or stupid to head out in the backcountry. For me it urill always
remain practice for the real thing, even though I truly enjoy this pr".ti...
If you cân get out dwing the week to avoid the crowds, and hit the
freshest powder, the major drawback is the cost. rØhile on the subject, I
shall bdefly comment on Ref.[4]. For me rhe next srep up the ladder is yoyo skäng, sr.ing you some flavor of thefreedon of the hills, as well as a good
workout. According to my point of view rhe highest form of sküng is
mountaineering, providing the extra dimension of challenge. The very best
is to climb a harder line with skis on the pack and then triitne powder (or
firn in summer) on the way down. Thus maximizing the joy intoth
rlirections. Back to the lifts. Martin and I had an incledibre day n Manning
Park in the end of Januar¡. we were odginally heading for the Mt Baker
ski area which had received 65cm of snow over night, but I forgot my
passport. Instead we drove ap to Mannìng that,,only,, had received 35cm.
But what 35cm! It was the ddest and fluffiest champagne powder. Best of
all was that we wete almost the only ones that made thã efiort to traverse
atound the mountain and ski down the reasonably steep, sparsely treed
,j"p._t: guaranteeing fresh ftacks ail, day.It kept snowing ui d^y irllirrg op
the old tracks and reaching 55cm by the end. We finished the day by
continuing out of bounds down along a creek, until we hit the road that
we assumed should be somewhere around there--- Awesome! Sküng for
15 minutes back to the car was a small pdce to p^y,
wen as the $19 for
the weekday

lift

^s

ticket.
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The Needle, the Elbow and the Whimp
Rolf Luchsinget ftom Sw.izedand was another post doc in
physics. Together with his girlfriend
o go
skäng one day nApex and trvo days
ay fuom
uppet body excercise for three days,
weightlifting hard the night before depatture. I then noticed that I was

planned. I covered up my elbow in neoprene but could not ski quite as
aggressively as I wanted to due to the fever. By the end of the day we went
general hospital. The doctor judged

I do not fear many thiflgs, but
I would require at least three more
doses the following days, so they leFt the needle in my arm. It felt
awkwatd, but at least I could not see it. The doctor didn't exactly
cs.

recommend going sküng the next day, but what else could I do? So I skied
the following day. At least the fever was down. At night I had to drive
down to l(elowna and the hospital for a new injection. Wise from my
experience the previous night I said that I probably should lie down since
I had fainted earlier. Then the nurse started laughing, "So that watloa? The
other narse¡ told me about a brg healtl4t gry whofainred here laú nþht,'. yes, I am
afraid that's me.
3.

Alpine Climbing

Notth

Face of West Lion

In

eaÃy

July, Aanon thought that the previous winter's huge

amount of snow would have melted enough for us to try an alpine climb
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on the Uons.With the climbing no harder than 5.7,I thought rhat we
could bringJoakim along so the three of us soon took off. The face was
bate anð the climbing, not hard. But with snow melting above causing
streams of water, the rock was slippery. The rock was also pretty roose,
and the protection scarce. This, along with route frnding and the ract that
we were parly of three slowed us down. !(/e were a bit more than two
thirds up ^as darkness fell. Aanon's headlamp was broken, forcing him to
take Joakim's, since one cannot lead without light. Thus we continued
Aanon and I switching leads, with Joakim fumbling in the darkness
between us. At one point, I had to down-climb to find a different way
when it was getting too hard, otlerwise the night passed by pretty
smoothly but perhaps a little chilly. we summited by dawn and hiked
down the tourist route. Regarding the guidebook, Aanon wrote on the
backside of one of the pictures from the climb that he sent to me
"Moderateþ loorc rock--Bu1 a ditionary and sone g/øe!'i Driving back, I stayed
awake with the help of Iron Maiden from the loudspeakers, the windows
fully open, and looking at the funny
of my partners sleeping in

^ppeat'.nce
the rear view mirot. )oakim declared
that this v¡as his Frrst, and probably
last alpine rock climb,ìhereas the rest of us thought it was great fun.

The Tantalus Dislocation
This is included mostþ as a waming for aspfuing mountaineers.
Aanon and I were heading up past L^ake l-^oueþwønr in order to climb the
Ir/in'h! Tooth, lv faæ of Mt Tantalw and possibly tbe Gaid¿ Battres¡ on Mt
Aþha.Joakim, Niels and Christof, aiming for the N Ridge of Mr Tantalus,
accompanied us. As Niels was inexpetienced in glacier rtavel, I briefly
demonstrated how to self-arest. Since I didn't want to lie down in the wet
surruner snow, I just sort of held my axe in the self-arrest position and
stooped down. off we went. of course Niels slipped and srarted sliding
down. He held onto his ski pole with one hand, while trying to ..selfârrest" with the other. This only tesulted in the dislocation of his
shouldet. Finally he stopped after 150m or so, as the slope was easing off.
If he had fallen a few hundred meters eadier, the rest of us would have
had a rcally hard time recovering his dead body from the bottom of the
cliff... Do learn- and practice proper self-arrest befote heading up in the
mountains. Niels was lucky, but we had to cancel the trip and bdng him
down for medical care. Big black clouds were rolling in from the west, so
we would not have been able to do the rock climbs Aanon and I were
airning for anyway.

North-East Pillar ofJoffre Peak
98-VOCJ-99
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Eager for more, Aanon and

I head

The
*uy.
ed in

weather was nice so we stopped for some .
He took a whipper on Popelte and the Rnuen

i
slab.
something that we

leading the climb

^

the smooth

tiny little girl dancing up

nore søitable

þ,

rrnl

nri Q.å..

concemed about,A.anon,s
proposed time schedule. He wanted to stop off in rü4ristl er for a few beers

with a ftiend before continuing. For those of you who do not know
Aanon, a few beers implicitly meâns at least a few pitchers. Fortunately his
friend was not there so it was only a few hours after sunset that we
pitched our tent on the snout of the glacier under Jofre peak. Arter a rew
hours of sleep, we were hiking up towards the base. The NE Face

what was going on so that he could take cover. Protection was, of course,
not to think of. As I carefully tded to traverse around the blocks, one of
them, of approximately two cubic meters, fell down, roarìng past Aanon,
but without causing any harm. Since it was getting dark, we ãecided that
we were climbing too slowly, and that our camp had also been too low on
the glacier. Aanon had a working headlamp, so we continued. For a .while,
I felt quite miserable climbing ro a tiny ledge where Aanon had made a
belay as my battery was definitely öoog. As we v/ere rearranging the gear,
one of the anchors popped out. Aanon reassured me that he had doubted
that piece a¡d that the other two were better. For safety sake I put in a nut
behind a thin, tiny flake that could have taken a mouse or two. From there
it was merely a (fa:Ãy hard and exposed) traverse out to the snow, and we
summitted by dawn. (Is anybody seeing a pattern?) We had to be really
careful on the descent down the steep N Faæ, since the snow was too
poor for self-atrest to work. once the v/orst part was done, we took the
foam sitting pads ftom our packs, sat down, and started racing, Sweden
versus Norway. Aanon had a luxurious Lowe pack, with a nylon
encapsulated foam mattress, creating less friction. FIe was thus in the lead
and I was franttcalTy trying to catch up. As he slou¡ed down, I saw my
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chance and set full sail. Oohops! Steep ice! I rapidly threw myself over
into self-arest ( my ice axes had been ready alJ, along). I had to downclimb
the ice and traverse out onto the rocks below âs water dtþped down from
the ice' v/hile this made me somewhat dirty, it was a far superior that what
would have been a uery patnful descent if my self-arest had not been fast
enough. In order to improve our chances for surviving the ddve home (in
my opinion, dnvrng is the most dangerous patt of climbing), we first slept
a few hours in the tent.

Nofthern BC, Yukon and Alaska
Starting in the end ofJuly, Niels and I drove up to Denali and back.
\)7e climbed an unnamed summit in the Ài Rockies,with a lunar landscape
to the East. An excellent gayling stream was discovered ìn N BC. We
hiked and climbed with mountain goats, and caught lake trout in the
Kløane Rangu, while a black bear bit a hole in my spare tire. I scaled a
minor summit in the Akska Range whrle Niels was busy taking shots of
Grizzhes from the Denali Parkbus. rn lvrangelLSt Elia¡ National park we
fotded horendous rivers, lrst by cat, and then by foot. I clknbed Mt
cordon, whjle Niels (wise since Tantalul stayed away from the glaciers and
climbed a minor summit instead. As I returned to vancouver in late
August, the rain did too and I went down Frshing in Montana for a while,
ending my alpine climbing pursuits for the season.
The l[/hþper and the Pit at Phelix

creek

:-#,i::îil:lH:;",#íí:

dtggtt

Dave Campbell, Vance Culbert
and myself headed up towards the .fE Þ-aæ ofMtAra¿orn, which looked
quite promising for rock climbing. It was cold and the ovetcast sky did
not encourage climbing, but nevertheless, we split up into two rope teams.
I found a fatrly nice and hard line and started up. I made some progress,
but was somewhat worried when a piton, which I was hammering into a
dirty crack, did not sing as it should have been, despite the resistance that
I felt driving it in. When my relemark boots slipped and I fell, the piton
popped out. A dubious Friend caught me just as I hit the snow-covered
gtound. During the fall, as I slipped and fell forward, my left hand scraped
against the rock. A fair amount of flesh was scraped off rny knuckles
tesulting in heary bleeding. So Vance took the next lead and found a
somewhat easier line. Meanwhile, André and Dave had resorted to a snov/
gully, leaving their cams as a welcome addition to our rack. With bleeding
subsiding a little, I took over and lead a pretty good pitch up to a big
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lsdge. The next pitch looked interesting... too interesting without proper
rock shoes. since it was far too cold to wear rock shoes, we deciàed to

Direct East Buttress, South Early Winterc Spire
Dudng the sp
a fellow I met at the
fotecast, we

decided

with Charles Major,
n opUmistic weather
We took off at 2am

after chades had finished his job at Brothers restaurant in Gastown.
Neither of us had any sleep a
the Lib
The plan was to 'ü/arm up
of Soath
Spire... ten pitches of 5.9 A
ffering
sleep, the exposure and run-outs felt more intimidating than evet before.
We thus made slower progress than adequate. Chades got the 5.10* crux
(with the exciting second bolt laddet) on his lead. This section was
mentioned in the guidebook but with rhe overall tating 5.9 (which
otherwise was correct) I assumed that the 10* referred to fteeing the aidsection. That was obviously not the case. After this, Chades, psyche was
bottoming out so I had to take the sha¡p end for the rest of the climb. I
didn't mind, though, because I was starting to wake up and feel more like
myself again. The hnishing pitches were easier, but pretty rurì-out
climbing on the lnal 5.6-7 sub-summit slab. The frnal crux was getting
down ftom this slab to the ridge, where I had to lend the David shoulder
foothold to the shorter chades. I ran up the true summit as chatles took
a break. It was now pitch black when we statted descending the south
arete toute. Cf. Ref.[s] for a report on this route, and more information
about the lYashington f)a¡¡ area. We down-climbed most of the route,
togethet with 2 rappels. NØe soon lost the trail ftom the base, and got on
some steep cliffs tequiring more rappelling. I was pretty imptessed when
Charles made z 40+ meter vetical rappel, where we couldn't possibly see
the bottom from the top. In the darkness we did not manage to find the
nice tt¿il we had followed up, so we ended up bushwhacking but made it
back slightly before dawn. Âfter a well deserved meal and a few hours of
sleep I suggested that we should make the approach to Bargandlt Co/, and
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then climb Bargun@ or Chianti Spire the following day since we probably
didn't have enough strength left to clknb Libe@ Crac,þ. But Chades was
too tired and wanted to go home. I have not seen him since...

No¡th-East Face of Mt Redoubt

I climbed the classic route ori
as you may read about in Refs.[6,7]. My
petsonal experiences there involved plummeting into the ceek as a snov/
bridge collapsed under my foot while trying to jump over it. This was the
lrrst trip that I carried my "toyskzi'l approximately 1. meter tall Salomon
Snowblades, with primitive clip-on bindings. I didn't dare to try them on
the descent as we didn't quite know where .we .wete. However, as soon as
we recognized our surroundings in the Iight of the moon, and unroped, I
donned my skis. Being forced to make parallel tums again after many
years on telemark skis only, I was quite hesitant at ftst and my partneïs
disappeared ahead of me. Soon enough I got the hang of it, and was
having lots of fun. So much fun that I decided to ski down as far as the
snow went despite the fact I should have statted traversing to reach our
camp. I found myself totally lost in the trees in the basin. Drew's howling
then helped me find my way back. I had a late dinner while Drew only haã
some soup and Jeremy was already asleep upon my arnval. The energy
intake made me recover fast, so I was up with the sun a few hours later
and did some awesome yo-yo sküng while the others were slept in.
Jetemy Frimer, Drew Brayshaw, and

the -frIE

Far.v of

Mt

Redoubt,

Mt Columbia via Bush (-wacking) River
Later in June, my mother came for a visit vzith a friend of hers. I
figured that I could combine farntry duties with pleasure and do some
mountaineering while they were being tourists in the Rocþ Mountaint.
Thus we drove up over night, and they dropped Dieter Ayers and me off
by the Bu¡þ Nuer logging roads. The plan was ro cümb the N Ndge ofMt
colanbia, traverse the ice held with more ascents if the time would allow,

or so over small, chossy, and snowy ledges but were still on the middle of
the lV Face. Lacking more ledges, we started climbing upwards. The rock

was really loose and the climbing got more difficult, with scârce
protection. Dieter was getting tired of me knocking rocks down at him,
and I was flot sure how much harder leads I could handle. By then, we
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had reùtzed that we v/ere a few hundred meters from the summit and well
above the ice pitches on the N ridge which had been the Dieter, the ice
freak's, main objective. Since we still had ample time, we decided to
descend and try the N ddge again the following day instead of rhe choss
we were on. A couple of rappels and some down climbing in a snow gully
brought us back down. we then rcaltzed that we had reached the face too
earþ and that the ledges mentioned in the guidebook started from about
where u/e were. we looked and looked but they were not to be found.
BeingJune, the ledges could have still be hidden by snow. The onry thing
resembling a ledge that we could see was some verT narrow (less than 7,
m) ledges with 45 snow or ice ovet chossy rock. we considered our
chances of surviving for more than one kilometer on these "ledges" too
low to give it a try. The rest of that day and the beginning of the next
were spent searching for altemative routes up to the Colanbia lceField,. The
"eâsiest" possibility was 60-200m of vertical ice-falls that we considered
too dangerous. The glaciers were velT hard and ic¡ causing considerable
butt-pâin as I was using my toy-skis on the down-hills. we were thus
forced back
With 20 km to the logging road, and
another 120
were rapidly running out of time fot
the pick up
mountains. Our search for alternative
paths had brought us further to the east, and we decided to go straight
towards the logging road from there. This \¡r''as a vely poor choice since we
ended up in serious bushwhacking on veq/ steep slopes. we found two
roots where we could spend the night, and
road the following moming. We had only
when we saw a truck parked by the road and
a surprised fellow came running towards us. FIe was surveying clear cuts
fot tree planting and offered us a ride to their câmp once he was done. A

My savior was a Christian fundamentalist, who also tried to save me
spiritually. I did not consider it appropriate to argue at that time, so I
mostly sat quiet, nodding once in a while. With only a few hours delay I
met my mother and her ftiend.

North Face of Mt Slalok
My Swedish friend Magnus Blomgren was set to go on some
moderate trekking in Nepal. Flowever, his trþ was cancelled due to bad El
Nino weather, so he decided to visit me instead. He had done some rock
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climbing, had some experience of glacier travel, and had bought some
mountaineering boots and crampons for Nepal. He had expressed desire

about the time, so we made a sightseeing detour up to Dzfry l_zke,before
parking by l-^owerJffie l-^ake. The impressive N face u/as soon visibre. The
approach involved some class
gully to the foot of the glacier.
off ftom above, tumbled past

the exposure, and was ftantically pounding his tools in piolet tracdon,
over-consuming energy. Then the slope eased off, however, we

abeady paid $70

for the missed dinner but the route was a classic and well

worth it.
4. Rock Climbing

Here,

I

shall only give some general remarks and a few informative
with emphasis on the fall voc climbing tdps that I have

anecdotes,
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particþated in during these two years.

Descending a chossy u¡named peak in Kluane National park
PhoÍo Dauid Persson
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Sweet Squamish

squaw is one of my favorites. Here I recall climbing the Frst fourpitches
of Ptpeline, up to the 30m chimney. ì7e had misinterpretè¿ tt.
guidebook's " .. ., girt, the auailabilijt of wide *ack protection toda1.,,. I felt like

ant trying to tape afl elephant, standing with my 4.5 Camalot, in front
^n
of the 30cm off-width. None of us felt like a full pitch of run-out so .we
rapped off. Since then, I got myself a Bigbro.... On another occasion, I
was climbin g cod For¡aken l-ønd with Richard. I will not tell how I handred
my dianhea there, but it wasn't possible to find a wooden ledge as you
may have figtred from the name of the climb. Anothu memory is from
the first day I went climbing with Dieter. I tried sapervølae n The Little
snoke Blufs. Finishing a crouched traverse, one has to stand up and reach
past an overhang. Doing this I lost my balance and fell backwards,
ftippi"g over. As Dieter wasn't tied down, v/e was picked up as I fell and I
came far to close to the sharp boulders at the base of the climb with my
head. Dieter tied in to a log, and I went up to give it a second try, with the
same result apafi rrom that I stopped a safe distance from the boulders.
My center of gavity was too far out from the rock as I stood up. It might
be easier if you are shorter. We gave up, but I shall retum, equipped with
a helmet... Another â\¡/esome area is The Malamute, with unbelievable
cracks, and the new upper part that does not see too much traffic. Most of
my climbing here has been together with Chades, and Bill Thompson.
The latter is a UBC forestry employee I met in the Kaleida Cave.

Sunny(?) Skaha
This area has very nice, somewhat gym-like climbing with
very good protection (athough I have managed to Frnd some exceptions
from the last mle). For me it is the place to go when Squamish is too wet.
However, during both of my trips there last fall, it was raining in Skaha as
well (not as heavily, mind you). In times of nin,it is good to take to the
steeply overhanging ctags The Eaþhoriam andThe lVaue however, it may
be sìippery and wet topping our. .. as John and I discovered on one climb.

Woth Living in Leavenwofth
Heading down as a large party in Jeff Martin's GMC

Subarban,

d¡iven by Juy Burbee in the fall of '97, we started on some ridiculous toptopable roadside crags. Soon the rain chased us down to Leavenv¡orth
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I found out about The Pe¡ha¡tin Pinnacle¡ in the guidebook. we rolled
eastwatds for 15 minutes, and were shotly climbingin the sun. The next
day was also spent there. In parncular I recall , f.-.ty little oriental girl
who got tired of her high heels and hiked around in her socks instead, Jtill
in a good mood. In the evening Edc clemson (who knows all the best
places to eat and dtink around climbing areas) guided us to the Brew pub.
where

The beer was really good, so we h¿d a few pitchers too many. The

hangover was rapidly chased away with an athletii climb on ca¡tle Rock the
following day. The crag also sported some pïetty good 3 pitch climbs, and
we even caught some sun.

In '98 I

drove down in compâny with Fred Touche, Matin and
Betftand. Together with sorne mote vocers, we climb ed on careao crag.
I was somewhat disappointed on the multi-star multi-pitch routes. The
ledges between the pitches were too big, so yo,, n.rr., got that nice
e-\posure tingling. The next day we swapped Fred for Marsha Hamilton,
due to desired atrival times in vancouver. we went up to GiulerI Durte,
where Marsha and I climbed the excellent two-pitch crãck before Henry
and l(evin tigged up a two-rope belay system, creating a vertical highway
for bumblees. we climbed some bohed slabs and a butly off-width. rt
v/as too cold and windy to trT my main objective, Bo Derek,however, as
the sun set, the wind disappeared, and I decided to go for it. The crux
sported a preíy good run-out. \)Øith failing sftength, I yelled down to
Ruerliger six, on his way down after his second time on Giuler¡ crack, to
gtab hold of Marsha, keeping her from going up, and thus me off the
ground in case of a fall. Fortunately, however, I made it up and was able
to get a piece in. It was getting dark so I could barely see weil enough to
place protection in the crack and being somewhat psyched out, I decided
to be lowered down. I had to walk up and clean the route on rappel (a
sketchy one actually'. Ruediger was kind enough to wait for us with his
headJamp, since Marsha and I both had forgotten ours, so the descent
could be done without too much pain. The last day was spent on the
somewhat S kaha-hke 4r/, ofJuþ Rotk
Cool Smith Rock

In Novembet '97 the voc group got unfortunately split between
the official snith

Roc,ë

campground and the free Grasslands.

was just about good enough

for

the

weather

climbing, and nothing particular
happened. Being the only lead-climber our off a doze¡ vocãrs, I ended
up'' mostly climbing easier routes, leaving top-ropes behind. one night I
talked Xin Miao into doing a climb with headlamps, in order to prJong
the short day. Good practice for alpine climbing obviously mã in m!
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case. Coming back to Vancouver, we were met by brilliant sunshine and
rumors of an excellent weekend in Squanish.
The next year I drove down with Rikard Nilsson. nØe started off
pretty hard, and I took a good fall on Vonit l_¿unch about to clip the bolt
after the crux, as my frozen fi.ngers could not hold on any longer. Hanging
out ftom the slightly overhanging rock I got totâlly exposed to the rain
which the wind now also forced against the rock. Feeling cold and wet,
v¡ith a sote elbow from the fall, I decided to rappel off a single bolt, and
instead do Chicken MtNugets, which was lots of fun. The rain ceased, so
we went for Phoenixin the darkness. The grade had gone up ftom 5.9 to
5.10a when a flake pulled off, but I found the crux süghtly harder, having
to try three times before succeeding. But I may have missed a hold in the
light of my headlamp. The next day it was snowing, so we u/ent to the
very nice public hbrary in Redmond. The following day Marsha teamed up
with us for the Monkel Fa¿u.We starred by practicing jumadng on an easy
climb on The MorningGl0ry l{/a//.The famous PioneerRoatewas somev¡har
disappointing, particulørly in view of Ref.[8]. Entering rhe mourh cave
aftet the bolt laddet, I was met by goy rappelling, who asked if we were
planning to spend the night, which" was not the case. The best climbing
was exiting tlre mouth cave, with tremendous exposure (Panit Point). The
slightly overhanging face was suqprisingly easy at 5.7, due to lots of
hidden jugs, and the fear damped by far too closely spaced bolts. We
summited just in time to watch the sun set over SnithRock.It v/as pitch
black as I started the second rappel. Llnable to see the ground, I was
woried that the double ropes might not reach; however, v/e wete only 4
short pitches up. I(nowing that others had done it before, I took off for
the free rappel, and caught ground v¡ith lots of rope to spare. Rikard and I
had to go back home, and the other followed us a day or t\¡¡o later as the
snow returned.

Due South: Califomia, Nevada and. Atizona
One of my Swedish climbing partners, Mats Granath, is also a
physicist, whom I met up with in Los Angeles. Once there, the cheapest
$/ay to rent â car is by booking ahead with one of the more obscure
agencies. I had to raise my voice more than a notch or two before the
clerk did let us have a car, v'ith my $4 Canaðjan a day car insurance from
ICBC, instead of buying his for $15 Ämedcan. When reruming the car,
my voice again rose as they \r¡ere complaining about the car being dirty.
What do you expect after two weeks of climbing? It was agreed that we
did not have to pay the cleaning fee. They also discovered some bad
scratches in the lacquer that we had acquired approaching climbs in the
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desert, where everything that grows is hard and shatp. But we had of
course officially not taken the car off paved roads, and it was Frnally
concluded that somebody had scratched it with a key. somehow wL
escaped that bill as well, which mìght have been associaied with the fact
that I gently pointed out that we had been equipped with a tire with an
illegal side-wall repair, as we discovered when ii went flat from another
hole.

Due to the weather, most of our climbing was in
Jultua Tree. The
climbing is good on genemlly shorter climbs ãf
to three pitches,
"p ì7e spent lots of
although the rough granite rapidly eats your f,rnger-tips.
quality climbs with longer approaches, including
A musr is the amazing BighornMaringGrono. AfterÁ
b up a nârrow canyon (rather, an offrvidth ctack), and
reach a little green oasis totally enci¡cled by steep walls. on these walls a
handful or J-Treer best climbs ftom 5.10a t; 5.10d are found. The
environment and the climbing make tenfold woth every drop of sv¡eat to
get there. If the weather is cold and windy, Indian coue ii the pluce to go.
rn Yo¡emite we saved money by not buyng a map. of iourse v/e got
lost on the approach to snake. Instead, *" ended ,rp å.r the tourist toute
up Half-Don¿. The next day we did some climbs of up to three pitches,
barrly of Sqøamith standard.
rain kept us away from RedRoz.,ër. Instead, we found the steep
-. The Urbøn
Crags in the N1ü(/ suburbs of Las Vegas. The guide bool
F-.:J9".
htghlights the buffet at circus circus as the wodds largest, b-ut it is no
good at all' At, for example,Lady Luck and Fremont, yon hud to stand in
line for hours before getting a table, watching people with plates full of
footJong king crab legs and other goodies. -ü7ith a stimuhtËd appetite, I
twice ate myself sick. with cheap liquor and hotels you can stania couple
of ntny days in this crazy city, but we soolr had enough.
Having done most of the 4 and 5 star climbs within our nnge (the
bolts are most often so boldly placed that you do not want to pustr it too
hard) at J-Tree, we seatched the web at an internet café., anì went to
Phoenix, Anzona. flere we ended up in the annual bouldering contest.
Flowevet, we hiked a-way ftom the contest up to the Deuih carlyln,with its
freestanding volcanic pülars. The climbing was really good, -though the
rock was somewhar chossy. The jewel in the crou/n -js The Toten pole,
sporting an 11b climb up a 30m high tower, approximately 2x1. m at the
top. Mats took a whipper when a jug broke loose as he was topping out.
The last day was spent on Tom's Thamb. Feeling confidìnt ifter The
TotetnPo/e, we were first aiming for the 11b, supposedly the best at the
crag. The climb, however, was facing north. Hã"ing spent most of the
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time fighting light snow and cold, we decided to take a 10b in the sun
instead. Looking at the climb, v/e were trying to decide how an
overhanging, flaring offwidth crack could be 10b. None of us managed to
finish the climb. Finallywe had to sling a flake and rappel down. Fþing on
the same day that day-Iight savings time started, combined with my
þorance, made me very close to missing the plane back to Vancouver.

5.Ice climbing

I first tied ice-climbing in Norway some years ago. I liked it, but
the problems with rny ftost-bitten nose kept me a!ü/ay from further
encounters with waterfall ice. Coming over here, my nasal airways v/ere
hnally startirig to improve, so I was looking forward to lots of iceclimbing. Unfortunately, the mild winters of '97 /'98 and '98/'99, have
limited the season here on the coast.
Rain in Lillooet

I have only ever climbed two weekends at Lillooet. The hrst came
tnJanuary 1998, together withJohn Millar, Ben Wu and Mike Guite. It
v¡as wârm, but the melting ice was stjll solid enough after a ptevious cold
spell. The Ftst dayJohn and I climbed Honelman Fall¡,v¡hile Mike and Ben
tackled Cherry lce. The second day we made it up the long, nice line of
Serenitiî1. Rappelling down in darkness via Abalakovs we got to help an
American couple who had no such previous expedence. I guess John
found the female patt attracttve, asking "Eh, Yoø are afather and dauþter
team?" with the slightþ embarrassed man answering'Do I /oo,ë tbat o/d?" I
slipped on the descent, slightly scratching my elbow, the consequences of
which you can tead in the end of Section 2. By the next weekend the ice
was gone for the season.
InJanuary 1999 the same teâm, without Mike, searched in vain
the Plam.Insread, John lead up Carl's Berg on poor ice in the rain. The
following day, we $ient up the Bddge River. Here we started ap Shriek of
Sheeþ,bttwere forced back on the final pitch by avalanches, as I had
managed to sling â tree on the otherwise poorþ protected veneer and
mud. Then the ice melted, a¡d has not yet refotmed.

for

Pain, Cold and Good Times in the Rockies
The week before Christmas '98, Jeremy and I drove up to Banff
and camped thete. Meeting Dieter atTam the following day, we had to
spend an hour at the bus station trying to thaw. Climbing Canade,we
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heard from some other climbers that

it had been minus 3g over night.

The climbing was tough with brittle ice, and weak minds due to th! cold
expressed our feelings:
veqy descriptive phrase

fun to be fun!". It felt

adventur
at these tempe
book's advice:
quite

through
e guid;_

and of
course brittle. \,x4ren Jeff Martin joined us for one day in the Kananaskis
someone tried to break-into my c^t, destroying two door handles, but not

one tool ripped out of the

poor ice, and I fell about 4m to the ground. I
undedyittgìro*,
thus absorbing much of the impact. However, my left ankle vrãs in a lot of

was lucky to break through the ice at the base to the

and myself down. so we went out to the canmore
Jankltard¡ fot a few hours
on christmas day. The approach was painful but the rigid prastic boots
(which probably saved my ankle in the hrst place) helped a lot, and as
soon as I started climbing I
Dieter and I had three more
ay.

After

a rest day

in Caþary,I

wa
picking out the
did well, but un
temperature

to feel confident again,

tice ,1ce-crag,,. Marsha
pendulum ui I *u,
Iowenng het as the rope was too shott for rappel. She managed one final
climb so I was surpdsed to later heat that her hand was in a cast. It turned
out that her hand was not fractuted-only badly bruised-but the cast was
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on for several weeks which wasn't great considering she is a competitive
swlfiìmef.
and I wete ddving down towards lYaîerton again.
em talk about New Years Eve and parties on the
cember 30? "Nope, tomorrow is 1999", Dieter
explained. \)7e climbed French Ki¡¡ and r lead puick and Dir4t, on an even
harder line harder since ro avoid the slushy ice on the line that I had fallen

off of. Self-confidence restored. It was too late to go back to Caþry so
we celebrated the New Year at a little pub in \x/aterton and went to bed

early. The next day, we climbed the absolurely fabulous Expexs Choice
'øth
Dieter leading the Frrst crux pitch that was in excellent shape. climbing
turned out to be far more rewarding than the head-ache that would havè
resulted from the other New Years' option. The rest of the time rù¡âs spent
hnishing off climbs that we had backed off eadier in the extreme colðand
even trying some new goodies. Back in the Ghost, we almost got stuck in
the river as my ti-res couldn't grip the thick ice on the far bank. I was
getting sedously worried âs we were starting to slide down tov¡ards the
deeper part of the dver. However, I managed to get the rear wheels up on
the side from which we came. After putting the chains on (we had been
too lazy to do it earlier), we were back in business and soon made it to the
climbs. on the u/ay out we took the tire-chains off after the final dver
crossing to get stuck in huge wind ddfts of snow. After having dug the
câr out twice, the chains went on again, and we safely made it back to
CøJgary, and onwards to Vancouver.

Weeping on the Vall
Dietet and I went back for mote ice during reading break. Now the
weather gods were with us, and our hearts had got stronger, so we could
do several classics, despite generically very poor, hollow ice. r reahzed how
"The lYeeþing lva//' got its name. To save sling-material we mostly
rappelled off existing Abalakovs ot orher anchors. To make this

du
an
on

somewhat

afe, the

first with

follower

To save
in place on a mid-station on TheVeepingll/alt.
Topping out in darkness, I went down Ftst leaving Dieter with our single
headJamp. I reached a station urith several Abalakovs, but none were
rappelled
leave a back-up screw

ours. Flaving a lot left of our 60m rope, I decided to continue down, with
the hope of Frnding our station and screw. Hellfire, in the dark I could
barely see the free rope ends dangling by -y feet. By the time I had
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[tnzlly made it down to solid ground.

nose, causing pain and blood. Having dislocated some cartilage in my nose
cascades in a similar fashion, I reahze that climbing ice doesn't
make you prett/, atleast on outside. Also, my ankle still feels bdttle and

in the

hutts when

I try to do heel-lifts, but remember: No Pain, No Gain!!!

6. Conclusions and Outlook

Hiking is fun, sküng is fun, mountaineedng is fun, rock climbing
is fun, ice cJimbing is fun, and best of all is to do it in the company of
good friends. This is what I have been doing here at UBC. Thanks to all
VOCers, named and especially those who I have been too lazy to mention
by name, for enriching my time here. I do not know my motivation for
climbing. But one thing I do know: having finished a good day of
climbing, particularþ ice or alpine, I feel as happy as a trouble-free little
child, smiling from hair to toe. It could be that you are just happy still
being alive, but I think it is more than that.
My progress in physics has not been too impressive duting this
time, I daresay. ParnalTy due to my focus on other activities, but also due
to bad luck v¡ith complicated research ptojects. Sometimes I have
wondered if I have wasted time finishing my Ph. D., and if I would not
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rather climb 5.14 instead. But in order to climb 5.14, I would probably
have to lose 40-50 pounds in addition to dedicated taining, and physics is
fun, believe it or not. Deservedl¡ I did not get an extremely well paid post
doc position at GERN (the European patticle physics r...ut.L center)
outside of Geneva, w"ith about one hour on the freeway to chamonix. For
a while I thought that I would have to stârt to lr/okK I have acn:ally been
glancing at employment opportunities here. Howevet, to my great su¡prise
and joy,I was recently offered a post doc position in Helsinki, Finland. I
managed to affange it so I have the fall free for rock climbing southwards
from hete, before going to Finland. Thus life is still smiling at me, as well
as all

ofyou I hope.
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i¡¡ae.

.Ebout Growing Old (gracefully)
bl Roland Bunon
You know you're old when you revisit
others in the party were even bom.

old body, old gear. So you teplace

a place you

first werÌt to before

the gear. That is called a makeover and

costs plenty.

You make compromises and sacrihces. Leave the camera behind. I(eep
the pack light. You c¿n't look after others any more, but that's OI(
because they don't want to be looked after anyway; canngfor others isn't
politically coffect any more.
Ttouble keeping in shape. Other commitments. Old injuries. Hey, any
excuse is welcome.

But probably stable income. Gear that's been tested. Transpottation
provider, mixed blessing. Some ideas about whete to go, what's good
what's not. Reliving the past.
So what do you provide? Expedence. You navigate because you've been

it fait to them to take away their chance to do stupid
things? Not so much trail breaking any mor. More telling stories in the
evening. Better check to see if anybody wants to hear the stories.
there before. Is

You try to make it on smart because you can't do it using tough any more.
But theters another phenomenon at work. Good old senile démentia,
exacerbated by time at high altitude, raises its ugly head.

As you get older, you teahze you don't have time for everything. Like
f,rnishing this story, for instance.
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Easy Gome, Hard to Go- Thanks
fu Tin Turî

A

day after stepping off the plane I 'ü¡as on my tü/ay to the !7est coast
Ttail. A week or so later, I'd v¡alked through, along and around some most
wonderful natuÍe, including some of the oldest and biggest trees in
Canada!

This was one of numerous experiences that will stick in my mind, but also
for another reasor. The company I had for the walk jusi made it
ace

^î

íme.

So as I leave, and as the bulk of my photos suggest, the outdoor trips are a
big part of what v¡ill stick in my mind. I believe this has got to do with the
VOC simply for the reason above.
All I can do is rave about the club, its activities and the people involved. It
got me out of that wonderful UBC campus and to bits of canada and.
ftiendship that probably wouldn't have happened otherwise.
As I head home I'll miss some things, places, peopre and powder sküng
but also look fotward to getting some sun, thui colour in my skin, dowÀ
the beach with a Hobie and a surfboard.
So I now invite anyone coming down under to look us up, as I would be
more than huppy to take you to Ausftalia's wonderful outdoors, snakes

and sharks included, and reciprocate the voc's and its

members

hospitality I've expetienced here.
Thanks,
Tim T.

A windy day
Photo
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Andre Zimmerman

In the Forest
The¡e øre
¿'onment

actaa

carù

ilon ¡heet¡ and

b1t

",\ small deer came into my camp and stole my bag of pickles. Is there a
I can get reimbursed? Please call."

way

"Too many bugs and leeches and spiders and spider webs. please spray
rid the area of these pests."

the wilderness to

"Escalators would help on steep uphìll sections."

"Instead of a permit system or regulations, the Forest Service needs to
reduce wotldwide population gtowth to limit the number of visitors to

v¡ilderness.tt

"Trails need to be wider so people can walk while holding hands."
"Ban walking sticks in wilderness. Hikers that use walking sticks are more
likely to chase animals."
"A1l the mile markers are missing this year."

"Found a smoldedng cigarette left by a horse."

"Trails need to be reconstructed. Please avoid building trails that go

uphill."

"Please pave the trails so they can be plowed

of snow in the winter."

"chairlifts need to be in some places so that we can get to wonderful
views without having to hike to them."

"The coyotes made too much noise last night and kept me awake. please
etadicate these annoying animals."
"Reflectors need to be placed on trees every 50 feet so people can hike at
night with flashlights. "
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"Need more signs to keep area pristine."

"A McDonald's would be nice at the trailhead."
"The places where trails do not exist are not well marked."
ttToo

many rocks in the mountains.tt

Climbing in RedRocks, Nevada
Pholo

Malt Cunn
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Mother of the Homathko
bl

Vance Calbert

Liz, who has been homesteading at the head of Bute Inret for
Tt",y odd years, recentþ removed some of the 15 foot alders ftom in
front of her place so that she could once again have anunobsftucted
view
of Mts. Rodney and sir Francis Drake, nÃte¿ on the left by the granite
grandeur of Mt. Bute. on the fat side of the Homathko, the i.e.rp
can be
seen spilling down between the Seven Sisters, known to the rest
of us as
the Whitemantle Range.

are not the sore treasures of her domain. In a nearby
abandoned A-ftame sits a weary upright piano that, she wams,
weathered
the flood. Alas, this adept-was
às the in.ttrrment, soþ.rhups its
not su¡ptising that the local brack1-*ity
bear was not seen for ,"-r"rui days after
the event.
These

This is the story of our approach to Mt. waddington for a crimbing

ttip....A self-ptopelled trip oriþiutirg in \x4ritecliff ñark in \ù7est van,
ten days by kayak to Homathko logging camp, access to the
:lqq:g
waddington areavia coola creek, and a ski e"ii-.iã the Þantheon Range.

Retum to the Lower Mainland is bei
yet uncertain. For this narration e
expeditions begin; at Scar Creek
For almost two weeks now G
approaching the "Mother" and leatn
with every sight and encounter along l
"Mother of the Homathko" is the Homalco native name for the
according to James who oversees the band salmon hatchery at
T":"tll,
orford Bay' His pronunciation of the name is guttural and windy, and to
avoid gtoss itaccuracy I will not attempt to ttanscribe it. Don, hi.
coworker, tells us that the Homalco band knew the mountain well ftom
ürT :"1T.r fishing camps at rhe head of the inret. They event*any
traded that land for their present rese:ve in Campbell River.
The Homalco's last permanent residence in Bite Inlet was at church
Flouse. This enmossed and vandartzed, ghost town, dominated by
a
magnifrrcent steeple-house, is now ahaven fãr weary coast travelers.
Here we met the landing barge The Aurora Expiorer. This vesser, her
mechanic Art tells us, was built on the Hay River in northern Alberta.
Before becoming the pdncipal supply cnft for bush camps in the atea,
she
had to make the passage down the Mackenzie and through the Bering
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Straight. She almost perished in the voyage when caught between two iceflows, and the captain refused to return to Pilot her sister vessels, which
still sits on the banks of the Hay. Toðay, tourists book passage on the
Aurora to accompany her on her supply rounds. At Church House they
were gtatihed by hatbout seals, a host of eagles, and a frolicking mink.

Church House was abandoned, Art tells us, because of the freezing
outflow winds, known by the Homalco name of Bute. Don's opinion was
less poetic; "There was no work thete."
The Homalco were not the only native to use the Homathko Valley, and
traded with the Chilcotin in what was known as the Grease Trail. This
was the route to the intedot that Alfted Waddington d.teamed would
become the principle supply route to the Caribou Gold Rush, and that
which propel the community he founded to rival New Westminster as B.
C.'s greatest city.

Rob and Don Almond have been catetaking câmps in the coastal inlets
fot the last nine years and helping out passing mountaineers for just as
long. A pictute on theit wall shows my beaming friends Chris Rowe and
John Black whom they found boat-hitching at the head of Jervis Inlet
after ftaversing in from the Elaho. This ftiendly couple ptesently resides
at Homathko catnp, which boasts the bone-thawing luxury of a haul-box
convetted into a hot tub.
Rob shows me the marine guide, which corrìments that the end of Bute
Inlet, called Waddington Harbout, is a misnomet fot it is too shallow for
the distinction. It is hard to imagine this valley, flanked by icecaps, blasted
by winds, and with a seasonal temperature vadation of 80 degrees Celsius
as having evet offeted competition to the Fraser Valley's vast fertile deltas.
Rob also points out the narrows two miles past Coola Creek whete the
remains of a cabin rot in the fotest. Flere once lived the notorious
ferryman who spatked off the Chilcotin War by threatening the native
people with smallpox. This eventually led to the massacre of the road
crew and the end of Waddington's dteams of gtandeur.
We hrst saw the mountain yesterday at mile L3 as we hiked up the road to
Scar Carnp. For twelve days now we have been apptoaching, taking the
time to hear het story along the way. After such hospitality ftom
everyone we've met, I'm left to wonder how the mountain will receive us.
There are now at least half a dozen to a dozen climbing expeditions a yeat
to the mountain, major logging opetations in all the surrounding valleys,
even talk of a lodge in the Homathko. The tanquillity of the off-season
in the logging camps is disturbed by military afucraft from CFB Comox,
who use the camps to do simulated bombing runs. Last year they came
every day for three weeks, Rob comments.
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To the Mother of the Homathko, our approâch must seem a bewildering

rush.

"Sometimes I wonder about that boy...',
The moose on skis
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foe Mountaineer Spends a Night at Home
Dedicated to J.Fdmer & D.Dexter my inspiration, both on the
tock and on paper
as oaerheard fu

Mike Hengeueld

6:00 PM

on that last bus? My heatt sank as I thought of the mini-ice pick key chain
given to me by my long lost love. vihen had I last seen her? was it the
time that I left her house for an 18 month trip to Nepal? who courd say.
Somewhere in a deep corner of my sub-sub conscious a sound rike
bteaking glass began. Slowly the sound got louder and louder until it was
frlling my head.
6:03 PM

M¡

arms went limp, and my left hand struck my front LEFT pocket. I
cried out in shock and pain as a sliver of metal about the size of-a mini-ice
pick drove deep into the flesh of my finger. colours exploded like a
panotamic rainbow in my head, replacing the breaking glass sound. I tore

earth. I struggled to maintain my composure as the ted ball of life butst
on contact, spraying the sidewalk and my new shoes.
6:23PM

I

gtasped the situation immediately.

I

knew that
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I didn't

have much time,

sticþ blood poured over my hngers as I fished for the mini-ice pick
dng given to me so long ago by

*y

key

long lost love. Somewhere in the outer

oû top of the wodd. Nearþ delirious,

I

fumbled for the handle

of

the

unlocked door.
6:30 PM

then, that I no longer had a choice. In fact, I never IIAD IIAD a choice.
a gurghng spring of crystal pure water, it came to me that I was born

Like

would take the challenge and fteat each step

as though

it was my last. only

with a complete focus and RESPECT could I reach the

7:1,4P}d
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summit.

l.rdy:

Sq"gezingmy mini-ice pick key chain given ro me by my long lost
I headed for the first step.

love for luck,
8:52

PM

I

had made it to 12 feet. The dust whistled around me, and the hallway
light was just a dim memoq¡ of a life gone by. My face was covered in
cobwebs, and the sweat had dried to my face in dirty rivulets. Looking
down to the landing far below, my heart froze with the impossible tettor
of my situation. Here was I, at 1,2 feet, engulfed by the *ã;.rty of THE

STAIRS. "I'M STILL ALfVE!!" I howled at the top of my lungs. My
voice was lost in the vacuous darkness sutrounding me. I taised Ãy fooi
and took another step- I clenched my teeth as pain rlpped through my
body. Nevet ir -y life, or in any of the lives before me, had anyone
expedenced such brutal and excruciating pain. I sftuggled to stay
conscious, hating this torture. It was as though I w¿r ist"ning to a
symphony in which each of my bones was a different instrument of puin.
The tune was a haunting cacophony of lost souls, and I was its direltor,
controlling the music with each excruciating step. yet, I wanted the
pain-no, LOVED the pain-becâuse it was bdnging me closer to THE
ST,AIRS. I began ro shout to myself "yOU CAN Db IT!! yOU CAN
MAKE IT!!" over and over again. The sound of my voice echoed over
and over again too, until it began to fade, Iike echoes do. I felt a $/âve âs
my mind left my body, unplugging from my pain, nerve by nerve.
Everything became quiet in my head, and suddenly I was ONE WITH
THE STAIRS- I sat like a smiling Buddha, floating to the top landing,
watching my body come up behind me. rü(/ith each step, my body .hooÈ,
as though trembling with respect. THE STAIRS probed me for a
weakness, trying to deny me the summit. Spindust from each step invaded
my eyes, and when my bloody hand pulled on the railing, it swayed
threateningly from side to side. Nearing the top I heard a nail pull, anð. at
the last moment I let go of the railing. It fell soundlessly foi countless
feet, iust skimming past the tazot shary edges of each riser, ûacing a
gtaceful arc through the inþ blackness. My mouth v/as agape in a silent
scream until the railing hit the hard, cold eatth with a sound Iike the
crushing
9:27

"f

dry bones.

PM

Nevet in my life, or in any of the lives before me has anyone experienced
such anger as I did then. Logic fled my wrath like a wide-eyed anterope,
giving v/ây to the demon dog of instinct. The very walls of the hallway
seemed to groârì in fear as waves of hate eneÍgy pulsed from the core of
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my being. I reached for my mini-ice pick key chain that I once received
from my long lost love and raised it above my head in deFrance. "D.A.MN
YOU STAIRS!! I C,tN BE \T YOU!!" I shouted, my voice powerful and
-ighty. THE STAIRS shuddered and emanated a sound like the
scteaming of a million voices that were suddenly silenced by a tather large
explosion.
9:28 PM

It was then that I realtzed I was already at the top. I rose to my feet in
disbelief. The hairs on my neck rose too, tingling v¡ith wondetful
sensadon that only REAI men realize when they have achieved the
impossible. No v¡ords can describe how I felt just then, but I will keep on
going anyway, because I am powedess in the face of my very own EGO. I
spun around in a 360, surveying all that had become mine in this feat of
untainted testosterone and self-abso¡ption. Here was I, Joe Mountaineer,
21.3 feet, the highest point in the enrire fucking hallway. "I'M THE
^t
KING
OF THE WORLD!!" I shouted, my voice shattering the hoty
silence of a million billion Arabian nights. And, although my lips were
patched from the harsh environment surrounding me, I broke into a wide,
self-satisfied grin. My lips split in several places and blood gushed over
my teeth and into my mouth, filüng it and spilling onto my clothes and the

floot beneath me.
10:15 PM

Completely exhausted, I took a dump, skipped the shower, and headed
straight for bed. I pondered the events of the day I struggled as only a
deeply philosophical man can about the rightness of bteeding all over the
summit. THE STAIRS had given to me in a way that I can nevet express
to the mere mortals who read this, and, I was in turn giving back to it a
symbol of life and virility. It was a beautiful and glodous experience to
frnd that chain and become the all- important link that makes the chain a
citcle. As I was drifting off into the endless and mystical abyss that we
call sleep, my hand brushed my mini-ice pick key chain that I got from my
o\¡r'n true love, so long, long ago. Tears came to my eyes like pregnant
globules hanging from the bottom of a succulent watermelon, swayingno, dancing-before gathering up their skirts and rolling down my cheeks.
To think of her was too much, but I smiled in spite of myself. My Iips
ctacked open aneq and as the blood drained from my body, streaming
over my face and all over the covers oÊ my bed, I fell into a deep sleep.

I hope

that

I

can help you readers aspire
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to the heights-if you'll pardofl

the pun-that I have come to know over my life as a mountaineer.
Pethaps over time you will learn to overcome your weaknesses as I have,
and become brave, strong, adventurous, and above all, modest. well, you
know what they say, "\)Øhen the going gets tough, the tough get going,"'so,
get going!

Solo participant Joe Mountaineer

D'Arcy Bloom on Orange Plasma, Tuolumne X,feadows
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Hedgehog in the Sauna
b1

Derek Amrstrong

On the shore of the quiet, v¡ooded Lake Sinijarvi near Ilomantsi layed a
carefully built shed, its windows Iit by flickering candlelight. Smoke rose
from the chimney, drifting a haphazard course through surrounding
birches before it flattened out above the trees. A promise of twilight lay
in the reddening sulûner sun and illuminated a pak of naked figures
making their way like molasses towards the lake. One caried an oldfashioned cedar bucket that uailed aromatic steam behind them. prancing
sngedy through blueberry and huckieberry bushes they sat ar last near rhe
shadow of an old but well-oiled rowboat. The sun sank deeper, shining a
hollow, misty cdmson.
A minnow jumped, its plop rippü"g nearby water-grasses. At the signal,
the younger figure rose and waded knee-deep, stooping a hand into the
water and drawing it back with ¡¡¡o bottles of l(arhu. Slapping a
mosquito busily supping at his shoulder, he stepped back to shore. "Flere,
Mika," he said, handing the other a beer. Glancing around he grasped a
rock and pried off the cap, watching vapour waft out of the bottle. Mika
opened his beer and took a long ddnk, rolling the carbonation on his
tongue. "FIow are the hsh, Juha?" asked Mika, vzatching a gnarled piece of
bark lap the shore with a passing wave.

Placing elbows on knees, Juha gestuted at the lake v¡ith his bottle.
"Minnows everywhere, but IVe seen three or four bigger ones. Next year
v¡ill be good, I bet." Mika took another pull and leaned back, arms behind
him on the sand. Vapour rose from them in wisps while across the lake a
grouse drummed a staccato burst. The two men gazed across the lake as
it sought refuge in the blueberries.
Juha coughed lightly into his hand and stared at the darkening sky for a
moment. "I've been having strange dreams again,Mika, the same as when
I was building the sauna with Elina." He paused, gausng Mika's silence
before deciding to go on. His beer still sat untouched in the sand, the
bear on its label bearing teeth at him.

"You remember that one

I told

you about, about walking along the curve

of the universe? This time there were stars everywhere, cold blue points
all around. It seemed so near to touch the edge of space, to feel. . . " Juha's
btow wrinkled as he sought the word that ht. "Enclosed. It just wasn't an
empty place anymore. There was this feeling of closeness that was so
'warrn, so contenting, ìike you know you're not alone." Mika nodded
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to land on his
forested flesh
templative loop
yself pushing a jeep down a hill,"

been, pushing countless jeeps,
ck into each other

off the side of

calendars." Both sat quiet for a lengthy moment, contemplating.
Juha looked back at th. ,u.'^, ,orJorith joints creaking ru. oiá timber in
a blowing rainstorm, and splashed the bucket into shallov¡ water, watching
it sink. Mika, leaving his empty bottle in the sand and tocks, pulled twã
more from the lake and worked off the caps. water sloshed ovet the
sides as Juha pulled the bucket from amidst mydad tþples and darting fry.

Heading back up the path, neither of the r$¡o stopped except to
unconsciously strip a handful of August huckleberr-ies from the laden
bushes. Mika wobbled a bit as rhe alcohol tickled his head.
The sauna door swung wide under Juha's hand, radiating a palpable,
wood-fted heat. He placed the bucket of water on the lower bench inside
and disappeared around the back of the sauna to collect an armful of
wood. Mika powed a generous splash of beer into the waterbucket,
matching it with an ample swig as he plunked down onto the upper
bench. A thunderous clatter shook the wooden deck outside and Juha
popped through the door wirh several copiously barked sticks of birch.
smoke billowed into the sauna's comers as he opened the stove and
stirted the glowing coals inside. As the birch bark caught he banged the
door shut and clambered to the upper bench with a grin.
had let him build it where they
He asked some tips from older

o":1i,ff"ìîfä'"ilîY;:

weekends when he could escape work in
heat was perfect; it warmed you slovzly if you were in from the start, but
made your teeth and ears hurt if you walked in too suddenly. All the
stones on the stove came from diving in the lake one day with his cousin
Matti. It was like a piece of his childhood, unblemished by concrete and
city noise. The nearest neighbours were at the other end of Lake Sinijarvi,
but there v¡as no smoke from their chimney this particular weekend.
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water hissed and skittered between the heated rocks as Mika deftly flicked
full ladles onto the stove. Pungeant and yeasty, aLmost like some
mushroom, steam Filled every crack in the sauna. Juha hunched over and
clenched his Frsts over his ears as the humidity rose. Mika, eyes closed,
bated his teeth, not in a smile, but to taste the neady solid ù. This was
what a real Finnish sauna \r/as about.
A sudden splash btoke through the scalding reverie of the moment. The
watet ladle fell to the sauna floor as a small dark shape scrabbled at the
edge of the water bucket. Mika cracked an eye and lifted his feet off the
lower bench, wincing as the heat assaulted his knees. Squinting hard, at
the water bucket, but with his hands still pressed to his ears,
Julia took a
deep breath and began laughing. Mika leaned oveï to look ar rhe bucket,
too.
Slender, tapered nose in rhe afu, a small pdckly ball hung by its front feet
from the water bucket, back legs scrambling for purchase. Tiny wisps of
steâm rose from the multitude of spines coveting it. Reaching down,
Juha
retrieved the ladle and nudged the critter with it. For a moment, nose
wdnkling, the animal teetered on the edge of the water bucket, a[ four
feet clamped on like a gymnâst to a high-bar. Helped by a conscious lean
toward the cool \¡/ater, gravity took over and placed the sauna's newest
guest into the bucker with a solid plop. when the rþples had settled, tiny
paws could be seen indignantly gtooming a diminutive head above what
was left of the water. Mika snorted and let a wry grin play across his face.
"Only in Finland," he chortled. They had a hedgehog in the sauna.

Photo Marie dAaglenonr
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The Place Galled NothÍng
bl Anonlmoas
Splash!

Crash!
\X/hite-capped waves charged the shore and erupted into the air as
they hit the wâter-sculpted sandstone shore. He watched the excitement in
her eyes well up with each breathtaking wave crash. Her warm brown hair
waved innocently in the wind. Her head rested gently on his shoulder.
Trust. He closed his eyes to capture the moment. Store it inside. Fot the
fitst time in his life, the grass was flot greener. Time stood still as their
time together neared its tearful end. They watched the summer sun begin

its way south, knowing their last sunset togethet was the moment. i...
Nothing Lasts Forever..."
Flash!

She strolled by another boulder, trying to recall. \Vhere is that
place? Was it really seven years ago? A grown woman found the heaven
she had stored years before in the depths of confusing adolescent
adventure. She wondered if he would remember her... a chld no more.
Maybe it's there... As the lock came into view, there was no more
doubtT+the place. lØhat's this carved into the rock...?
Gnash!

He slipped off the hold and opened the callused flesh of his finger.
Rich, ted blood glistened in the hot sun. Workingit again, the boulãer
move began feeling n^tt,ral and smooth. Myriads of deep, cawed pockets
provided countless holds of all kinds of feel. Pushing and laybacking, he
cleared the bulge and glided over the rock to the top. Lo)'ng down, he
squinted from the piercing sun spray... FIe too v¡ondered what had come
of her over the yeârs... hoping time was out to charm her. Back in the
same place, a different person, his business was pleasute of a different
gente. A few small pockets broke a steep, flat section of a boulder to his
left and caught his eye. "...and we both know hearts can change..."
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Treatise On Power and Hardmen
fu Ekim Engeueldrzal

often times I hear people discussing boulder problems or the crux of

a

the south Summit. His last move is probably only 3rd class. Now we will

lb. to his name will generate 2.1 million !7atts; equivalent to the energy
dedved from over 238 packages of instantaneously incinerated country
Cottage bacon. Not bad, considering he probably only consum ed 2 or 3
on his way up.

we can see then that there is an inverse relationship between power

and

difhculty, although, strangely, the 'hardest' climbers are the onãs who use
the term "powerful" most often. Pedraps it is nothing more than a poor
understanding of English, which follovzs, since most 'hard' climbers ãon't
have English as their flrst language. But what about the 'hard' Notth
Americans around us?
once I saw a hardman take his girlfriend climbing. I didn't know either of
them, but it was clear he was teaching her. For starters, he raced past me
on the path to the base of the climb, beating me by nanoseconds only to
stand possessively at the bottom and wait for his partner. A lesson in
ethics I suppose. If she wasn't learning, I sure as hell was. My partner, I
will call him Tom (because that's his name), and I waited, racked and
teady, while the hardman instructed her into the harness and then
impressed on her all the inherent dangers of him 'taking the sharp end' (I
leave the innuendoes to you). It was a very stirring account, and I feared
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for his life. she looked impressed too, and surely would have slept with
him on that account alone. \x4ren this hardman took to the climb

however, the story seemed to
visibly shaken by the time he
mutter about how tough the m

dman veneer was
and he began to
part of his show?

I]ARDMAN DEFEATS T

PRESSURE. By the third bolt

INCREDIBLE

I

was sure
was bitching, whimpering, aîd nervou
deliberating and shaking for too long, she
visibþ flustered, he pulled on a quickdraw to pendulum past the side step
crux. unfortunately, his partner was too close to the rock to witness this
spineless act of cowardice, but feeling our eyes on him he gudtily

mumbled

a disclaimer about his using a little "French Free". v/hen

ptompting from above; once she was on the ground again, itwas clear she
a nppel above, we could hear
weaty he was. lWhile waitìng, I
if she had ever heatd of the
term "Frerich Free". She hadn't. Perhaps she should ask her Hardman
some íme.
No, no, not now. Later would be better.
He was ahardman,I'm more of a thinman: He v¡ould kick my ass.

was
him
câsu
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The Many Sounds of Music
fu

Buþ

Harding

Lets start at the very beginning very good place to start, when
^ sing
you read you begin v¡ith ABC, when you
you begin with Vance,

Canadian Travelling Dancing Barbershop Quartet Show, also known

as

would mean some big time ptopaganda and some big GREEN persuasion
techniques ofl my pat if I was to get them to do this. unfortunatel¡ I
hadn't much of the gteen st'ff, because I was going to school at the time,
and my propaganda techniques were all too familiar because of the recent
united States bombing of lraq. I had to follow a whole new pâth, these
guys viere not dumb, they wouldn't fall for just anything...I had to make
them BELIE\aE... I had to get them to think that they WANTED to do
something like this... it had to be somerhing they would ask ME abour...
something that they wanted to do! That was it! I would have to

conquer! So I flitted and flirted my pixy dust in the air at the pafiy the
night of the VOC long hike... I directed it to where Vance, Dave, Mike
and Steve were standing,
were standing in the path
and were trying to sing in
who thought they could
Suddenly gÅI had nevet met before, but had been talking to during the

^
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day, her flâme 'ü/âs Shoshanna, asked me to play guitar with her. I sat
down and was singing, all the while keeping my eye on my super stars. I
suppose I sounded okay because when I passed them on my wây to the
bathroom, they stopped me and asked if I would teach them to sing. My
plan worked! They wanted me to teach them to sing! "'Well," I said to

them..."I'd like to teach the wodd to sing, but do you think I have
time?"... just so I didn't sound TOO keen... Little did they know they
could already sing lìke angels, and would make ctowds of farmer girls
ctazy everywhere! They v¡ould be the Backstreet Boys of Barbershop...
the Rolling Stones of Folþ the Dixie Roosters of small town
entert¿inment...they would make old men get off their porches and leave
theit shotguns at home, they would be role models for country boys
everywhere, they would make old lady's knees knock... need I go on?
These boys were hot potatoes.
I said of course I would... heck, they even vianted to pay me! I couldn't
accept since as I was already taking advantage of them. They ended up
bdngrng me something )'ummy to eat eveq¡ week. That I could handle....
Food is always a good thing. I kept thinking of all the different restaurants
I would be able to eat at when my share of the profits came through... no
mote dumpster diving for me...although it was a fun bonding time with
friend, and it made for a good Environmental Ethics group project.
Our Frrst lesson consisted of getting the boys familtar with their
lungs. They didn't know that they had to breathe when they sang...this
was soon remedied when Dave's voice resonated aftet the others voices
had died out. Competition was at play here... whoever could hold their
bteath the longest won...Our lesson was always cut short with a desire to
climb some buildings. It was difficult, even though they were high on my
pixy dust, to keep them focussed on what they had to do to become the
Barbershop Boys of the millennium. I had to allow them their buildering
time. This was an unusual event to me as I had walked past these
buildings hundreds of times and climbing them never crossed my mind...
funny eath boys. Our lessons continued, and they continued to bring me
)'ummy food. We even got to be quite good friends and would ride home
on our bikes singing sailor songs through the woods. As the.weeks passed,
I became quite fond of these boisterous boys and their earthy ways. I
wasnrt sure I wanted them to become pafi of the CTDBQS anymore. I
knew what happened to the ones who succeeded and then grew old. It
wasn't a ptetty sight. They lost their touch with the crowd, the batns
wouldn't fill anymore and sometimes if it got really bad, the crowd would
thtow tomâtoes and overgrown squash, and the old men would bring
theit shotguns from their porches... it was not a pretty scene. I didn't
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want this to happen to my nev/ friends. I had to do something! I had to
make them sound horrible so they would get discouraged and go back to
their earthy ways. unfortunately I had no pixy dust thai would Ãake them
sound horible. I had to get another gïoup to sing the songs $/e had been
practisrng and put them on tape... then I could sv¡itch à t^p, that we
would record with the bad groups tapel yES! I had to do it... it was the
only way. I didn't want to be around when they heard themselves though
because I was ashamed. My conscious was giving me bad vibes...oh, I wãs
sad...I even kind of liked rhe newlife I was reading (I had to pretend I
an "outdoors person" so I could keep my identity concealed). I knew
]uas
I would have to go when they heard themselves on tape.
The next week came and the boys didn't show up at rehearsal. r was
afuaid my plan had worked. The next day I got
on my
" -..r^g.
answering machine: "Uh, hi, this message is fot Becky...
well, ,rh, ne.kyÞ
we taped ourselves like you said and well... uh... I hate to say it, buil
thìnk we lost some of the guys... they really got discouraged...'oh
Shannendoah' didn't sound like we thought it would... in fact we think we
just plain suck...I think we have to back out of the band...sory bout
that.tt

oh, I felt

really bad for them. If only they could know that I had switched
the tape on them! If only they knew that they really did have talent and
that they would have been loved. .. for a while at least. I didn't know what
to do; I knew I couldn't be in this business ân).rnore... this business of
bdnging people to their peaks and then watching them get shot down. I
went cold turkey: no more agents, no more cell phone, no *ot. high heel
shoes... BUT! r nevergot a chance to talk to all those special boys... so
this entry into the voc journal is for them... Mike, Dave, vance and
Stevr.. ' Boys, you would have been great if I hadn't sv¡itched your tape...
I killed your motivation... your enthusiasm... your ZESTI you have it in
you... if you only BELIEVE I hope you condnue to climb your
mountains with music because music is what makes nature beautiful, (well,

I enjoyed my time with you immensely and hope that
can climb those mountains with you sometime agatn... perhaps not in
th-e Music Building but in the'MILD! steve I hope you got the Lost out

besides the scenery).

I

of your ye t UBC and I hope you continu. to l."t' tenor parts in
^t
England! Vance...
I love your hair... AND you can sing...keep
practising! Mike... you know how to smg, now you can teach the wodd...
or maybe just the voc! Dave, even though you hid behind the others,
you always seemed to have the tight notes... or close enough anyhow
Your bassy voice will come in handy one day... ( ummÃ... details
pervade me). Let me leave you with a quote ftom Worlds of Music:
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All of us are bom into a world of sound, and we leam from other people
what sound is music and what sound is not. 'v7e may, of course, decide ior
ourselves; but the point is that people do decide what music is. Many years
ago the avant-garde composerJohn Cage \Ã/rote a piece for qpewriters. At
its first concert perfotmance the typists took their seats and started qping.
The only sounds were the clicks of the keys, the tapping of the type, the
movement of the carnages, and the bells signalling the end of each line.
Many in the audience were perplexed: Was this music? a joke? Or what?
l7ould you consider it humanly organised sound? If nothing else, Cage's
composition makes us tealise that music is not something'g'iven' but that
lt rests on an agreement among composer, petformer, and listener."
As long as you have a good audience you will be loved regardless! Good
Luck on your future endeavours with music!
With love,

Your music teacher.

John Ford, Vance Culbert and Dave Campbell buildering on
"Law Building Layback"
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